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SECTION I: BEFORE THE THIRD WORLD CONGRESS
["A Contribution to the Discussion on International Perspectives" was written in June 1951 by a subcommittee
of the Politieal Committee of the Socialist Workers Party
for submission to the Third World Congress. Although the
Socialist Workers Party was barred by reactionary legislation from membership in the Fourth International, the
party leadership supported the general line of the res0lutions passed by the Congress. A majority of the leaders,
however, in light of some ambiguous formulations in the
rnaih resolution, thought it was politically important to
restate the Trotskyist stand on the counterrevolutionary
character of Stalinism. They felt it was especially important
to reject the implications in Michel Pablo‘s "Where are We
Going?" (reprinted in Part 4 of Towards a H,-story of the

[The most thoroughgoing criticism of Pablo‘s position
W85 made by Bleibtreu, a central leader of the Parti Communiste Internationaliste, French section of the Fourth Intei'nati0nal- it Was his View that the line eXPi‘essed by
Pa-hi0 in "Where are We G0iI1g?" Was being smuggled into
the Fourth International through ambiguous and wrong
formulations in the main resolutions. Bleibtreu's ‘Where
is Comrade Pablo Going?‘ was submitted for the precongress discussion in June but was never distributed by
the International Secretariat to the sections and sympathizing o1'8aniZations- it Was fi1'stPuhlished in a June 1951
sdPPiemeht to Lo Veritet the Puhlieation of the Ffeneh
seetioh- The introduction to this item is reprinted from the
January 8, 1953 issue of La Verite, which printed an edited
version oi this uoeuhiehh The tiansiauon of both "Where
is Comrade Pahio Going?" and the introduction were Pie‘
pared for this eoiiechoh hy Miehaei Bauni'ann[At the Woiiu Congress’ nuineious amendments added
to the main resolution appeared to reaffirm orthodox Trotskyist positions on the prospects for Stalinism, its counterrevolutionary role, and the necessity for a political
revolution to overturn the ruling bureaucratic castes in the
Soviet Union and the deformed workers states. (This resoiuiioh is ineiuueu in Part 4 of this series-) These amend‘
ments satisfied the SWP leaders that the leadership of the
World Trotskyist movement had not ehanged its evaluation of Staiinism- The majority of the leaders of the Ffeneh
section, however, continued to insist that Pablo was on a
revisionist eonise-l

Fourth International, Education for Socialists bulletin,
which contains documents of the International Secretariat
faction) that centuries of deformed workers states were a
probable perspective. Pablo was the secretary of the Fourth
lhtei-national, and was living in Paris at the time
[The reply by George Clarke (Writing under the n-ame
G_ Campbell) to this statement was an indication that
some fei-ees in the SWP were opposed to any restatement
of Trotskyist fundamentals on sialinisin Clarke, who
attended the World Congress as a fraternal observer from
the SWP, did not submit the wcohtrihuhohw as he had been
asked to do. Instead, heburnedit,becausehe was "ashamed"
to present it, as he later explained. The exchange provides
preliminary hint of the differences that seen led to an
open factional struggle in the SWP.

e_

1.

"Contribution to the Discussion on International Per-

spectives”
The main propositions in the "Theses on International
Perspectives" are as follows:
1, Since the Korean eoniet,
imperialism has plunged
into accelerated military and political preparations for a
new world war.
2. These preparations will inevitably encounterresistance
from the masses suffering from the effects of militarization (lowered living and working standards, attacks on
their rights, etc.).
3. The imperialist drive toward global war is taking
place in an international situation which is unfavorable
to capitalism and threatens to become still worse.
4. The growing strength of the anti-capitalist forces and
the undermining of imperialism can just as readily hasten
the outbreak of war as delay it. In either event, the final
decision rests with U.S. imperialism. The American im-

national civil war, especially in Europe and Asia. It would
be a war waged by the imperialist bloc against the USSR,
the People's Democracies, China, the colonial revolutions
and the revolutionary labor movement in the capitalist
countries. It will be a war of capitalist counter-revolution
for the restoration of private property, colonialism, and
other forms of servitude against the international revolutionary movement in all its diverse forms.
6. Such a war would differ from the previous two world
wars in important respects. First, it will not be a struggle
for world domination between rival imperialist blocs but
primarily a class war. Second, it would not come about as
the culmination of a series of defeats of the proletariat
and its political prostration. It would come rather as a
result of serious setbacks to imperialism—not at a time
when the workers and colonial peoples are crushed and
weakest but when imperialism itself is being dealt hard
blows. Consequently, the immediate effect of another world
war will be not the blunting and suppression of the class
struggle but its extreme sharpening to the point of social
paroxysms.

"

perialists may plunge into a generalwar precisely in order
to keep the disadvantageous relationship of class f0rCeS
from getting worse.
5. A Third World War unleashed under such conditions
would from the start acquire the character of an inter4

and on the other, of defending the revolutionary struggles
and their conquests (as _in Yugoslavia today) against

analysis of the world situation makes necessary
the following orientation and holds out the following perspectives for the revolutionary movement:
a. The preparations and even the outbreak of world
war are no occasion for despair or defeatism in the ranks
of the vanguard. On the contrary, it must be viewed as
opening up considerable revolutionary possibilities on
the international arena, provided the vanguard pursues
a correct line and takes full advantage of its opportuni7. This

the Kremlin.
9. The direct counter-revolutionary role which Moscow
has played and continues to play will not fade into the
background in the event of war. On the contrary, it will
come to the fore whenever and whereverindependentmass
movements threaten to pass beyond the control of the
Kremlin or the parties it dominates. Regardless of the
effects upon the defense of the Soviet Union, the Stalinist

tiesh-

bureaucracy will not countenance independent mass movements, and, least of all, oppositional ones. If the Kremlin
feels that such independent movements jeopardize its interests it will not hesitate to repress them.
Unfolding revolutionary movements may in certain circumstanges sweep the agents Qf the Kremlin along and
they will seek to head them in order to sontrol thsm_
It is necessary to warn that the more such movements
tend to sweep over their heads, the more openly will the
Stalinist bureaucracy tend to collide with them and seek

Marxists Cannot take a "I1eut1'a1ist" of ahsiehtionisi
attitude toward the contending iorees in the impending
Wan They Ynusi he iniiansigeniiy oPPosed to the iinPeTiaiisis and their agents and unanihiguousiy align iheIY1selves with the antagonists of imperialism which have
8. different social I18.tU1'€, tendencies and aims. This class
position which clearly differentiates between the contending eanihs should he Inade manifest in ail Poiiiieai aeiivity
and the preSSc. In the movements, countries and forces headed by
Moscow and the Stalinists or by the reformists, Marxists
must clearly distinguish between social regimes, forces
and movements of an anti-capitalist kind and their bureaucratic and opportunist leaderships.
d. Wherever the masses are acting against the capitalist
regimes, the Marxists must pat-tisipate, with their own
program by the side of the workers, peasants and colonial
peoples in their struggles with the aim of deepening and
Widening the movements along revolutionary lines. Under
certain conditions this may require entry into the Stalinistcontrolled movements and even critical support to regimes
under their auspices, as in China.
e. This necessarily involves at the same time a struggle
against the Soviet bureaucracy and the exploitation of
ths wot-1d crisis of Stalinism for the building of s new
revolutionary leadership. It requires systematic efforts to
get closer to the working masses in Europe and Asia
now under the inuence or domination of Stalinism.
f. In countries where Stalinism is weak and the reformists are the dominant force as in England and India
today, it means work among the masses and Within the
parties now following the reformist leaders. In countries
where both Stalinism and Social Democracy are weak,
as in the United States, it means contending directly with
the union bureaucracy and capitalist representatives for
leadership of the workers.
With the above propositions we are wholly in agree-

to crush them.
10. While the greatly aggravated and steadily worsening
international situation considerably reduces the chances
for a deal between the Kremlin and the imperialists, the
possibility of such a deal still remains. The conservative
Stalinist bureaucracy has far from rejected its perspective
of living peacefully with imperialism, if only it is permitted to do so. To this end it is prepared, as it always
has been, to sacrifice the interests of the Workers everywhere. Such moves as Togliatti's bid to the Italian bourgeoisie demonstrate that the Kremlin has far from lost
hope for a deal. While any such deal, if concluded, can
only prove temporary and partial, it would nevertheless
modify the international situation and our own perspectives in the period immediately ahead and therefore should
hot he eofnpieteiy iefi out oi our anaiYsis11. Instead of attempting to provide a general redefinition of Stalinist parties, it would be more advisable to
recommend following their concrete evolution in each given
case, in their specific relations with the Kremlin on the
one side and with the mass movement in their own country, on the Othe1‘- At the Same time, it is imperative to

reaffirm our previous characterization of Stalinism as
a counter-revolutionary force. Stalinism remains what it
has been—before, during and following the last war. It
is a national reformist bureaucracy and an agency of
imperialism in the world labor movement. What is new
in the situation are not any changes in the nature and
role of Stalinism but the new conditions in which these
parties, including the Kremlin, now find themselves and
as a result of which they have been plunged into crises.
The possibility and the probability that the mass movements in some countries may sweep over the heads of
the Stalinist parties opens up two variants of development.
If such parties go along with the masses and begin to
follow a revolutionary road this will inescapably lead
to their break with the Kremlin and to their independent
evolution. Such parties can then no longer be considered
as Stalinist, but will rather tend to be centrist in character,
as has been the case with the Yugoslav CP. Those parties,
however, which in conditions of mass upsurge remain
totally tied to the Kremlin will unfold their counter-revolu-

merit
At the same time, in our opinion it is necessary to eXPahd ahd siiehgtheo the theses along the following lines!
8- The necessity to oppose the imperialist bloc and to
defend the conquests of October against imperialism does
not mean support to the diplomatic moves or military
strategy of the Kremlin, as the Theses themselves indicate.
The unfoldment of the class struggle and the lines of
class interest in the course of war would not in all instances and all places necessarily coincide with the official
governmental or military line-ups. The case of Yugoslavia
illustrates such a condition today. Similar cases may
arise in course of the war itself. In the period ahead Marxists confront a twofold problem: On the one side, that
of defending the conquests of October against imperialism
0

5

tionary role to the full.
The characterization of Stalinist parties as "not exactly
reformist" parties is both vague and misleading and
should be eliminated,
12. The analysis of how the Stalinist parties may conduct themselves during wartime in capitalist countries,
tends to be one-sided in the theses. It is stated
that in
certain circumstances such parties may be compelled
to
outline a revolutionary orientation. This is not excluded.
But the contrary is likewise not excluded. In certain circumstances the Stalinists could and would even
in the
midst of war work to strangle revolutions. This variant
ought to he emphasized no less than the othei._ in addition
it ought to he Stressed that with the outbreak of war all
these Stalinist parties will not escape from
the
of crisis now eonvulsing them but rather willconditions
find this
crisis intensied many fold.
13_ In harmony with what has heen Said
it is further
necessary to emphasize that the tactical orientation
not imply any eoneiliation with Stalinism_ On the does
eon_
trary, these tactics are designed to enable us to merge
with the living movement of the masses and to combat

Stalinism all themore eii~eet_.lVely_
14. While the immense revolutionary upheavals
which
the outbreak oi global war would provoke
in the impe_

rialist sectors is correctly emphasized it should be pointed
out that such a war would likewise aggravate
the latent

conicts

and arouse independent mass movements against
the Kremlin's dictatorship in the areas it dominates.
This
will very likely eonie about in
the East European eouu_
ti-iee Where the Cpvs have already had to he
purged oi
their native leadei-Shins and among the Soviet nation_
alities which have directly experienced the evils
of Staliniet ophi.eeeion_ The task of the Marxists will he
to link
themselves with these anti-Stalinist movements
of the peopie, give them a eleai. and consistent anli_impei.ialisl
and
andeapitalist expression, and guide them in a i.evolutioh_
dry Socialist dii.eeiioh_
15. The perspective of "deformed workers’
states" as
the line of historical development for an
indefinite period

ahead should not be recognized in the theses implicitly
or expliciy. Backward countries, whether in Eastern Europe or in Asia, constitute only one of the main channels
of revolutionary development. The extension of the proletarian revolution to one or more advanced countries would
radleally alter the entire Werld Piet11I'e- This a$Peet ought
to he Put forward ln the the$eS- The retardation of
the
socialist revolution and its resulting eonnenlent
to a
backward EnroPeah e°11nt1'y Wee 6 hi$t0l‘iee1 eondltlen
that largely determined the eenree Of W0I‘1d history Slnee
i924' Biit today We are on the threshold of an entirely
new situation The nnPa1'alleled Sweep of the
eoloniai
revolutions may seem to reinforce this previous
trend.
Its end result, however, will be to reverse
it. For these
colonial revolutions, new beginning to engnlt the Near
East as well, are shaking asunder the entire
imperialist
world structure and thereby providing a tremendous spur
to the socialist revolution in all the advanced
countries,
inoihding the United SlatesThe outbreak of general war will not alter this
trend
hut’ on the eontrary, greatly relntoree revehltlenary tie‘
velopments in both the backward and the advanced countries. The sweep of the colonial revolutions should
be
directly cohhecied in this sense with the Perspectives ih
the advanced countries. At the same time, it should
be
holed that this ihioraohoh haiweoh the evolhhoh of haok'
ward and advanced cohhhioa whl aggravate ih the ex‘
heme the hhfoiaihg crisis hot ohiy of hhporiahshi out
of
Stahhiaih as wail"
16. The central political feature of the world situation
today is the crisis of the proletarian leadership. It is imperative to reaffirm this proposition of our Foundation
Theses‘ Everything hinges on the iesoihiion oi this historic
task. The objective conditions for its fulfillment
are now
ripe hut the task whi hot he resolved ahtohiahoahy
or
mechanically or independently
of our intervention and
policies. The proposed tactical moves derive their ‘fullest
meaning and importance in connection with the solution
of this problem‘
June 5, 1951

2. Some

Comments on the "Contribution to the Discussz'0n,”by George Clarke
The basic motivation of the "Theses" is to rearm
world movement for the decisive struggles impending the
on
the national and on the international arena.
The need
of this reorientation arises from many reasons
but for
the purposes at hand it can be reduced to the
existence
of two essentially new factors: 1. Imperialism is
forced
to launch its war without first being able to defeat
and
demoralize the revolutionary proletariat of the capitalist
countries and the colonial peoples. 2. Stalinist
parties
are now at the helm of important mass movements, and

the event that the crisis of Stalinism takes the form of
a split within an important CP or the rupture of an important CP from Moscow. Our movement has been pre-

pared by its whole past for such a development. And
whatever weaknesses it had in this sphere were largely
corrected during the Yugoslav experience.
The question is what to do if the crisis of Stalinism
remains and deepens in its present form: i.e. a growing
dissatisfaction of the revolutionary workers in the ranks
of the CP with the conservative and treacherous policy
of their leadership, but a desire to remain within the party
and to transform it by pressure and action into a vehicle
for the realization of their revolutionary aspirations. After
the dismal failure of the Cucci-Magnani affair and the
asco which a similar attempt has met in France, there

it is unlikely that in these countries a genuine revolutionary leadership will successfully challenge and supplant them in the workers‘ movement before the outbreak
Of the W811

The question involved is not what is to be
done in
6
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pared by its whole past for such a development. And
whatever weaknesses it had in this sphere were largely
corrected during the Yugoslav experience.
The question is what to do if the crisis of Stalinism
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velopment of the movement of the masses against all
attempts of the Soviet bureaucracy, the Russian army
and the Stalinist leaders to strangle and to smash it."
9. While the intent of this section, emphasizing the counter-revolutionary role of the Soviet bureaucracy is correct,
it is entirely too one-sided. It is based primarily on the
subjective desires and needs of the Kremlin and
not enough on the objective situation which will develop.
It is not only a question of what the Kremlin wants to
do but of what it is capable under the given conditions
of doing. The Kremlin didn't want the Warsaw insurrection; it permitted it to be smashed by the Nazis. The
Kremlin didn't want the Yugoslav revolution and later
the Chinese revolution. But it proved totally incapable
of preventing or smashing them. It is good to alert revolutionists to the counter-revolutionary character of the
Kremlin, but it is also important to indicate the limitations
of the counter-revolutionary power of the Kremlin based
on a real analysis of the class war which will ensue.
10. This point should be eliminated. The "Theses" says:
"Despite the now reinforced orientation of imperialism
toward war, the perspective of temporary compromises
between the USSR and the USA continues to rernain open."
(p_ 1) And then on page 2, discussing the question fr0In
the standpoint of the Kremlin it says: '1 . . the Soviet
bureaucracy also anxious for its own reasons to avert
the outbreak of a general war, will lend itself to the conclusion of limited or even more general partial compromises . . .” In view of this very clear statement, what
is the need for further emphasis on this point? Allowanee for temporary zig-zags and for tactics that derive
from such turns belong in a political resolution on the
immediate situation and not in the Thesis which provides
a basie long-term prognoses and which expressly rejects
the possibility of a new overall deal such as that of YaltaPotsdam.
11_ Here Objection is taken to the description in the
Theses of the Communist Parties as "not exactly reformist
parties." To be sure this is not a rigorously scientific definition. Nor was it so intended. But it is far more correct,
far more descriptive of the reality than thatwhieh you offer
in its stead: "it is a national reformistbureaucaracy and an
agency of imperialism in the world labor movement." This
is untenable theoretically. Unlike all other reformist parties
in history, the Communi$tPa1~|;1es do not rest on a bureaucracy and a labor aristocracy deriving its privileges from
the super prots of imperialism and from its function as
the labor agency of the capitalist state. The supreme test
here is in the sphere of foreign policy and war where with
rare exceptions the reformist parties slavishly follow the
policy of their ruling class. In this sense it must be admitted that events proved the Old Man in error when he
predicted that as a result of the lush development of the
Peoples‘ Front period there would grow up sizable "national-communist" wings in the CPs possibly encompassing the major portion of their leaderships. No such thing
has occurred, despite many defections but not of a decisive
character, either during the Hitler-Stalin pact or more
recently since the beginning of the "cold war" when CPs
like those of France and Italy had far more to lose in
privileges by going into opposition on foreign policy.
One must ask why despite obvious self-interest the Stalinist
leaderships have nottaken that course. Itis ridiculous to say

can be no doubt that this is the real situation, and one
which will tend to become more fixed in the next period
precisely because of the imminence of the war. Hence
ows the need for a sharp reorientation in these countries, where the question of understanding the contradictions of Stalinism and of finding the approach to the
workers under their influence is a matter of life and death
for Trotskyism. The tragic experience in China is the
rst great warning. But this orientation must obviously
clash with the past of our movement, with its different
perspectives and with the accumulated conservatism which
has resulted from that past.
The turn is an audacious one, but for that reason it
must be made with the greatest boldness and with the
most complete confidence in the basic soundness and loyalty of our movement to its fundamental principles. If
the turn is hedged by exaggerated concern for deviations,
by overemphasized warnings about dangers, by insistence on alternate and opposite variants, then the whole
effect of the reorientation can be lost, and the conservative elements will find shelter for their opposition in reservations, refinements and amendments. In any case, if
our movement is not sufficiently mature for such a bold
turn, then not all the admonitions in the world will safeguard it from the dangers inV°iVedit is from this Peint of View, heeause ibelieve that
While You begin in agreement with the general line» many
Oi yeur suggestions Will have the efieet ef weakening
and not strengthening the position of the "Theses." Hence
the following comments and proposals. In the instances
involved your corrections appear to me to be based in
some points on a bad reading of the "Theses," in others
from drawing unwarranted inferences from the text; in
other cases I cannot find myself in agreement because
of ambiguity, incompleteness of thought, unnecessary cmphasis on points that should not be especially stressed.
For the sake of convenience I'll follow the numerical

order °f Your suggestions
8- "The unfeldment ei the elass struggle and the lines
Oi class interests in the course of the War Would not in
all instances and all places necessarily coincide with the
Oiiieial governmental 01' military lineuPs- The ease of
Yugoslavia illustrates such a condition today." Unless
further amplified and expiained this statement ean lead
to serious confusion and even error. Does it mean for
instance that the slogan of defense for Yugoslavia against
the Kremlin Weuld still be aPPlieabie if it Were lined uP
With imperialism and served as a base of military °Pe1‘ations for it in the war against the SU? That may not
be your meaning, but it can easily be deduced from the
above statement, and in fact it happens to be one of the
unspoken considerations which the Yugoslavs use as a
justification for their line of adaptation and capitulation
to imperialism. The statement must either be corrected
and amplified or eliminated. (Although for my part I
cannot see the advisability or the need of trying to foresee the multitude of complicated forms that the war will
assume or to proscribe at this date the tactics that should
be pursued.) Otherwise I should like to point out that
your point No. 8 is merely a restatement (i.e. without
the above) of the point in the "Theses" at the bottom of
page 8 that the "tactical applications" of the line of the
defense of the USSR "remain subgrdinate to the free de0
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that the GPU holds them in line. Fundamentally it is be- deeply involved
in the resistance movement and thus in a
cause they know that they cannot take their mass followfar better position to cope with thebetrayalwhen it actually
ing with them in a policy of Qpposion to the Soviet came. The
only effect of your amendment here will be to
Union. For these masses, whatever their distrust, the Soviet give eonservaiive
eieinenfs H Cover t0 hide behind because
Union remains the revolution, and it is because of the they actually
exclude the rst variant. It will deect and
revolution that they follow the Cp and not the soeia1_demo_ hinder
the real educ-ation and reorientation of the movecracy. Stalinism is counter-revolutionary to be sure, but it rhehh
is impossible after analyzing the relationship oftheirleader13- I arh ehhreiy hi agreement With ihis P°ihiThe
ships to the Soviet bureaucracy, their base and their reTheses Should he strengthened as rhheh as Pessihle in
lationship with the working class to deny the patent truth
this SehSe' Though I should Poihi °ui that ih XVI» XVII
that they are "hot exactly reformist partiesy
and XVIII a considerable contribution is made
precisely
The importance of this definition resides in the fact that
Oh this qheshoh hi the Theses itselfit permits us to better grasp the contradictory character
14- In View °f What
of Stalinism and thus to be able to participate with our rst two Paragraphs is Written On this question ih the
Of Page 9 of the Theses, I eahhet
own line in the revolutionary struggles they can head under
exaeiiy follow ihis P°ini- Mileh rests Of e011I‘5e On exaehy
"certain favorable conditions." Now the same cannotbe said
What is hieahi by "anihstlinist ln0ven1entS Of The People-"
for the classical reformist, i.e. social-democratic parties.
The ideas of the Theses are hlfihel‘ ele-berated in the res°'
They cannot "outline a revolutionary orientation" without ihhoh
°h the Eastern European e°1inh'iesa major spht, tf hot in the party itself then at least in
the
15. This is the most bafing point of all. You
insist
apparatus. And nally, is it not strange that you should
that the Theses shenld not recognize "implicitly or exconclude your remarks on this point, which grow out of a
PheihY" the npersheehve of ideforrhed Werkers states‘ as
fear that the formulation in question may open
the door to
the line of development for an indefinite period
ahead."
some change in our fundamental characterization of StalinWhY the iheisiehee when ihere is he sheh Pehspeehve Ohi‘
ism’ by What appears to me to he au unconscious hara_ lined
in the Theses and when there is no demand from
phrase of what is said ta the "Theses"? Lat me quote:
anyone, not even the author of the phrase in question, that
" . . . it is not excluded that certain Communist
Parties
ii siionid be inoiiidod in any way in the Theses‘ Yon Want
withthe bulk of their forces can be pushed out of ie strict ino rijnesos to
snosss ins aspect iiisioihs extension of ins pio'
Orbit or the soviet bureaucracy and
outline rcvchu letarian I‘€VOlLltlOI1
to one or more advanced country would
uouary oricutauou From that
th
would radically alter the world picture." It would be an entirely
,
ey
I
cease to be strictly Stalinist parties, mere instruments
of oglomoto roqooot provlooo ole Theses olo not osoo moko
the policy of the Soviet bureaucracy, and will lend themtho ooioo point’ viz: "on. the other hood .tho
P’°i"i"”.i‘”
selves to a dzerentiation and to apolz'tz'cally autonomous
' ' ‘ will completely oooid the ouroouorooo
,,
of its z'nstz'tut1'ons and especially of z'ts power, deformation
only to the
'
that the revolutionary camp is broadened in the
I do not deny that improvements can be made 1n the degree
rid d th
I ti
d
th
formulation in uestion althou h the len tl1 ex lanations
o
n
o Tooou on oonqooro more on
more of o
involved wouldoprobabily be more ttingoin Zn aoticle than important
domains of world ooonomy' ooooiooom in one
in a resolution. But those which ou offer as substitutes country lo
not only o ‘oooy ooorgooio utopia‘. it also limo
fau far Short of the goal and
megreover incorrect
plies an eventual
bureaucratic and inevitable opportunist
.
.
’
’
'
d
12. This 1s one of those "on-the-one-hand-and-on-the'
h
lotarion power’
ogonorooon
oft
opro
other-hand" points which nullifies the whole idea on this
Tooro is the ossoooo of
.
qoooooo ooo oiot is on the
.
.
,,
Theses need concern itself tho
uestion
contained
lI1 the Theses ,, In the first lace, the
with
from the
of view of
oThcscs,, docs not lay down
uau law rt speaks of perspectives. It is ridiculous and to my point
mind somewhat
,,ceTtaz.n Communist
am.es,, and ,,certaZ.n condiuons ,, rt
childish
to
demand
a
guarantee
in the Theses against the
p "Wat" It
uses the Ward %aynn0t
says that the CPS ..cau_
development of other deformed workers I states II through
not allow themselves to bein gi in all conditions, reduced the
projection of the most ooomisooono of development‘
to mere agencies for the transmission and execution of the
of course’ we on hope that history will toko that lino’ out
orders of the Soviet bureaucracy But it is false to amaha_ we
already have a certain experience in this matter. At one
size nno lass than the Other" the paint that the v-Stalinists time,
we were all convinced that after Russia there would
could and would even in the midst of war work to strangle he ho further
Phehoiheha of degeiiei_aiioh' Whhe e few ih
revolutions." That is not our problem. Can it be honestly our
ranks have proved more porspioooiouofond correct
said in face of the whole history and tradition and training
_ ins ins‘-ioiiiiy among us is oniy now recognizing inst siion
of our movement that it would fail to recognize a counterdeformations
revolutionary and class collaborationist course on the inioiigiioiii of the Workers’ power nave iiiso oooiirieii
Eastern Europe‘ Tomorrow’ we siiaii nave to
part of the Stalinists and to then not find a policy betting
recognize ins existence of the some pnonomona in China’
such a situation? As a matter of fact our movement
knew
inst is my opinion’ it seems to mo o‘ ight of unwarranted
this so well in China that it couldn't tell the difference
beaudacity at this point to predict the precise course of ins
tween a party that was collaborating with the Kuomiutaug
war and of the convulsions
it will carry with it. Will it
and one that was ghting it to the death But even in the
last five years, or ten years or thirty years? And what
Variant you mcaaau the paint is by no mcaus as simple colossal
destructiou will it bring in its wake? Korea may
as you put it The Greek axpcriaacc shows that had
the
very well be considered a prelude and a prototype for
Trotskyists there understood the possibility ofa CP to "outwhat is ohoo'o' I ooooo that Woltor Lippmoo oonsigns
line a revolutionary orientation" they would have been
Europe to too foto of Koroo' Aoo woo coo Spook of the
revolution
in the USA in the same terms as October 1917
.
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that the GPU holds them in line. Fundamentally it is because they know that they cannot take their mass following with them in a policy of Qpposition to the Soviet
Union. For these masses, whatever their distrust, the Soviet
Union remains the revoluon, and it is because of the
l-evolutlon that they follow the CP and not the eoelal_demo_
cracy. Stalinism is counter-revolutionary to be sure, but it
is impossible after analyzing the relationship oftheirleaderships to the Soviet bureaucracy, their base and their relationship with the working class to deny the patent truth
that they are I-not exactly l-efonnlst pal.es_"
The importance of this denition resides in the fact that
it permits us to better grasp the contradictory character
of Stalinism and thus to be able to participate with our
own line in the revolutionary struggles they canhead under
"certain favorable conditions." Now the same cannotbe said
for the classical reformist, i.e. social-democratic parties.
They cannot "outline a revolutionary orientation" without
a major split, if not in the party itself then at least in the
apparatus And nally, ls lt not strange that you should
conclude your remarks on this point, which grow out of a
tear that the formulation ln question may open the door to
some change in our fundamental characterization of Stalinism, by what appears to me to he an unconscious nal.a_
phrase of what ls said in the "Theses"? Let me quote:
" . .
it is not excluded that certain Communist Parties
with the bulk of their forces can be pushed out of the strict
orbit of the soviet bureaucracy and
outline a rev0ln_
nonar Orientation. From that
th
would

deeply involved in the resistance movement and thus in a
far better position to cope with thebetrayalwhen it actually
came. The only effect of your amendment here will be to
give eonsefve-tiVe elements a C0‘/er f0 hide behind heense
they setheiiy exehlde the 1‘$tVariant- it Wili deiieet and
hinder the real educ-ation and reorientation of the movement13- i am entirely in agreement With this Point The
Theses shohio he strengthened as inneh as Possihie in
this sehse- Though i shohid Point ont that in Xvi, Xvii
and XVIII a considerable contribution is made precisely
on this question in the Theses itselfi4~ in View of whet is Written On this question in the
first two Paiegianhs of Page 9 of the Theses» ieennot
eXaetiy foiiow this Point Mneh rests of Course on exaetiy
whet is meant by "anti'St1ini$t rnevements Oi the People-ii
The ideas oi the Theses are further elaborated in the Peso"
iiition on the Eastern European eonntIiesi5- This is the inost heiiiing Point of eii You insist
that the Theses should not recognize "implicitly or exPhoitiy" the "Perspective oi itieioiineo workers statesi as
the line of development for an indefinite period ahead."
Why the insistence when there is no sneh PensPeetiVe out‘
lined in the Theses and when there is no demand from
anyone, not even the author of the phrase in question, that
ii shoiiio he ihoihooo ih ohy way ih the Theses‘ You Whhi
tho ihhosos to Stress iho aspect tiiotitiiooiiiohsioh oi the pio'
letarian revolution to one or more advanced country would
radically alter the world picture." It would be an entirely
. .
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strictly Stalinist parties, mere instruments of
the olzcy of the Soviet bureaucra
and will lend themselvehs to a dz‘erentiation and to aCZolia'cally autonomous
cease to be

helgihhihhi heqhisi hhhvihhh the Theses ihh hot hshh ihhhh
h some hoih ’ Vizi "on tho other hood tho proletariat
' ' ' will oomploioiy oooid oio ooroooohooo oofohmoooo
of its institutions and especially of its power, only to the
de ree that the revolutiona
cam is broadened in the
o
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course‘
I do not deny that improvements can be made in the
formulation in Q uestion , althou g h the len g th y ex P lanations
involved would probably be more fitting in an article than
in a resolution. But those which ou offer as substitutes
fan far Short of the goal and
migreover incorrect
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one of those "on-the-one-hand-and-on-the
other-hand" points which nullifies the whole idea on this
question contained in the "Theses." In the first lace, the
"Theses, does not lay down
nan laW_ It speaks of
"Certain Communist arties, and "certain conditions ,, It
uses the Word anay, p
not .lwlll_..
says that the CPS ..can_

hghhohoooo of opholhhhiiioh ‘howhh
Thrhhoiio is diho ossohootsoffoionoilosoohnloho ihhi is on tho
hoes hoe
ohhhihihi h W1
hoih
h ihhh o View o
perspectives. It IS ridiculous and to my mind somewhat
childish to demand a guarantee in the Theses against the
development of other IIdeformed workers I states II through

not allow themselves to being in all conditions, reduced
to mere agencies for the transmission and execution of the
Orders of the soviet bureaucracy But ll ls false to emnha_
slze .-no less than the Other" the point that the wstallnlsts
could and would even in the midst of war work to strangle
revolutions." That ls not our nroblenn can ll be honestly
said in face of the whole history and tradition and training
of our movement that it would fail to recognize a counterrevolutionary and class collaborationist course on the
part of the Stalinists and to then not find a policy betting
such a situation? As a matter of fact our movement knew
this so well in China that it couldn't tell the difference between a party that was collaborating wlth the Knomlntang
and one that was ghting it to the death But even ln the
varlant yon mention the point ls by no means as simple
as yon nut in The Greek experience snows that had the
Trotskyists there understood the possibility ofa CP to "out-

the proioooon of the most ooomisooiiho of development‘
of oohiiso’ we oh hope that history wih ihho that hoe‘ Biii
we already have a certain experience in this matter. At one
time, we were all convinced that after Russia there would
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be ho hiiithoii Phohoihoha of degeneration‘ While a tow ih

our ranks have proved more perspicacious—and correct
_' tho ihaioiiiy oihohg ho is ohiy how ioooghizihg that Such
ootoiimotiohs of tho Woiikoiisi Power have aiso ooohiiiioo
ihioiighohi Eosioih Europe‘ Tohioiiiow’ we shah have io
iocoghizo the oxisiohoo of iho some phenomena ih Chiho’
ihoi is my opihioh' ii sooihs to mo ii iiighi of iiiiwiiirohioo
audacity oi this poihi io piioiiioi the precise ooiiiso of tho
war and of the convulsions 1t will carry with it. Will it
last five years, or ten years or thirty years? And what
colossal destruction will it bring in its wake? Korea may
very well be considered a prelude and a prototype for
what is ahead‘ I hohho ihhi Whiter Lippmoh ooosigns
Europe to the fate of Korea. And who can speak of the
revolution in the USA in the same terms as October 1917

they would hhve hehh
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discussion on this question will prove interesting and
educational for our movement. But it is not the problem
at hand to resolve this question, and it would be utterly
false for the Theses to commit the movement to one posion or the other.
16- The point is obvious. No commentis necessary.

It will

be one of the bloodiest and most
violent events in history. Suffice it to say that the war
for the bourgeoisie will be the war for survival, and that
means a sanguinary conict unprecedented in form and in
scale. Is it possible to say that in such a period, or in its
early aftermath that such a owering of the productive
forces will occur as to prevent the "deformation of workers‘
states?" I do not pretend to exhaust the question. Obviously

in Petrograd?

3. "Where is

a

July 9, 1951

Comrade Pablo Going?” by Bleibtreu-Favre
As for us, we think that the method that guided the international discussion on the problems posed by the people's
derhoerseles is the eerreet 1'I1eth°d§ eaeh thesls Was fully
Presented hY Various edlrlrades (We are speeklhg of the
eomrsdes Qt the mdldrlty Whe at the Second World C011gress came out against the revisionist tendencies, which
3. series Of indirect
dlSSOlV€d after having fOl1ght US
attacks [Heston ls the P1'°t°tyPe lh this regerd—F-"B-l)~
In particular, we believe that Germain's "Ten Theses:
What Should B8 Modified and What Should B6 Maintained
in the Theses of the Second World Congress of the Fourth
International On the Question of Stalinism ?'—W€ emphasize
that we mean the "Ten Theses“ and not their bizarre fore-

Introduction by La Verite
The document we areserializing appeared atthebeginning
of June 1951 under the title "Where is Comrade Pablo
Going?" Its publication has been postponed for several
months at the request of a member of the International
secretaria_t_ CQ1111-ade Germain’ the au1Q1- Qf "Ten Theses" (see issues 300-304 of La Verz'te)—who warned the
leadership of the Parti Communiste Internationa1iste(PCI)
against "the trap Pablo has laid for destroying the French
5eQQn_"

When the author of the "Ten Theses" opposed their adoption by the PCI Central Committee, he left no room for
doubt that he had renounced defending his ideas. He
had capitulated, like Zinoviev and others had done before
him, like Calas did recently before the French CP's Central Committee. Trotsky had learned from experience that
the rarest and most necessary quality for a revolutionary
leader is "that liiiie ihing called character"!
The Troiskyist critique of the revisionist notions sx_
pressed by Pablo in "where Are We Going?" hogan with
"Where Is Comrade Pablo Going?" The reader can refer to the former document, which appeared in the February 1951 issue of the magazone Quairieme Intei-na_
ti-onolo It is interesting to note that neither "Where is
pahio Goingqv noi. any other noiihooi documents of the

positive and extremely timely document in
the discussion preparing for the World Congress. Its clarity
fully exempts it from the obligation to engage in a polemic
against the Polrlts Of View eXPressed Oh several Oeeaslehs
by Pe-hl0- This ls the Way =1 healthy dlsellsslorl should
start. But to remain healthy, it can't stop there. The points
on which there is disagreement must be brought before
the full light of day, which is something that only a poleh'1lccaha°e°mPhsh-

word—is

The 8°31 Qt this deehmehh Whleh ls addressed t0 Our
entire International, especially to all our leading comrades
in the International, is to tell them fraternally and frankly
of the danger that a whole series of new positions represehts for the Prhgram’ the achvlhesi and the Very existehce
of our International. We say: Be careful; the scratch may

PCI were published in the international bulletins preparing

for the World Congress
"Where Are We Going ?" was the ideological proclamation
of Pabloism. To date, the split in France has been the
main practical result. May it be the last!

become lnlecled’ and lllell gangrene can Sel lll'
We dollll pretend lo be lllfalllble’ we donll llllnk our
theses are exempt from a number ofinsufficiencies, we don't
feel we have the right to give lessons to any of our comrades; but we say to them—"Look out, our ship has lost
its course; it's urgent that we take our bearings and change
our course."
In his document "Where Are We Going?’ Comrade Pablo brings intoifull daylight the revisionist‘ tendencies that
were included in the International Secretariat's draft thesis
but were disguised in the Ninth Plenum‘s [November 1950?]

WHERE IS COMRADE PABLO GOING?
Preface

discussion arises from the presentation of
onnosing theses on tho one hand and from ooiomios on
the other; the two methods do not contradict each other
but are instead complementary, in the strictest sense of
the word.
To refrain from stating your theses, to stage a sort of
guerrilla warfare of partial amendments when principles
are at stake or, even worse, to restrict yourself to polemicizing against the weak points of the contested thesis
is the distinguishing characteristic of tendencies that have
neither principles nor any consciousness of their duty to
our World Party of the Revolution.

Ciarity in

a

a

°°lhPr°h'll5e1'es°lhh°hBeginning with its opening lines, the violent tone of this
document is surprising, all the more so since we don't
know which members of the International Executive Committee and the International Secretariat were being taken to
task . . . in January 1951. Wewillundoubtedly neverknow
the names of the people in question, those "people who
despair of thefate ofhumanity," nor those who have written that "the thinking of the International seems out of

0
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joint,"nor

those who "cry bitter tears"(which Pablo wants
t0 believe are genuine), nor those who "tailor history to
their own measure, " nor of those Trotskyist careerists
who "desire that the entire process of the transformation

of capitalist society

z'nto socialism would be accomplished
within the span of their brief lives so that they can be
rewarded for their eorts on behalf of the Revolution."

[Emphasis added-]
1-

The 771901? Of B1063’ and 'CamP$' Makes its APPWT"

ence in the

International

"The history of all hitherto existing society is the history
of class struggles, ” one reads in that dustbin known as the
CommunistManzfesto.
But it's necessary to keep abreast of the times and to
admit without hesitation along with Pablo that:
"For our movement objective social reality consists
essentially of the capitalist regime and the Stalinist world."
[International Information Bulletin, March 1951, "Where
Are We Going?" p. 2. Emphasis added.]
Dry your tears and listen: the very essence of social
reality is composed of the capitalist regime (1) and the
Stalinist (!) world (?).
We thought that soeiai reality eohsisted in the e011t1‘adiction between the fundamental classes: the proletariat
and the bourgeoisie. Clearly an error, for from now on
the capitalist regime, which encompasses precisely these
tW° Classes, becomes a totality that is e0uhte1'P0se<i - -

to the Stalinist world.
The term "world" is quite obscure, you will say; but it
offers some significant conveniences and permits classifying
states and social groups according to the supreme cri-

terion: their Stalinist or non-Stalinist "nature."
Thus the state that arose from the Third Chinese Revolution (whose economy, let us recall, has retained a capitalist structure up to the present) is classified by Pablo
as being in the Stalinist world. We Will Ietllrh t0 this
qhesti°hOn the other hand, the Yugoslav workers state (Where
the economy is almost fully nationalized and planned)
is expelled from the Stalinist world. And since it cannot
remain outside the realm of objective social reality, it
drifts objectively, though imperceptibly, into the enemy
camp (along with its arms, bags and baggage, and dictatorship of the proletariat!).
In order to dispel any uncertainty as to his conception
of contemporary history, Pablo continues:
"Furthermore, whether we like it or not, these two elements (the capitalist regime and the Stalinist world) essentially constitute objective social reality, for the overwhelming majority of the forces opposing capitalism are
right now to be found under the leadership or inuence
of the Soviet bureaucracy.” ["Where Are We Going?," p.
2. Emphasis added.]
Thus the sum total of Pablo's "social" criterion seems to
be the political nature (Stalinist or non-Stalinist) ofstates
and human groupings.
He gives us no details about the tiny remaining minority
that is neither under the leadership nor influence of the
bureaucracy. Let's admit that it's the exception that proves
the rule. What then is this tiny minority of forces that
are anticapitalist but non-Stalinist?
10

don't think it's intended to include the millions of
workers in the USA, England, Canada, Germany, etc.,
who are neither inuenced nor led by Stalinism. We must
then conclude that the proletariat in the most advanced
countries of the World do not constitute "forces opposed to
We

capitalism." They have been labeled and pigeonholed under
the category "capitalist regime."
It's more difficult to pin this label on the massive liberation movements in North Africa, Black Africa, Madagascar, India, Ceylon, and Indonesia, a movement that
cannot possibly be considered as either a tiny minority or
belonging to the Stalinist world.
Thus, like it or not, classes, states, and nations must
rush pell-mell into one camp or the other (capitalist regime
or Stalinist world). Moreover, Pablo adds, the international relationship of social forces is, "to express it in a
schematic way, the relationship of forces between the two
blocs."1 (p. 5.)
What Pablo calls "expressing it in a schematic way"
in reality constitutes mixing and jumbling everything together, ending up with an incredible confusion. When
analyzing situations it is impossible to abandon class
lines even for an instant without ending up with such
"schematic concepts" and fruitless endeavors.
What? The international relationship of forces is the
relationship of forces between the two blocs! some pro_
gross,
since contemporary social reality consists of the two
blocs, the relationship of social forices is naturally . . .
the relationship of forces between the two blocs! This logic
is irreproachable, because it is a tautology.
We will be told that we have misinterpreted what Pablo
is saying; he meant the international relationship offorces
between the classes which, schematically, is the relationship
between the blocs. But where is there.any room here for
the old-fashioned notion of classes? Where in Pablo's document is there any serious analysis of the situation of the
international proletariat? If he had tried to give any, he
certainly wouldn't have ended up with this astonishing
notion of "blocs," nor would he have designated the international proletarian forces as the forces of this extra-

ordinary "Stalinist world."

Furthermore, he explains what he means quite clearly
when he talks about the respective roles of Stalin and the
revolutionary proletariat within the very "Stalinist world."
According to him, "the revolutionary spirit of the masses
directed against imperialism acts as an ADDITIONAL
FORCE, supplementing the material and technical forces
raised against imperialism."(p. 5. Emphasis added.)
In eifeet, he is making it quite Clear that the 1'eV0lutionary forces are the forces of the Stalinist world. But
within this Stalinist world there are major forces: these
are t-he mateal and teehnietll i°1'ee5—s°Viet industry»
the divisions Oi the Red A1‘mY;a1'ldthe1'ea1'e suplementary
forces, a Sort of National Guard that is tacked on to
these teehhieai f0Iees- The 1'eV01\1ti0I1a1'Y sPi1'it of 400
Chinese W0I‘ke1‘s, the Vietnamese, the K°1‘ea1'1s,
and all the working people in the "Stalinist world" are
the auxilliary forces of the socialist bastion led by Stalin.
Here you have the conclusion that necessarily emerges
when the petty-bourgeois concept of a "bloc" between states
is substituted for a class analysis of world reality (an
analysis of the contradiction between the international
I1"li11i01'l

war that will determine the fate of world capitalism and
that excludes capitalism's being nibbled away over a
lengthy p6!‘i0d(3) Does Peh1o—Who believes, by the W33’, that a third
World War is hhrhtheht—meah that he the VerY eouree of
the War the deVe1oPmer1t of the Prodoetive torees (Whieh
would be turned ehtlrety toward the War effort at the ex‘
Penee of eonsumef goods tot. the masses)_ tS_eeoabt)e of
forcing a retreat in bourgeois norms of distribution. Or
doesn't he take seriously the notion that the third world
war Wht he a hhat strhggh; that ts’ doe: its perspeetitlle
admit the possibility that t e ohteeme 0 t is war mtg t
be a new situation of equilibrium between_the fundamental
t c 0 eX1 stin w ith more
casses,
l
wiworkers
th fewer b our eois s t aes
g
StateS?g

proletariat and the international imperialist bourgeoisie),
that is, for the basic reality of the world we live in. Like
it or not, on the basis of this concept the most one can do
is provide more ammunition for Zhadanov, whose thesis
rests on the following supreme postulate: the acid test for
revolutionaries is their loyalty to the Soviet Union and to
its leader Stalin. The petty~bourgeois concept of blocs
necessarily leads to a choice between Stalin (with or without reservations) and Truman (With or without resel.va_

tions).
The direction in which the choice is made depends solely
on where the dominant pressure is coming from. In Central
and Western Europe, me petty bourgeoisie tends to lean m
2
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.
.
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.
..
neutralist

.

.
.
that is, tohadapt to the Stahnist

Actually, the principal fault with the second thesis is the
fact that it even exists, because it is equivalent to condeding that the Soviet bureaucracy can survive after the
victory of the world revolution over imperialism. It is
. .
.
.
.
.
.
in direct
contradiction
with
the first thesis (the traditional
Trotskyist thesis), which is juxtaposed in an eclecticmanner
to the second meSis(Pab1o.s thesis)
In the draft theses that Pablo presented to the Ninth
Plenum of the IEC, whose relationship to his personal
positions we have noted, the sole explanation given for the
Soviet bu_reaucracy's hostility to world revolution was the
following vulgar economist explanation;
"It (the bureaucracy) cannot capitulate to imper_ialism
without undermining its existence as such in the USSR;
on the other hand, it cannot base itself on the proletariat
and the extension of the world revolution, which would
remove’
Organizing and develgping the productive
forces in the world, the objective reasons for its existence
and above all (?) for the omnipotence of any bureaucracy!"
The notion here is perfectly clear and is substituted for
the Trotskyist notion of the bureaucracy's incompatibility,
hot with Ptahhthg and the development of productive
torees’ “hut With; the revolutionary hettoh of the masses’
whose rst revolutionary victory in Europe, 2 Trotsky
said, "will have the effect of an electric shock on the Soviet masses, awakening them, reviving the traditions of
190-5 and 1917, weakening the position of the bureaucracy;
it will have no less importance for the Fourth International
than the victory of the October Revolution had for the
Third Ihtemaoohat'"_
The ohreaherhey to hot otrato ot the development of
proohehve to_rees' It ts hot hotothg oaek oevetopmeht th
the USSR of Its owh wht hhtgothet through Its theapaetty
To the extent that its Very e araeter permits’ it wht try to

ey ,s.ee at ,,afvmo.the. presege of
ureaucracy’ W lc
power and of numerotts tvlctones m Asta’ In th-e buffer
.Z°“°’
et.c'_and T”h°s° matenal and techmcal fol-Fee are
imloressive by virtue of the fact that they are qulte etose

at an

.
Marxists
have been accustomed

Starting

with the

’

criterion of class. It was this class criterion that enabled
Leon Trotsky and the Fourth International to take on
the revtstohtsts oh the qheshoh of the USSR and to etassity
the degenerated workers State in the comp of the inter‘
national proletariat‘ Today we are supposed to turn Marx‘
ism upside down, stand it on its Hegelian head, its legs
Waving toward the Sky "of lite/' of nobleetive eoete-1 reahty»
th its eeeehee" (the Worst of ahetraettohe rlhder the eire11h1'
$te~heee)- And from this iheohvehieht Poettiorl We are SUP‘
Posed to e1e$eitY e11eh‘e-hd'e‘~1eh Seettoh of e erase, and
Sl1Ch-and-S11Ch state, and SU.Ch-and-Sl1Ch t€Ch1'liC3.l fO1'C€ in
one or the other "b1oe=" eelhtehet regime or Stalinist W01‘1d-

-

-

-

gltneezziriizgznnmg of a Revzsmn on the Nature of the

In Pablo's article we discover the notion of a Soviet
bureaucracy that will survive after the world revolution
and then Wither away by virtue of the development of
productive forces_ We read in fact, that the soviet bn_
reaucracy will disappear in "two (contradictory) ways",
_»by the counterblows of the anmcapnahst Victories
in the world and even in the USSR stnnulatmg resistance
of the masses to the bureaucracy";
—"by elimination in the long run of the objective causes
for the bureaucracy, for all bureaucracy, in direct proportion as the ca P italist regime suffers setbacks and an
ever increasing and economically more important sector
escapes from capitalism and organizes itself on the basis
of a statmized and planned economy, thereby stimulating
the growth of the productive forces_" (pm 5_ Emphasis

increase developmentf. It? slender resnilts lI:j1'€1a.t1Ol’l to the
great possibilities o panning bot insi e and outside
the USSR don't stem from a fear of disappearing followmg a graowth in income sufficient to eradicate social inequality. _What the bureaucracy fears is not the growth
of productive forces. What they fear is the awakening of the
consciousness of the Soviet masses in contact with a revo-

added_)
The Second thesis, the idea that the bureaucracy win
disappear through the development of the productiveformsa
oontains as many errors as Words:
(1) It establishes an amalgam between the Soviet bu_

reaucracy and bureaucratism as it appeared in the USSR

lutlon tn another eouhtry‘
The main danger in the explanation given by Pablo
(even when juxtaposed with the discussion of another,
correct explanation, the above one) is that it has the
effect of masking the organically counterrevolutionary
nature of the workers bureaucracy in the Soviet Union.

during Lenin's11fetime_
(2) It begins with the notion of a slow and gradual
decline (“in direct proportion") and ofa slow accumulation
of sectors in which a planned economy is installed. This is
in agrant contradiction with the perspective of a war
that will be the nal struggle between the classes, of a

This bureaucracy cannot be equated with the bureaucratism
11
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inherent in any society in which a scarcity in consumer
goods exists. This bureaucracy is the result of nearly thirty
years of the degeneration of aworkers state Politically, it
has totally expropriated the Soviet proletariat. Contrary to
What Pabl0 States, Wherever it has been able to act bureaucratically or to maintain its bureaucratic control over
the masses, the Soviet bureaucracy had tried to develop
the productive forces (in the USSR and in the annexed
or satellite territories) in order to strengthen the base
of its own privileges and increase their extent. On the
other hand, its liquidationist attitude toward the revolution that began in France in 1936; the way it brutally
crushed the conscious cadres of the Spanish revolution;
its complicity with Hitler in order to allow him to crush
the Warsaw uprising; its Yalta policy against the interests
of the revolution in Greece, Italy, Yugoslavia, and France;
its blockade and military pressure against the Yugoslav
workers state in the hope of delivering it bound hand and
foot to imperialism (contrary to the interests of defending
the USSR itself) unequivocally express the incompatibility
between the Soviet brweauc,-acy and the development of
the proletarian revolution. Such a revolution would represent an immediate and direct threat to the bureaucracy's
existence, and it would do so even more sharply if it
were to take place in an economically less backward
country.
*

*

consciousness, and with its revolutionary victories over
imperialism. The military relationship of forces is politically determined. The Thermidorian bureaucracy in
the USSR will play an even more emphatic counterrevolutionary role when it sees an upsurge in the revolution
take shape, and when it Sees mass Soeialist 00I1S<Ii0uSness threatening its 0Wn tl0I11iI1atl0n in the USSRin its en°r1n°i1s struggle t° smash the ebalition bi the
imperialist benrgeeisie and its Vast material means, the
revblntibn Will liquidate the Therrniderian bnreaneraey
in the UssR along the Wey- Otherwise the Thermidorian
bnreaneraey Will in1Pe<le, sabbtage» and use military ibree
against the revelntibnary rne‘/ernent bi the masses» Paving
the Way for the Victory Of irnPeria-list barbarisln anti fer
its own disappearance as a parasitic caste in the degenerateti Werkers stateAll the exberienees sinee 1933 have Shown the I019 Of
the Soviet bnreaneraey With increasing Clarity and siinPlY
eXPress its dual ehaTt1eteT_w0’"ki"9"elass and e01mteT-

rev<>lw‘ionary~ite fundamentally eentradietery natureand
its impasse. This bureaucracy will not survive a third
Woriti War, a War between the elasses, a War Wh0$e Oute°rne can Only be Werlti revelation °r> failing that, a
victory for imperialism that would liquidate all the conquests of the winking class in b°th the USSR and the rest
of the world.

III. From 'Stalinist Ideology’

*

to the New 'Bureaucratic

Class’

Leaving the door open, however timidly, to the hypothesis that the Thermidorian bureaucracy of the USSR
could survive a third world war is to revise the Trotskyist analysis of the bureaucracy. First, as we have seen,
it calls into question the bureaucracy's nature as a parasic growth of the workers movement that lives off the
advantage of the equilibrium between the fundamental
classes. At the same time, this concept leaves the door open
to the negation of its W01-king_c1aSs natm-e_4
_Second’ it overestimates the capacity of the USsR.S
technical means when confronted with those of imperialism.
Third’ it underestimates the breadth of the revO1u_
ti
t- A .
d
onary
movemen
the world
—Fourth,
it acceIn ts slah an around
'
'
cracy can exist peszmeftllfy ngltiilgstilzlit :1iiiz;_1;:u:u:_E3‘;_

luonin

the advanced countries.
Above an
d h
h
h t P bl
H
th_
.
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ere 1S_w erew a a ,0 sea y
mks
comes ln, lt accepts the notion that the Soviet bureaucracy
wlll not oppose the extension of the revolution but will
_

_

even s*¥“‘,““‘"‘°

1?‘

Several times in the past the tendency to revise the Trotskyist eeneept Oi the Soviet bureaucracy has been ex‘
Pressed through the n°ti°n that Stalinism has its Own
ide°l°gY- Fable seems t° share this belief today when
he speaks of the "co-leadership of the international StalinZ-st movemem
(Our emphasis) by China and the Krem‘

ii“-

China," he writes, "could not play the role of a
mere satellite of the Kremlin but rather of a partner which
"

.

.

.

henceforth imposes “Pen ths_ Soviet bi‘1r_eaucrscy a certain
co-leadership of the international Stalinist movement. This
'
h owever, a d’lsrup ti veeleme n t w ithin Stalco-lea d ers h ip ls,
inism ‘ ' ' ' " ("Where Are We Going?“ p. 9. Emphasis added.)
What does this Russian-Chinese “co-leadership" of the
international Stalinist movement mean? Is there then a
Chinese Stalinism (alongside Russian Stalinism? What is
the social base of this Chinese Stalinism? What then is its
ideology? Is there really a Stalinist ideology?
We reply in the negative to an these questi0ns_
_

_

_

The bureaucracy in the USSR has never even been
capable of trying to dene a new ideology, contrary to

,

In glvlng prlorlty to "technical and material forces" as
opposed to the revolutionary struggle of the masses’ how‘
ever’ lsablo does n°t_g° as far as the thesis °f mu com‘
rades_ In Ly°n'5 isms apparent supsnonty expresses s‘
total lncomprehenslon ‘of the predominant role of mass
rsvoluslonary struggle In the dsvslspmsnt and the outcoms
of a third world-war,
The marked mfenority °f the technical means at the dis‘
Pesal °t the Proletariat in the Present World sitl1ati°n>
a situation of "blocs," as Pablo puts it, becomes transi°1'med ii'it° the Pr°letariat's snPeri°ritY in direct proportion with its revolutionary mobilization, with an increase in its level of class consciousness and socialist

the way in which any historically necessary social formation, any class, operates. When you speak of the Stalinism
of a Communist Party, you are not speaking of a theory,

of an overall program’ of denite and lasting concepts’ but
only of its leadership's subordination to orders from the
Kremlin bureaucracy. This is the Trotskyist conception.
The "Stalinism" of the international Stalinist movement
is defined by this movement's subordination to the bureaueraey of the USSR
"The Stalinist bureaucracy, however, not only has nothing in common with Marxism but is in general foreign
to any doctrine or system whatsoever. Its ‘ideology’ is
V
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thoroughly permeated with police subjectivism, its practice is the empiricism of crude violence. In keeping with
its essential interests the caste of usurpers is hostile to any
theory: it can give an account of its social role neither
to itself nor to anyone else. Stalin revises Marx and Lenin
not with the theoretician's pen but with the heel of the
G.P. U." (Leon Trotsky: Stalinism and Bolshevism, p.

The Cetltlle-9

Are

point

We

of T"on8itl'0n

compelled to revlse TrolSky'$ opinion On this

as well?

Are the norms of the dictatorship of the proletariat,
of the withering away of the state, outmoded and consigned to the rubbish bin by "life" and by experience?
Is the Soviet workers state really a degenerated workers

24, Pathfinder Press edition, 1972.)
Would it be possible to have a Stalinist co-leadership,
a dual subordination, one part of which would be . . . the
Chinese revolution in full ascendancy? Isamodifiedversion
of Stalinist ideology supposed to have survived the victory
of the revolutionary masses in China or is it supposed to
have arisen in the course of the revolution?
But, Pablo adds, this co-leadership is a disruptive element
for Stalinism. This clarication introduces a new confusion.
We are compelled on the contrary to state that the disruptive element in the "international Stalinist movement"
as such is the Chinese revolution and that this celebrated
co-leadership, far from being a disruptive element, expresses an inherently temporary compromise between the
counterrevolutionary bureaucracy of the USSR and its
NEGATION, the Chinese revolution This compromise
reects the lag between consciousness and reality, and more
particularly the slowness with which China has begun to
accomplish the tasks of the permanent revolution. We will
return to this question.
The notion of co-leadership betrays a vast incomprehension of the irreducible character of the contradiction
between the Soviet bureaucracy and a revolution in motion. Pablo has spoken several times of the "victories"
or "pseudo-victories" of Stalinism when designating the
development of the revolution in China, Asia, or elsewhere.
For Comrade Pablo, the most important lesson of the
Yugoslav and Chinese revolutions is that it is important
not to confuse them with "pure and simple victories (?)
of the Soviet bureaucracy"!
For us, the lesson is that the development of the 1'ev0lution is a defeat and a death threat for the bureaucracy,
which does not evaluate the "revolution in all its forms"
from the same perspective as Comrade Pablo.
When this comrade adds that "the evolution of China
can prove different from that of the Soviet bureaucracy,"
we have reached the height of confusion. (p. 12. Emphasis
added.)
If someone can explain to us at what conjuncture, in
what century, and on what planet the evolution of China
could have even proved comparable to that of the Soviet
bureaucracy --we'd like to hear about it.
This I1O'tlOl'1 iS only admissible if we CC9pl beforehand
Burnham's thesis of the rapid formation (if not the preexistence) of a bureaucracy of the Soviet type Within the
very course of a revolution.
In that case, this bureaucracy would not only have
an ideology of international value, but we would have
to accord it a historically progressive role. On the contrary, however, everything leads us to believe that the
outcome of a revolution—even one that is isolated—will
necessarily prove different and distinct from that of the
USSR, even if this revolution must degenerate because
of its isolation and weakness. Trotsky has clearly demonstrated, in opposition to the revisionists, that the degeneration of the USSR has a specific historical character.

state (a counterrevolutionary workers state, Trotsky said)6
or, on the contrary, is it the prototype of what the transition between capitalism and socialism will be like after
the victory of the world revolution?
Although he doesn't pronounce himself clearly in favor
of one position over the other, and although his statements on this point are quite contradictory, Comrade
Pablo does seem to lean toward the second response.
To those people-who-despair-of-the-fate-of-humanity, he
replies that the transitional society between capitalism

and socialism will last for several centuries (in oral discussion he has been more precise and has spoken of two
or three centuries).7 ". . . this transformation will probably_ take an entire historical period of several centuries
and will in the meantime be filled with forms and regimes
transitional between capitalism and socialism and necessarily deviating from ‘pure’ forms and norms." ("Where
Are We Going?" p. 13. Emphasis added.)
We are quite ready to engage in any struggle against
purist utopians who subordinate reality to norms in order
to reject reality. But we don't see any sense in such a
struggle at present, since we are unaware of any expression of this "purism" within the international majority
that emerged from the Second World Congress.
What we do see, on the other hand, is that the degenerated bureaucracy of the USSR has become the new
norm, that Pablo is constructing a new utopia based on
it, that the transitional society (several centuries . . .)
takes on a character of the sort that the Soviet-type bureaucracy (which is confused with all manifestations of
bureaucratism that are inherent wherever you have a
low level of the development of productive forces and
a low level of culture) becomes a historically necessary
evil, that is, a class.
What we see is that the bureaucratic caste of the USSR,
which we consider to be the specific product of twenty-ve
years of degeneration of the first workers state, is supposed
to be only the prefiguration of the "caste" called on to
lead the world for two or three centuries. So the notion
of H "caste" has been sent Paeklng, and What's really
lrlvolved here ls a elas-9 that was not foreseen by Marx,
Engels, Lenin, or TrotskyAs pealists, we will have to revise Trotsky and his writings since the New Course because they are full of errors
and misunderstandings on the historically progressive
role of the bureaucracy. His explanation for the formation of the bureaucracy in the USSR is tainted from the
start by its old-fashioned, utopian, and outmoded norms
that have been contradicted by reality.
His attachment to these norms led him to consider the
evolution of the USSR as a particular, exceptional, and
specic violation of the norm.
"In the bureaucratic degeneration of the Soviet state
it is not the general laws of modern society from capitalism to socialism which finds expression but a special,
exceptional, and temporary refraction of these laws under
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of a backward revolutionary country in a
capitalist environment." (Leon Trotsky: "The USSR in
War," in In Defense of Marxism, p. 7, Pathfinder Press
edition, New York, 197()_)
What Trotsky calls degeneration is thus in reality the
process that must begin after the victory of the world
revolution and will last two or three centuries. And
Trotsky put himself on the wrong side of the barricades
the conditions

when he wrote;
"The most honest or open-eyed of the ‘friends’ of the
USSR . . . console themselves with the thought that 'a
certain‘ bureaucratic degeneration in the given conditions
was historically inevitable. Even so! The resistance to
this degeneration also has not fallen from the sky. A
necessity has two ends: the reactionary and the progressive. History teaches us that persons and parties which
drag at the opposite ends of a necessity turn out in the
long run on opposite sides of the barricade." (Leon TrQtsky: "'Socialism in One Country,'" in The Revolution
Betrayed, pp. 307-08, Pathfinder Press edition, New York,
197()_)
He didn't foresee that in the third world war the Soviet
bureaucracy would be called on to carry out the function

of gravedigger for world imperialism, to make an "international" anticapitalist revolution, or at least to cooperate
with it. Neither Trotsky nor the Fourth International—
a tragic historical misunderstanding—were aware of that
up t0 this daySome Clarifications on an Incorrect

Formulation

When we read in the Ninth Plenum resolution the following declaration on the defense of the Soviet Union:
"The defense of the USSR constitutes the strategic line
of the Fourth International, and its tactical application
remains, as in the past, subordinated to unimpeded development of the mass movement in opposition to any
attempt on the part of the Soviet bureaucracy, the Russian
army, and the Stalinist leaderships to throttle and crush
it."
When we read this we are tempted to see no more than

an incorrect formulation.
But we would be blind if we were to maintain this position after having studied the document in which the
secretary of the International sets forth his perspective
more fully, deriving it from the division of the world
into the capitalist regime and the Stalinist world, a division considered as the essence of social reality in our
epoch.
If we adopted this revisionist perspective it would seem
to be necessary to go much further, to follow its logic
to the end and to subordinate tactical application to the
strategic line. It is precisely this principled attitude, this
constant subordination of tactics to strategy, that distinguishes Marxism from Qpportunism of every st;-ipe_
Pablo cannot remain there, straddling a fence. He must
bring tactics into accord with not only strategy but also
with a social analysis (his analysis) of the "present" world.
If on the contrary we retain Marx, Lenin, and Trotsky's
analysis of society and their methodology, if we refuse
to abandon the solid ground on which the foundations
of our International rest, if we refuse to abandon this

in favor of the quicksand of revisionism, our Third World
Congress will of necessity return to the Trotskyist de-

nition of the defense of the Soviet Union.
For Trotsky, the defense of the USSR did not constitute a "strategic line." The strategic line of the Fourth
International is the world revolution.
Defense of the USSR against imperialism, like the defense of any workers state, is one of the tasks of this
strategy, tasks that are entirely subordinated to the perspective of world revolution, to the strategy of the revolutionary mobilization of the masses.
Defense of the USSR cannot take the place of the strategic line of the World Party of Revolution~any more
than the defense of the Yugoslav workers state or any
other workers state could.
Therein lies the difference between Trotskyism and the
Titoist and Stalinist varieties of centrisrn.
No unclarity can be allowed to remain in this discussion. Incorrect formulations on such questions are genuine
errors of doctrine. No document of the International can
today allow itself the slightest imprecision in defining
the defense of the USSR and the place of this defense
in our strategy. The defense of the USSR and of all the
workers states constitutes a task of the Fourth International, a task that as such and in all its tactical applications must be entirely subordinated to the strategy of
the struggle for _the world revolution, to the unimpeded
development of the masses, etc.$

Pablo Yields Ground to Martinet
This notion that the defense of the USSR (or of the
"Stalinist world") must be a strategic line has perhaps
been most thoroughly developed by Gilles Martinet. Martinet is, in fact, the spokesman for the entire Stalinist
intelligentsia in France. The Second World Congress correctly characterized his position as the Stalinist counterpart to Burnham's revisionism.
The pro-Stalinist manifestation (a product of the Stalinist pressure in France) of this revisionism has been given
its fullest form by Bettelheim, Martinet, & Co. in Revue
Internationale. When they themselves apply the concepts
mentioned above to the present world situation, they arrive at the following conclusions:
"a) Owing to its lack of homogeneity and technical education, the working class will be obliged to pass through
a stage of social differentiation and inequality after its
conquest of power. Historic progress is assured by the
privileged strata of the proletariat (the bureaucracy).
It is the task of the state to defend these privileges.
"b) During the epoch of decaying imperialism, the proletariat ceases to grow numerically and ideologically and
instead retreats, witnessingithe decline of its strength and
the decay of its social structure. The failure of the ‘classic’
proletarian revolutions of 1918-23 is final. The Leninist
strategy of the proletarian revolution is a thing of the
past. In view of this incapacity of the proletariat to fulfill
its hiSt0ri¢ 1T1iSSiOr1, humanity has no other 1'0ad to progI858 except t0 try to 'p1'tiCipate' in the Sttification Of
the means of production by the Soviet bureaucracy on
an ever larger scale, and to draw up a new minimum
program in order to attenuate the violent character of
this process. . . .
"There is no room for [these revisionist tendencies] in
the revolutionary movement. But some of their features
appear at the bottom of mistaken conceptions on the
14

only does it explain in part the orientation presented
by Pablo, but Comrade Pablo also uses it openly as
an argument in defense‘ of his thesis and in the hope
of overwhelming his adversaries.
We are not overwhelmed and for a whole series of reasons, among them the following:
(1) In April 1950 one of us, Comrade Bleibtreu, spoke
before a public meeting of the "Lenin Circle" on the problems of the Chinese revolution. Vietnamese, Chinese,

Russian question which have found expression in our
own ranks. What is important is first of all to lay bare
the inner logic of this incipient revisionism and make
its proponents aware of its dangerous consequences to
the whole of Marxism." ["The USSR and Stalinism: Theses
Adopted by the Second World Congress of the Fourth
International, April 1948," in Fourth International, June
1-948, p. 125.]
In "Where Are We GOiI1g?" Pablo thI‘0Ws this analysis
0VeI‘b0a1'd, declaringr
"Our fundamental (!) difference with certain neo-ap0logists for Stalinism, of the Gilles Martinet stripe in France,
does not involve the fact that there are objective causes
at Wefk imposing transitional terms of the seeiety and
Of the Power sneeeeding ealiitaiisltn» Whieh are quite is-1‘
from the ‘norms’ outlined by the classics of Marxism
prior to the Russian Revolution. Our difference is over
the feet that these ne°'Staiinists Present Stalinist Peiiey
as the expression of a consistent, realistic Marxism which,
eenseiensiy and in inii awareness Of the goat, is marching
toward socialism while taking into account the requireTnents Oi the situation-"(P 8-)
Note first of all that contrary to the notion Pablo elaborated above, Martinet does not repudiate the Soviet bufeallefaeyi instead he eonsiders it a necessary evii 0n
which falls de facto the task of destroying imperialism,
and which will be overturned historically by the development of productive forces. It is his servility when faced
with an accomplished fact, his tendency to generalize on
the basis of the degeneration of the first WOl‘k8l‘s State
in order to transform a specific historical fact into a general historical necessity, more than his evaluations of
Stalin's "Marxism" that make Martinet the most agile the'

French, and Sinhalese comrades attended the meeting.
It concluded with an analysis of the Chinese revolution
and the Chinese Communist Party, and with the necessity
for Tr-otskyists to enter the Chinese Communist Party
and form its consistent Marxist wing, a wing capable of
resolving‘ in both theory and practice the tasks of the
permanent revolution,
This ied, among other things, to his being vigorously
contradicted by a member of the International Secretariat.
(2) The Central Committee of the PC} [Pam Co;nn1n_
niste Internationaliste— Internationalist Communist Party]
met Deeember 2, 1959, and passed a resolution asking
the International Secretariat to take a position on the
Chinese events and on the errors of the Chinese eom_
fades To date we have had no response from the International Secretariat or the International Executive Comrnittee_ We hope that this document will see the light of
day before the World Congress, because it would represent an essential element of clarification.
In the face of this persistent silence, we are compelled
to take the initiative in a discussion that the international
leadership should. have begun.
What Was the E1"-rorin China?

oretician of the Thermidorian counterrevolution. The definition Trotsky gave in "After Munich" applies to him
Without qnaiiiieationl
"Only the overthrow of the Bonapartist Kremlin clique
can make possible the regeneration of the military strength
Of lZl1€ U. S. S. R. Only U116 llq\1ld8.t1OI1 Of the 8X-COII1lI1t€l'I1
will clear the way for revolutionary internationalism. The
stfnggie against War» in1Pe1'iaiisni- and faseistn demands
a ruthless struggle against Stalinism splotched with crimes.
Whoever defends Stalinism directly or indirectly, whoever
keeps silent about its betrayals or exaggerates its military
strength is the Worst eneiny Of the Yevdintinn, Oi soeiaiisnh
and 0i the Oppfessed Pe°Pies- The s00I1e1' the Kremlin
gang is overthrown by the armed offensive of the workers, the greater will be the chances for a socialist regeneration of the U. S. S. R., the closer and broader will be
the perspectives of the international revolution." (Writings
Of L€0n TTOIS/¢y.'1933-9, P- 16-)
Such is the language we expected from the secretary
of the intefnatienai in regard t° the Wing °i the Petty
bourgeoisie that has capitulated before Stalinism and its
s‘~1PP°sed "Viet°1'ies-" in Piaee of that We are snPP0sed
t0 3.CC8pf an ambiguous d€fiI1lii0l’I (actually the absence
Of 8. d8I1itiOI1) based OI1 8 stupid q1.13.l.'I'8l OV€l' Stalin's
merits as a tl1€0r€tiCianThe

Chinese Comrades’

Error Corrected

With Another

Error
It would be useless to deny that the Chinese comrades’
error weighs very heavily on the present discussion. Not
0
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According to Comrade Pablo, this error began "fo1_
lowing the victory of Mao Tse-tung." ("Where Are We
Going?" p. 17.) In our opinion, it predates this victory
by quite a bit,
A 1-gvgluonv had been developing in China since 1946’
a revolution in whieh the Tr-otskyists should have been
an integral part. Abandoned by Stalin, whose advice
aimed at forming a National Front government with
Chiang Kai_shek they had rejected, and encircled by virtue of the fact that the Red Army had given up Manchuria
to Chiang, the Chinese leaders had to confront the most
powerful offensive the white troops ever launched against
the seventh Army. The only possibility that remained
open to them (like the situation confronting the leaders
of the Yugoslav Communist Party in 1942-43) was the
revolutionary mobilization of the masses. Rejecting their
Stalinist course of the previous years, they adopted a
limited program of agrarian reform, which the masses
greeted with immense enthusiasm. Mass peasant committees and resistance groups sprang up everywhere and organized themselves to defend and extend the agrarian
1-eforrn and to erush Chiang, the representative of the
1andlQrd5_ The advances Mao's army made were above
all the product of the massive levy of the revolutionary
peasantry, and of the parallel collapse of Chiang's peasant
army, which was contaminated by the revolution and
the thirst for land. The Chinese CP itself underwent a
change in its social composition. The literate sons of
well-to-do peasants, who constituted the backbone of its
cadres up to that time (and certain among whom tended

to oppose the explosion of elementary violence set off
by the turn their party had made), were submerged by
an inux of new militants hardened on the forge of the
revolution itself.
Thus:
(1) The birth of the Chinese revolution was the beginning of the end of the Chinese CP's "Sta1inism."9
(2) The Chinese CP Stopped subordinan “self to dh_ec_

ism.
This error flows from the erroneous notion of the Stalinist world and is expressed in the notion of Russian-Chinese
co-leadership of the international Stalinist movement.
He shares the same erroneous criteria concerning the
"Stalinist" nature of a Communist Party. The Stalinist
nature of a CP is constituted by its direct and total dependence in respect to the interests and policy of the Krem-

tives from the Kremlin and became depindent on the
.
.
masses and on their actions.
(3) Its social composition was actually modified.
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not speclcauy Stahmst We have often been served up
such absurdities to "prove" the "Stalinist" character of the

its past a series of incorrect and bureaucratic concepts
to be reected in its acons_
that

_by the timid character of its agrarian reform;
—by its limiting itself to North China; tt k
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proletariat isolated from the revoluomm
of social realitY has alread Y P artiall Y withThe dialectic
-

bureaucracy: Pablo places an equalssign between the
gual nature of the CPS and the dual namre of the Soviet

drawn certain barriers, and there are reasons to hope
that this course will continue.
In any event, it ‘is absurd to speak of a Stalinist party
in China, and still more absurd to foster belief in even
the resemblance of a "victory of Stalinism in China."
The Korean war temporarily presented Stalin with both
the means to slow down the Chinese revolution's progress
toward the solution of the tasks of the permanent revdlution and to reestablish partial control over the Chinese
CP. This explains Stalin's policy of "nonintervention" at
the time when the victorious march of the Korean armies
could, with a minimum of support, have driven the imperialists into the sea. This also explains the scantiness
of his present aid and his fear of a solution, especially
of a solution in favor of the Korean revolution.
But when all is said and done, the reality of class struggle will prove more powerful than the Kremlin apparatus
and its maneuvers.
The error of the two Chinese groups is precisely to have
failed to grasp the social reality. They have identified
the revolution with Stalinism, which means identifying
Stalinism with its negation.
The Chinese comrades turned their backs on the revolutionary movement of the masses, fell back when confronted with its march forward, and finally ended up in
Hong Kong. 11
Their greatest error was not their failure to understand
Stalinism; it was a different and much more serious lack
of comprehension.
They didn't recognize the very face of the revolution.
They saw the advance of Mao's revolutionary armies as
a step forward for Stalinism. They failed to understand
that it is the action of classes that is fundamental, that
it is social classes and not the apparatuses that make
history, and that once it gets going, the action of masses
is more powerful than the strongest apparatus.
In many respects Comrade Pablo revives the analytical
errors of the Chinese comrades, even if he draws conclusions that are contrary, though just as disastrous.
He makes the same error on the nature of the Chinese
revolution, which he considers as a victory—not a "pure
and simple victory"—but nevertheless a victory of Stalin-

ureaucracy

Generally, we would not deny that 2:2. But combining
two errors (for example, Comrade Pablo's error and the
Chinese comrades‘ error) is not the equivalent of combining two correct statements (for example, the thesis of
our Central Committee and Comrade Germain's "Ten
Theses"). Thus it's not always true that2=2.
The dual nature of the Soviet bureaucracy is both the
reection and the product of contradictions in Soviet society. It is expressed through the Bonapartism of Stalinism when it is confronted with social forces inside the
Soviet Union and on a world scale. The policy of the
bureaucracy is not dual but rather forms an integral
whole throughout all its variations; it's a policy of balancing between the basic classes.
The dual nature of the CP means something quite different and expresses a different contradiction because‘ of
the fact that a parasitic bureaucracy of the Soviet type
doesn't exist internationally. The duality, the contradiction of a CP stems from the fact that it is a workers party by virtue of its social base (a necessary base for the
Kremlin‘s balancing act) and a Stalinist party by virtue
of its politics and its leadership (a leadership chosen
from above on the basis of its total submission to the
Kremlin's orders).
The thing that defines a workers party as Stalinistas opposed to a revolutionary party or a social-democratic party (linked to the bourgeoisie) or any sort of
a centrist party—is neither a Stalinist ideology (which
doesn't exist), nor bureaucratic methods (which exist in
all kinds of parties), but rather its total and mechanical
subordination to the Kremlin.
When for one reason or another this subordination
ceases to exist, that party ceases to be Stalinist and expresses interests that are different from those of the bureaucratic caste in the USSR. This is what happened
(because of the revolutionary action on the part of the
masses) in Yugoslavia well before the break in relations;
the break only made it official. This is what has already
happened in China, and it will inevitably be reected by
a break in relations no matter what course the Chinese
16
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revolution takes.
A break in relations or a gradual differentiation within
the Chinese CP, an eventuality that ows rst from the
correct evaluation of the nature of the CPs (an evaluation
we gave in some detail at the Fourth Congress of our
party in 1947) that was developed by the Second World
Congress, and then from the lessons of the Yugoslav
experience, would have the effect of greatly stimulating
the revolutionary struggle in Asia, Europe, and Africa.
It would also facilitate revolutionary victories in a series
of countries, diminish considerably imperialism's capacity
for resistance and counterattack, and increase the level
of consciousness and the combativity of workers in the
advanced industrial countries. At the same time, it would
modify in a favorable way the relationship of forces within
the workers movement, making it more receptive to the
revolutionary program and thus innitely more effective
in the class struggle. The Chinese CP's declaration of
its independence in regard to the Kremlin and its steps
toward accomplishing the tasks of the permanent revolution both in China and internationally are events that
will probably take place before imperialism can start a
world war.
It is under this perspective—with the Chinese masses,
with the Chinese CP, against Stalin—that the actions of
our Chinese comrades must be corrected. In every country
where a Stalinist party has an extensive working-class
base, the International must work under this broader
perspective of the independence of the workers movement
and its communist vanguard with respect to the Kremlin's
policy.

and above all by exercizing the dictatorship of the proletariat and building socialism. And this latter task is not
a mechanical phenomenon (the opposite of capitalist development) but requires the intervention of the proletariat
as a conscious class.13 This is the ABC's. The experience
of the USSR conrms it 100 percent (relative stagnation
domestically and a counterrevolutionary policy abroad),
as does the Yugoslav experience, the Chinese experience
and, in a negative way, the experience in the buffer zone.
No serious Communist worker criticizes Stalin for being
afraid of world war, for refusing to declare the war-revolution or the revolution-war. On the contrary, what the
best of them criticize him for is for subordinating the
class struggle in other countries to the diplomatic and
military needs of the USSR, subordinating the strategic
line of the proletarian revolution to one of its tasks, the
defense of one of the workers states.
In France the crisis of Stalinism, which has just manifested itself in the split among the mine workers, is fueled
continually by the ample proof that the French CP is
an inadequate instrument for makinga revolution:
—the ineffectiveness of its policy of supporting national
fronts, of building "New Democracy" (the politics of Yalta);
—-the ineffectiveness of its policy of [parliamentary]opposition, of its leadership in the important class struggles
since 1947 (the Zhdanov line);
—the incapacity of Stalinism to contribute toward uniting
the proletarian forces.
All the strikes up to the present have reinforced the
impression held by Communist workers that the French
CP is not leading the proletariat toward revolution, but
toward neutralization of the French bourgeoisie and a
period of waiting for the war and the Red Army's entry

Concerning our Tasks

into it.
The Communist workers witnessed their struggle against
the war lh Vleth_alh_hh uhderlalslng the French Ch had
entered with a violence tainted with adventurism—subor-

Never before has the Fourth International had such
a
possibilities for implanting itself as the leadership 'inthis
(and
it
ever
has
mass revolutionary stmggla Nor
is a corollary of the revolutionary upsurge around the
world) had such possibilities for gaining the ear of Communist workers organized in the Stalinist parties. Never
in the past (and this is a function of the very development of the worldwide revolutionary upsurge) have we
witnessed so profound a worldwide crisis of Stalinism.
Despite the fact that they consider these things as Stalin's
"victories," as proof of "his revolutionary effectiveness,-"
the most conscious Communist workers will not accept
the notion advanced by their leaders that socialism will
be installed by the Red Army. They are seeking the road
of class action, of the emancipation of workers by the
workers themselves. This concern of theirs actually touches
upon a fundamental aspect of the proletarian revolution,
an aspect that dominates the works of Marx and Lenin:
that is that the essence of a proletarian revolution is not
this or that economic measure but rather the proletariat's
gaining of consciousness, its molecular mobilization, the
formation of its consciousness as an active and dominant
class. This notion of Marx and Lenin has been strikingly
one
confirmed by the example of the buffer zone on the and
12
revolution
Russian
hand and, inversely, by the
partially by the revolution in Yugoslavia on the other.
We are not talki.ng about apriori norms but rather about

olhoted to the ealhpolgh around the oloekholln appear
They _Wllhe_ssed lhelr struggle agalhsl the eighteen months
halted lh mldhohrse and used as a sprlhgooard for ole
Shefeld'warsaw anneal’
A gheal uneaslhess spread hnlong members or
the French CF (and certalnll’ among m°_mr_>°r$ °f °tne1'
CP's) lh the foh_ of l9ho' when the lnlperlallsr hrlnles ln
Korea were wllhlh an lneh or Pulhhg out and a nnnhnurn
of lholerlol support would have been surhelenl to assure
of success or lnlrhense se_oPe ror the ennre Aslnn reV°lu'
hoh'_ They saw that slolln_oPPl_3/‘"9 the some Poll‘?! of
nonznterventzon he had _used agaznst the ascendant phase
of the SPo"'sh_ reoolutlonfhlen allowed the lnnlerlallsr
arhlles to regalh hle ohehsl"e' Thls uneaslness was ex‘
Pressed so wldely rhal the leddershll’ or the French CP
had to respond PuoholY"'uslng Jeanette Verrnersoh as
a hlouthPleee_ln the rollowlng way‘ Those who denldnd
that the USSR mteroene ln Korea donlr understand what
o world war would he llke- Thls response dlsarnled the
hurgeohlhg opposlhorh because no Conllnunlsr worker
wanted a World war" What they were demanding Whsnll
intervention but an end to the de facto embargo on arms

lholwas strangling the Korean revolullon
It comes as no surprise that the Stalinist leaders are
still inventive enough to pull the wool over the eyes of
Communist workers. But what is surprising and inadmissible is that La Verite, through Comrade Pablo's14

the very essence of the proletarian revolution: the working
class gaining a consciousness of itself and setting itself
up as the ruling class, not only by taking power but also

'
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articles, did nothing to take advantage of this crisis, a1though:
—it explained that it was difficult to make pr0nouncements about Stalin's intentions;
—it remained silent about the meaning of his nonintervention;
—it did not wage a systematic and sustained campaign
to publicize the demand the Communist workers were
making on their leadership: Airplanes and artillery for

Korea;
-—worse yet, it adopted J. Vermersch's evaluation of
the situation as its own (aiding Korea means a world

war), simply adding that if Stalin were a real rev0lutionary he wouldn't be afraid of entering a world war
(war-revolution, revolution-war).
Here we have a convincing application of the orientation Comrade Pablo refers to as "Closer to the Communist
workers." It reminds uf of the politics of the right-wing
tendency that left our party. This tendency also fought
for the slogan "Closer to the Communist workers," which
meant closer to Stalinistpolitics.
In the present case, La Verite was closer to Stalinist
polities (ii Played the role of the MacArthur of the "SieliI1'
lei World“) but quite for removed from the eorleerhs of
the Communist workers; it didn't help them find the cor-

Comrade Mestre stated her support for the Stalinist slogan of a struggle against German rearmament, manifestly
subordinating the problem of the German and French
proletariat's gaining consciousness and taking up revolutionary struggle to the military defense of the USSR, seen
in Stalinist terms as the number-one priority, the strategic
line.
On the other hand, tendencies toward rejecting the defense of the USSR have already appeared and will inevitably develop. Some comrades who are troubled by
the present tendency toward revisionism on the nature
of the bureaucracy and on the Trotskyist concept of the
defense of the USSR will inevitably break away from
both Trotskyism and the defense of the USSR. We must
seriously consider the defection of Natalia Trotsky, whose
radically false concepts on the question of the USSR didn't
prevent the Second World Congress from placing her on
its honarary presidium.
The orientation that has been outlined threatens to lead
to the splintering of our International into a Stalinist
tendency and a tendency that is defeatist toward
the USSR,

without delay and return to the Marxist
method of analyzing society, return to the Leninist concent of the funetion of the working class, return to the
Trotskyist analysis of the degeneration of the USSR and
of the character of the bureaucracy, return to Trotsky's
fundamental statement that the crisis of humanity is and
remains the crisis of revolutionary leadership, return to
the revolutionary working-class line, that of the construction and the victory of the Fourth International, the World
Party of the Socialist Revolution,
We must react

reel resldohse to their uneasiness
By Virtue oi its methodology, Perspectives, and ePPliee-tion, this brand of politics is related to the most negative
aspects of the history of our lhierheiioI1al- Through its
impressionism and empiricism, its passive submission before accomplished facts and apparent "power," and through
its abandonment of a class strategy, it revives all the
errors of the right wing in the French party, of Haston,15
and of many other tendencies that followed a liquidationist
course.
The

Favre-Bleibtreu
June 1951

Footnotes to "Where is Comrade Pablo Going?‘

Alarm Signal

"Thus two camps have been formed in the world;
on the one hand there is the imperiaiist and antidem_
oer-atie camp, whose basic goal is to establish American
imperialism's domination over the world and to crush
demoeraey; on the other hand there is the anti-imperialist
and democratic camp, whose basic goal consists in undermining imperialism, strengthening defngcracy, and
daring the remnants of fnsoisrn_
"The struggle between these two eamps, between the
imperialist and anti-imperialist camp, unfolds under conditions of a continued deepening of the overall crisis of
capitalism, of a weakening of the forces of capitalism,
and of the strengthening of‘ the forces of socialism and
democracy." (Zhdanov Theses, 1947, given to the first
meeting of the Cominform in.1947)
2. So far as Europe is concerned, consider the bureaucrscyvs policy in Francs (1936), Spain (1936-39), Poland
(Warsaw uprising), Greece (1944-45), its efforts to prevent
and overturn the Yugoslav revolution, its policy in France
and Italy in the face of the revolutionary upsurge following the second world war.
economic growth, while slowly bettering the
3, "
,
situation of the toiiers, promotes a swift formation of
privileged strata," Trotsky said in the fundamental docu1-nent defining the USSR (Revolution Betrayed, point D
in the definition of the USSR [p. 255, Pathfinder Press

think that Comrade Pablo's orientation is neither
clear nor definitively set. We are convinced that he will
correct his errors without too great a difculty. But this
ish'i the qllesiiorr Comrade Pablo is also 6 leader of
the International. This means that the positions he takes
do hot involve lust hi1'h- His line has already been Par"
i$ 3. COI'l~
expressed in the Plenum I€SO1l.ltlOl'1,
fused and contradictory document, the result of an unprincipled bloc between two lines, and the very model of
We

1_

an eeleofie doelllherlh
Bllt above ell, 8 Whole series of alarming sighs have
emerged as direct consequences of this theoretical hodgePodge
011 the 0118 hand, 61 $¢¢1li11i8l iedeney
is mldly de'
Pablo
Comrade
veloping in the International. Certainly
eeh say, like the soreerer's e~PPrehiiee» iheilhis isn't What
he wanted. He can even apply a vigorous "self-criticism"
across the shoulders of politically weak comrades who
tried to he more eorlsisierll than those Who irlsPired ihemBut the remedy only disguises the disease and doesn't
heal it
Similar destructive tendencies in the International have
appeared on the editorial staff of our English comrades.
In France they cropped up among our comrades in
Lyon, whose resolution we have cited.
They have appeared in our Central Committee, where

_
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longer than the period of bourgeois domination in
the countries that developed the earliest, and three to six
times longer than the worldwide domination of the capitalist bourgeoisie. It would therefore be difficult to find
fault with applying the term class to the Soviet bureaucracy.
8. In the Second World Congress theses there was already an unfortunate formulation, though it was appreciably different: “Defend what remains of the conquests
of October’ is a ("a,"and not "the") strategic line for the
revolutionary party, and not alone a ’sl0gan."' ["The
USSR and Stalinism," Fourth International, June 1948,
p. 114] It would have been more correct to say: "a strategic task" or "a strategic orientation," formulations that
are clearly opposed to the notion that the defense of the
USSR is just a 'slogan.'
"The defense of the USSR coincides for us with the preparation of world revolution. Only those methods are permissible which do not conflict with the interests of the
revolution. The defense of the USSR is related to the
world socialist revolution as a tactical task is related
to a strategic one. A tactic is subordinated to a strategic
goal and in no case can be in contradiction to the latter."
(Leon Trotsky: "The USSR in War," in In Defense of
Marxism, pp. 17-18.)
9. A "Stalinism" that was never very deeply entrenched
at any given moment in the history ot this Party- APart
from the documents published by the Fourth International,
a reading oi the Works of Mao Tsetung (each Page of
which contains a more or less veiled attack on Stalin)
is quite hellitul in this regard10. It is quite clear that the reasons for this stem from
the difference between‘ the proletariat‘s aspirations and
torms of action’ and those oi the PeasantrY- The Peas"
antry desires hour€eois'dernocratic retorrns and mobilizes
sPontaneousiy in the iorrn oi Partisan ar1nies- The Pro"
letariat has socialist aspirations and its revolutionary
rnohilization creates Proietarian organs of Power, both
of which lead to a direct contradiction with the Stalinist
bureaucracy right from the start11. We request that the International Secretariat present
its tile of correspondence With the Chinese comrades to
the World Congress, and in this Way iniorin the congress
oi the directives that it had the right and the duty to
give to the Chinese sectionl2- The Russian revolution unfolded in a We-Y that
was tar removed from the "Pure norms"; Lenin thought
it was even further removed than any future revolution
in an advanced country would he13- "The Primary Political criterion tor us is not the
transformation of property relations in this or another
area, however important these may be in themselves,
but rather the change in the consciousness and organization oi the World Proletariat, the raising of their ca‘
Pacity for defending former conquests and accornPlishing
new ones. From this one, and the only decisive standpoint, the politics of Moscow, taken as a whole, completely retains its reactionary character and remains the
chief obstacle on the road to world revolution." (Leon
Trotsky: "The USSR in War," in In Defense of Marxism,
P-19-)
14. The Militant, the newspaper of the American Trotskyists, waged an excellent campaign around the revelations on this question. In France, where the basic cadres
be

edition, New York, 1970])

draft theses presented by Pablo to the Ninth
Plenum of the International Secretariat (point 21, paragraph 3) spoke of the "conditions ofeconomic exploitation"
of the Soviet proletariat by the bureaucracy. The idea
of class exploitation no longer appears in the text adopted
by the International Executive Committee, but the notion
of historically necessary social layer (a class!) turns up
again in Pablo's document.
will
5. "Once the war breaks out . . . the bureaucracy
no longer have any reason to oppose the development
of mass revolutionary struggles in the imperialist camp.
Quite the contrary . . . the bureaucracy will have every
interest in developing anything that will help undermine
the military strength of the imperialist camp, including
revolutionary movements of great scope. . . ." (Thesis of
the Lyon cell.)
4. The

The thesis as a whole comes down to this: up to the
present the bureaucracy has been opposed to the revolution out of fear of military intervention by the imperialists.
In the third world war the bureaucracy will no longer
have this preoccupation and will become the leadership
of the world revolution. This is much more consistent
than Pablo's thesis. The author of this resolution nevertheless was weak enough to renounce it in favor of Pablo's

position.

6. "Some voices cry out: ‘If we continue to recognize
the USSR as a worker-s~ state’ we will have to establish
a new category: the counter-revolutionary workers’ state.‘
This argument attempts to shock our imagination by
opposing a good programmatic norm to a miserable,
rnean, even repugnant rea1ity_ But haven-t we observed
from day to day since 1923 how the soviet state has

played a more and more counter-revolutionary role on
the international arena? Have we forgotten the experience
of the Chinese Revolution, of the 1926 general strike in
England and iinaiiy the very fresh experience of the snan_
ish Revolution? There are two completely counter-revolutionary workers internationals These critics have ap_
parently forgotten this ‘category.’ The trade unions of
France, Great Britain, the United States and other coun_
tries support completely the counter-revolutionary politics
of the bourgeoisie. This does not prevent us from labeling
them trade unions, from supporting their progressive steps
and from defending them against the bourgeoisie. Why
is it impossible to employ the same method with the counter-revolutionary workers‘ state? In the last analysis a
workers state is a trade union which has conquered
power. The difference in attitude in these two cases is
exeplainable by the simple fact that trade unions have
a iong history and we have heen accurnstorned to consitter them as realities and not sinipiy as vcategories' in
our progranr But, as regards the workers state there
is being evinced an inability to learn to approach it as
a real historical fact which has not subordinated itself
to our pl-ogr-at-n_" (Leon Trotsky; "Again and Qnce More
Again on the Nature of the U553," in In Defense of Ma,-x_
ism, pp_ 25-26, pathfinder press edition, New York, 197()_)
7. In 1651, three centuries ago, the hourgeoisie began
to emerge in Engianti
In 1751, two centuries ago, it began to appear in
Fran¢e_
The two or three century transition period in which
Pablo agcgi-ds a necessary roie to the bureaucracy would

'
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of the working class are organized in the CP, an extensive
campaign should have been mounted around the theme:
"Airplanes for Korea."

15. A reading of Haston's amendment to the World
Congress is instructive: it is a timid outline of "Where

Are We Going?".

SECTION II: THE SPLIT IN THE FRENCH SECTION

[A majority of the Parti Communiste Internationaliste,
the French section of the Fourth International, opposed
the adaptations to Stalinism which they felt they had detected in the Third World Congress resolutions. This led
to sharp conict between the French leaders and Pablo.

[The International Secretariat, at Pablo's urging, ordered
the Freneh section to earry out a Polley of "entryisro sui
generis>" into the Freneh Communist Party- (This Was
turned into a general Poliey tor t-he EuroPean sections
by the Tenth Plenum of the international Exeeutive Corn"
mittee. Pablo's report to this plenum is reprinted in Part 4
of this series-) The leadership ot the Section resisted, Pro‘
posing a much more limited entry tactic. Pablo undertook the organizational measures aimed at compelling
the section to follow instructions or face expulsion from

1.

the International.
[Despite the doubts that existed about the supercentralist
implications of Pablo‘s actions, a majority of the world
Trotskyist movement supported him against the French
majority. Since they were not convinced that Pablo was
adapting to Stalinism, they saw the French opposition to

his apparently "tactical" proposals as somewhat sectarian.
[The following exchange between Daniel Renard, secretary of the PCI, and James P. Cannon, is reprinted from
SWP International Information Bulletin, November 1952.
"The sh-uggle of the F1-eneh Trotekyiste Against Pabloite
Liquidationism" is reprinted from SWP Discussion Bullean A_17, 1954_ It appeared eel-herin International Comminee Bulletin NQ_ 1, December 23, 1953,]

Letter from Daniel Renard to James P. Cannon
Paris

February 16, 1952
Dear Comrade Cannon,
I am taking the liberty of writing you teday beeause 1
think that you are one of the most qualified comrades in
the Trotskyist movement for evaluating the situation in
our section and the dispute which currently places the
French party in opposition to the International Secreta;-19¢,

have read In Defense of Marx,-Sm and me Struggle
for the Proletarian Party; the exertions, struggles and
experiences thl-eugh which the American Tretskyists, and
you especially, have passed, give you the necessary background for telling me what you think ofwhat we are doing
1

hel-e_

the leaderships of the Trotskyist sections are now in
possession of a document from the International Secretariat
dated January 21, 1952, concerning the French section.
However, this document in its five pages of text does
not give an exact version of what is taking place. It does
not present a political view of the situation but strictly
an administrative version of the dispute. From a reading
of this document it could be concluded that the leading
comrades of the French section are acting stubbornly and
sulking at the decisions of the IS merely from whim.
The facts are really altogether different. Nobody in the
International is unaware of the differences which have
opposed the French majority to the IS up to the World
Congress. These differences have been expressed in votes
and in documents. The French majority has tried to clarify

All

the nature of these differences, especially in the period of
preparation of the Seventh Congress of the French Party.
But the differences which set the French Party in opposition to the IS were settled, ifnotsolved, by the Third World

And this found its eXPression in a resolution
of the French Commission of the World Congress, a resolution which the Central Committee Of 01.11‘ section unanimously approved, insofar as it is the line for applying
the policies adopted by" the Third World Congress. To
say, as the IS does, that the French majority has "continued" in Praetlee to Wish to aPPly the line of the Seventh
Congress of the PCI is inaccurate and refuted by the entire
attitude and Policy as aPPlied by the French leadershiP
trorn the World Congress uP to nowLet me begin by stressing that Pablo, in opposing any
Vote at the World Congress on the documents which our
delegates Presented there (esPe°iallY the 10 Theses drawn
uP by Comrade Germain and adoPted by our Seventh
Congress)» and this uPon the eontention that the inter"
national had not disoussed thorn, Was by this token unable
to have our Positions eondenlned by the CongressThe truth is that Whatever the sPheres of activity of
our Party» nothing has given rise to the slightest eritieism
by any of the leading bodies of the international regarding
rernlssness in aPPlying the line laid down by the last
C011gT€S8-

world CongressIn "youth" work

draft resolution was presented by
the Political Bureau. It gave rise to a certain amount
of criticism, especially on the part of minority comrades.
A parity commission of PB members was elected. This
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in the French resolution, the following
statement is made: "The necessary turn in the activity
of the French party which results from the WOIld turn
in the situation does not in any case mean the abandonment of activities engaged in and of results achieved in
such activities. On the contrary . . . , etc."
The text of the IS explains: "In order to realize these
objectives which are possible right now, it is necessary
not to attempt to set ourselves up as a distinct tendency
(within the CGT), which is not objectively justified at the
present stage-—but to integrate ourselves there by promptly becoming the best workers for the unification of the
trade union movement, by taking everywhere a clear
unequivocal position for the unity proposals of the CGT,
and by skillfully maneuvering as regards the Stalinist
leaders so as to allay their suwicions about us and so

commission submitted a new, revised youth document,
which was finally adopted. It is some four months since
this resolution has been applied. Its application has called
forth no important criticism, neither in the ranks of the
minority nor from the IS_
If we take trade union work, up to and including the
last meeting of the National Contact Commission of"Unite,"
this work has gone ahead on the basis of complete agreement between the majority of the French Party and the IS_
A document on directives was submitted unanimously by
a commission of which Comrade Frank was a member. It
was subsequently called into question anew by a totally
different document with which Iwill deal presently.
Finally, the last sphere but not the least: our central organ, La Verite, has never been questioned in any fundamental way, by anyone whatever, for not having applied
the line of the Third World Congress. What is more, Co1nrade Pablo stated to a meeting of the Paris Region that
La Verite was showing "the obvious progress made by the
French leadership in applying the political line laid down
by the Third World Congress." But if, as the IS letter declares, the French leadership "continues to wish to apply
the line of the 7th PCI Congress,"wherewould this be more
evident than in La Verite? Our paper, theprincipal external
expression of our party, is best capable of reecting in
the light of events, the political positions of the leadership which publishes it.
Thus, since the Third World Congress, the French leadership has effectively endeavored to apply the policies of Our
International "with understanding and discipline." Further,
it has maintained complete silence inside the party on the
ever new demands imposed upon it by theIS. Inadequacies
may have shown up here and there. They were inevitable.
But this W65 in I10 $61156 Wi11f11l- if it were S0, if the leader
ship had really desired to carry out a different line, this
would have revealed itself not accidentally in episodic and
piecemeal cases, but in the entire activity of the party,
in all spheres, daily, and at every step. Examples of
such an undisciplined attitude would be so numerous that
there would be no difficulty in presenting a great many
Of ih9m-

F01‘ instance,

-

But the leiiel” 0f the Is howhefe makes any Precise,
clearly formulated accusations.
In point of fact, there are two clearly distrinct phases in
the struggle between the IS and the French leadership. The
first phase takes place after the Third World Congress, a
period during which the party was orienting itself in its
work on the basis of the French resolution. This applicaii°h takes Pine with Some h°¢e$$a1‘Y adli1$h'heI1i$- Then
there is a second phase whose date can be established
Precisely: it is December 5» 1951, when the IS issues ii
document entitled, "For the reorientation of our trade union
W01'k in F rance-"
This d0¢\1II16I1L Of Whi¢h ii Was 110i l<I10WI1 Whether ii
was a mandatory resolution effective upon its appearance,
or a contribution to the discussion of the trade union problem in France, called into question anew the decisions and
documents of the Third World Congress. The stupefaction
and indignation which such adocumentraised in the leadership of the French party were well founded. It was no
longer a question of interpretation, of doing a job of
exegesis on one sentence or another: this text was in
fundamental and formal opposition with the text of the
French commission of the World Congress.
0

‘
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as to let them consider us as useful instruments for the
unity policy/'(Emphasis in the original.)
About all this, the letter of the IS dated January 21
does not say a word; in this way it makes the dispute
between the French party and the IS incomprehensible. The
opposition which manifests itself on administrative and organizational questions can only find their explanation in
the light of the political positions of each of the opponents.
Every other way of trying to clarify the discussion can in
fact only muddy it up.
This is all the more true when one considers the January
14 letter of the IS to the members of the Central Committee. There too, and anew, the CC found itself confronting totally new positions contrary to the letter and spirit
of the Third World Congress. The question was that of
entry into the CP but of a very special kind of entry,
"sui generis" as the IS itself described it. Independent work
was to be subordinated to this entry. ("Independent work
must be understood as having for its main aim the aiding
of 'entrist' work and is itself to be directed primarily
at the Stalinist workers."—"Entrist work will develop in
scope as we come closer to war." Letter of the IS to the
members of the CC).
But the World Congress stated precisely: "In the countries
where the majority of the working class stillfollows the CP,
our organizations, of necessity independent, must direct
themselves toward more systematic work aimed at the
ranks of these pa;-ties and 0f the masses which they infiner-ice," (Theses on International Perspectives and the
0-rientation 0ft}te_Fou1-th Internati0nal_)
This is so true that the Italian comrades, whose politieai situation is analagous to ours in many ways, have
elaborated a resolution for work directed at the workers
of the CP. The question of entry is envisaged and resolved
in the following way: "This 'entrist' tactic does not exculude but presupposes independent work. . . . "
"Taking these requirements into account, we reach the
conclusion that independent work must not be liquidated,
but that, on the contrary, it will be necessary to assign
additional forces to this work." The Italian comrades, in
writing this, believe they are applying the line of the Third
World Congress. But to say, as does the IS, that this
Italian resolution "advocates a tactic identical to that proposed by the letter of the IS ofJanuary 14 to the CC of the
French party," constitutes a refusal to understand the obvious. The position of the IS in France makes independent
work a supplement to entrist work; the Italian comrades
are doing just the reverse. It is necessary to have a certain
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is an incorrect idea of the Transitional Program when it
states that the "Third International had definitely passed
over to the side of the bourgeois order." And has not Comrade Corvin, member of the Central Committee, also said
that to speak of the oscillations of the Stalinist bureaucracy
means to put in question the workers‘ character of the
USSR, adding that we will no longer see oscillations, but
hesitations by Stalinism in accomplishing the tasks of the
revolution. Has not Comrade Mestre, member of the Political Bureau, stated that entry sui generis has become
necessary because "Stalinism has changed"? All this is
evidently not a product of chance. All this only expresses,
in our ranks, the growing pressure of Stalinism upon the
petty bourgeoisie of Western Europe which finds its echo

in our organization.
This explains why I have personally stated that confronted by such positions the party must rise, unanimously,
to condemn such crimes. I am not concerned with creating
an atmosphere of hostility in the French section "against
the International" as the letter of the IS implies. I am concerned with defending the essential programmatic foundations of our movement, which is its wealth and which is
its surest guarantee of victory.
The position which I have taken in this battle is the
product of all the experience which I have accumulated
during years of membership in the working class movement and particularly of my struggle for Trotskyism in
the Renault plant. To create the notion that our opposition
to the Pablist line proceeds from an infantile anti-Stalinism is to conceal the real character of Pahhsm, as it is
revealing. itself every day increasingly, every day more
clearly._ Today Pablo is compelled to call into question
the fundamental ideas of the Transitional Program in order

2.

to prop up his line. What will happen tomorrow?
The methods used by Pablo have caused me to reect
a great deal and I have in particular relived the struggle
which Trotsky conducted against Shachtman, Burnham and
Abern in 1939-40 in the American section. The methods
used by the IS are absolutely the reverse of these. Trotsky,
and all the American comrades at his side, fought politically and tried to convince the SWP comrades by the
widest possible discussion and the most fundamental. In
particular, Trotsky constantly turned towards the party's
working class base, addressed himself to it, used the best
pedagogical forms so as to accomplish this, that the discussion would at least serve to educate the party. Here,
we see the working class base of the party disdained,
because it is the majority. We see fundamental questions
evaded under false pretexts. To an entire leadership which
is opposed to its line the IS replies: "SUSPENSION" and
justifies itself by insults.
From all this the party (and when I say party, I mean
the whole International) can only lose. It is impossible
to destroy a Trotskyist section under the pretextthat it does
not share the personal ideas of Pablo on the role of the
Soviet bureaucracy and on "centuries of transition." To
destroy is- not the role of a leader of the International:
his roie is not to destroy the hurnan foundation of aii
Poiities» entrist or otherwiseMy ietter has no other Purpose than to Warn you of
this danger, to eXPiain the situation and to ask your
oPinion- i hope I have aeeonipiished n"1ytasi<With fraternal Bolshevik-Leninist best wishes, dear com-

rade,

lam
Dauiei Renard

Letterfrom James P. Cannon to Daniel Renard
NEW Y01'k,

Committee." These documents—the Tenth Plenum decisions
and the Declaration of your Political Bureau Majorityseem to me to advance the dispute to another stage and
to throw more light on it.
I have used the intervening time, since receiving your
letter, for an attentive study of all the relevant documents,
including those above mentioned. Naturally, from such a
great distance I cannot feel qualified to pass judgment on
the many secondary questions and personal antagonisms
which are unfailingly involved in such a sharp dispute
as your party is now experiencing. However, the general
picture from a political point of view now seems clear
enough to jushfy mo in offering you and the other French
oomrades a frank opinion, as follows;
I think the Third World Congress made a correct analysis of the new post-war reality in the world and the unforeseen turns this reality has taken. Proceeding from
this analysis, the Congress drew correct conclusions for
the orientation of the national Trotskyist parties toward the
living mass movement as it has evolved since the war.
Further, the Tenth Plenum, in its basic document on the
tactical application of the Third World Congress line, has
faithfully interpreted, amplified and concretized the line
of the Third World Congress as regards its tactical ap-

N.Y-

May 29, 1952
Daniel Renard
Paris
Dear Comrade Renard,
I received your letter of February 16. Copies were also
distributed to all the members of our National Committee,
and in formulating the following reply Ihavehad the benefit of discussion with them on the matter. If I have waited
so long to answer, it is only because I am always reluctant to intervene in the affairs of another party without
knowing all the pertinent facts and the people concerned.
I make this explanation to assure you that I meant no
disresPeet to you hy rny tieiay in answering your iette1‘Just the contrary. My purpose was to give your communication the serious and deliberate answer it deserves.
In the meantime, the Tenth Plenum of the IEC has
taken place, and its basic document on "The Tactical
Application of the Third World Congress Line," as well
as its Organizational Resolution on the French situation,
have been received here. We have also received a copy
of the "Declaration by the Political Bureau Majority on
the Agreements Concluded at the International Executive

'
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around the paper, "L'Unite," was a progressive development for our party. Those reformist trade unionists who
countries.
I note your statement that the majority are "not h0S- make a speciality of "anti-Stalinism" in order to cover and
justify their pro-imperialist policy are an international
tile" to the "idea Of entry lnto the Cl)" as "the eventuality
for which we must prepare ourselves." That would seem breed, and they are well known to us.They are not fit
allies for Trotskyists in the United States, France or anyto put the majority in basic agreement with the line of
where else. The logic of their Stalinophobia inexorably
the IEC and clear the way for a jointly-elaborated program of practical actions leading to an agreed-upon end. impels them to the right, and no tactical diplomacy on our
part can arrest the process. On the other hand, the French
The differences seem to be reduced to questions of timing
Stalinist workers, by the logic of the irreversible interand pace. I should like to remind you, however, that in
national trend of things, must be impelled more and more
a fluid situation timing and pace can be decisive for the
On a radical course. It is a matter of life and death f01'
success or failure of an action. In such a situation, where
our com‘rades to establish connections with them and
an objective is agreed upon in principle, my own prefform an alliance with them against imperialism. The disstance would be fore deeisiveness and Speed
I disagree in part with your formulation of the question Inptlon of the "L'Unlte" eoahtlon, Pfovoketl by the Ylght
and most favorable
of entry as "above all a matter of fraet-ion wQ1'k which wing, should be taken as a fortunate
springboard into this new and more fruitful arena.
cannot change the work of the independent party and
As far as the anarchist phrasemongers are concernedabove an cannot in any Way enenge the independent
eharneter of the Trotskylel Program Wlth reference to in the United States, in France, or anywhere else—timeStallnlen Two nlfferent qneetlons» Wllleh ought to be wasting parleys and coalitions with them for the purpose
of waging the class struggle against the imperialist bourSeparated, are eolnblned ln thle lol'nl‘~llnof eonl'5e1 nelthel entry’ not‘ any other Polley ol‘ to-etle geoisie would make a mockery of things which ought to be
taken seriously. This would not be revolutionary politics
Whleh eonld be deylsetla can "ln any Way ehange the lntle'
pendent character of the Trotskyistprogram with reference but a substitute for it.
Your letter, Comrade Renard, as well as the Declaration
to. Stalinism." But "the work of the independent party"
in France, in the present historical conjuncture, can and of the Majority of your Political Bureau on the Tenth
must be radically changed, and that without unnecessary Plenum, explains the political essence of your position in
delay, for there is not much time left to seize the oppor- the conflict as opposition to "Pablism." You define this as
tunity now open. We must get into the movement of Stalin- a revisionist tendency, aiming at "pure and simple integraist workers while there is yet time and by such means and tion into Stalinism" and thereby a capitulation to it. This
methods as the situation permits, not those we might queStiOn, as y011 may be aWa1‘e, has a history in the S0—
cialist Workers Party, and is, consequently, familiar to us.
prefer or ai-binai-iiy insist upon;
A poiiey of maintaining the Frennn party as an es-_ As far back as 1950, when the new tactical turn was first
sentially independent party, with fi-action work in Siaiin- indicated, the Johnsonites attempted to terrify the partywith
ist-controlled organizations as supplemental and secondary, the See-Te of “Pahll$n1-" They Sought to eonstrne a Struggle
would turn the necessities of the situation upside down The in the International Trotskyist movement of "Cannonism
situation in France now impel-ativeiy i-eqnii-es a policy vs. Pab1ism." Since we were fully in favor of the new tacof entry (of a special kind) into the Stalinist movement. tlee-l turn from the Start, We did not See any ground to!‘
such a contradistinction of tendencies, and said sowhen the
The independent party and press snonid serve, stimulate
and guide the entrist movement, not substitute for it or question was first raised by the Johnsonites—an answer
contradict it It is true’ as every Trotskyist knows that which no doubt hastened their departure from our ranks.
We, for our part, are orthodox Tro-tskyists since 1928
the independence of the revolutionary vanguard party
is a principle Its creation is an unchangin aim of the and thereby irreconcilable enemies of Stalinism or any
8
conciliationism with it, not to speak of capitulation. I do
revolutionary vanguard, always and everywhere and

plication under the different conditions in the different
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masses’ requlres now In France a Wide and prolonged
detour through the workers’ movement controlled by the
Stalinists, and even eventually through a section of the
Stali”ist_Pa”y itself
The elm to bund the Tmtskylst Party lnto a mass Par"
ty remalne hxed and unchanging’ but the read toward
lt ln Fre-nee ls by no means 3 Stralght one- ll on!‘ French
comrades Should glow stubborn and tollnally lnelst on
the functioning of the lntlellentlent Party as the Prime’?!
and most essential Work ln the given situation, the living
mass movement with its unbounded revolutionary potentialities would certainly pass it by and leave us with the
form without the substance.
The breakup of the coalition on the trade union field
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0 say.
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which we cannot compromise." We do not see such a tendency in the International leadership of the Fourth International nor any Sign nor symptom of it
we judge the policy of the International leadership by
the line it elaborates in official documents—in the recent
period by the documents of the Third World Congress and
the Tenth Plenum. We do not see any revisionism there.
All we see is an elucidation of the post-war evolution of
Stalinism and an outline of new tactics to fight it more effectively. We consider these documents to be completely
Trotskyist. They are different from previous documents of
our movement, not in principle or method, but only in
the confrontation and analysis of the new reality and the
tactical adjustment to it. It is the unanimous opinion of
the leading people of the SWP that the authors of these
24

documents have rendered a great service to the movement
for which they deserve appreciation and comradely support, not distrust and denigration.
I am sure that the International movement will not sanction or support a factional struggle based on suspicion
of future intentions which Cannot be demonstrated, 01‘
eVen deduced» from Present Proposals and Positions tormt1lated in documents. Nobody can learn anything from such
tights, anti the Party is bonntl to be the loser‘ if you
comrades Of the majority should insist on 8. struggle
against a "revisionism" which is not evident to others, you
COl1ld only disorient 3 number Of WOI‘l(€1' comrades in the
party ranks, isolate them from the other cadres of the
International movement and lead them into a blind alley.
Unfortunately, this has been done often enough in the
Past history oi the French Party by impulsive leaders Who
did not take thought of their course or heed the opinions
of International comrades who sought to help them with
friendly adViee- l earnestly hoPe it Will not haPPen this
time.
It would be far better, in my opinion, to lay the suspicions aside—or, in any event, not to make them the
axis of discussion—and try to come to agreement with
the IS on practical steps toward an effective penetration
into the movement of Stalinist workers—leaving the different views as to the prospects to the test of experience.
Political tendencies which are not clearly revealed cannot
be fruitfully debated. If there is in fact any illusion about
Stalinism on the one side, or a fetishism of formal independence on the other, the test of experience will mature
and clarify such errors and make it possible to deal with
them politically. Conversely, if there are no serious dif-

3. "The Struggle of the French
z'te Lz'quz'datz'onz'sm"

experience will eliminate
any ground for suspicion in either respect.
An entry into the Stalinist workers‘ movement and eventually into the Stalinist party itself, under the given conditions, with its rigid bureaucratic structure, is an extremely
difficult and dangerous undertaking in the best case. It
will be all the more difficult if there is no unity in the
party leadership, The situation would be made many times
worse if the French party has to be punished with one
more unnecessary split. This possibility cannot be ignored.
Don't deceive yourself, Comrade Renard, There is great
danger of a split, even thgugh both sides may have renounced any intention in this regard. A split is implicit
in the situation as it has been developing in the recent
period, In my opinion, the best way to avoid such a
calamity—perhaps the only way—would be to shift the
discussion for the time being to a concrete step-by-step
program, worked out jointly by the party leadership and
the IS, to effectuate the imperatively-dictated entry into
the Stalinist workers‘ movement and eventually into a section of the Stalinist party itself,
Along that line—if our judgment is correct—the French
party should soon get into a position to expand its infinenoe and prepare for the great role which history has
assigned to it in the approaching war and revolution.
You can surely count on the sympathy and support of
Internationai eornrades in this great endeavor,

ferences latent

in the conict,

Yours fraternally,
James P, Cannon

Trotskyists Against Pablo-

shall confine ourselves in this document to a recital
of the developments of Pablist, activities in France and
of the struggle which he waged against the French section,
we shall not attempt here to examine the problem of the
origins of Pablism, a subject of major importance which
the International will have to submit to study and discussion, but which would require an explanatory work at
least equivalentinlength to the present text
From its very nature, and contrary to the statements
of Pablo and his partisans in the LS., Pablist revisionism, as is well understood in the I.S. and in the I.E.C.,
had an earlier development. Its first clear but incomplete
manifestation, in an official document of the International,
is found in the projected theses on the International sitnation written by Pablo and submitted by the 1_s_ to the
Ninth Plenum of the LEC. (November 1950) as a preparatory doenrnent for the Third worid gongresa These
theses, which take as their point of departure the closeness
of the
World War, pfgpose a change (not yet speciiied) in the tasks of the International, proceeding in the
direction of abandoning the building of independent revolutionary parties as the leadership of the masses in the
period prior to the war. In this document also figure
the first attagks against "pure ngrms," and the j_[np1'Qbability of a "free development toward socialism“ is broachWe

ed,
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The I. E.C. was disturbed by this orientation, and in
accordance with a tactic which will constantly be his from
then on, Pablo agrees to integrate certain Bleibtreu amendments, presented by Theo (Holland), into his thesis which
coexist with the contradictory statements of the first version
in the theses bearing the name of Theses of the Ninth
Plenum.
The Central Committee of the I.C.P. had been called
together at the very rmment when the Plenum of the I.E. C.
ended. The uneasiness of the I.E.C. invades it immediately.
The members of the French C. C., disturbed by the reading of the projected theses which had been sent them,
See the members of the I.E. C. who are present at their
meeting in violent conflict with each other. Pablo is absent and it is Livingstone who takes his place and with

shocking violence attacks Privas and Frank, who had
indicated reservations on the theses within the I.S. ExeePt for two members of the C-C- (Michele Mestfe and
COl'VlI1), WhOITl Pablo has fO1' th past tWO ITlOI1tl'1S made
his direct spokesman in the I. C.P., the C. C. criticizes the
revisionist elements introduced into the theses and refuses
to aPPro‘/e the draft lt agrees to meet again one month
late!‘At tl'1lS January C.C- meeting, certain Bl€lbtl‘8L1-F1'6.I1kPrivas atldenda to the Political resolution Prebaretl for
the Seventh Congress of the I.C.P. and relating to its

despite
tasks in the struggle against war are adopted,
representative
a hysterical intervention by Livingstone,
assigned
of Pablo. Privas proposes to the C. C. that he be
Mestre.
to the leadership of "La Verite" in place of Michele
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bers of the C.C. of the I. C.P. together,
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"the cowof intervention—which earned him the nickname
boy"-that Pablo can no longer use him). One surprise
who is
awaits those attending this meeting: it is Privas
in a long
reporting in the name of the I.S. and who,
positions of "Where
embarrassed speech, tries to justify the
criticized shortly
Are We Going" which he had sharply
to comply with
before. He concludes that it is necessary
speak along
the demands of the 1_S_ Frank and Germain
of their capitulation,
the same lines. It is a confession
of a soft "strugto which they were brought by their idea
and measures.
gle" by means of organizational pressures
From now on, they will be compelled to outstrip themmore
selves from day to day and to Show themselves
on the
Pablist than Pablo. The effect of this turnabout
C_(;_ is the reverse of that anticipated by the I.S. Without
receipt of
any prior eoneuimtion among themselves after
the C.C. all react alike.
the l.S. letter, the members of
clear explanaThey readdress to the I.S. its demand for
more
of "bad formulations," for
tions, for ex P lanations
eon_
mey
precision whether new Views are invoived which
on calling an
sider as revisionist. The meeting decides
on publication
immediate extraordinary C.C. session and
It is noteworthy
of an international political resolution.
majority and minorin the C.C. between
that the division
comrades who are
the
Side
the majOl_ity,S
My leaves
the
doin mass work (in the factories and trade unions’
g
and on the other ..side the otsam
youth organizations, etc.)
.
.
.
the
,
outside
miheu
working
a
find
to
unable
which was
1
.
col abora
pahiy. The text (of the resolution) 1S worked out

by .a
ateataons’. that abstract dem°°¥at‘° d°“?‘°.‘“ds
twat
minority, which does not express itself politically, will
interest no one. He proposes a political counter-attack
by the minority of
by the publication ofa counter-thesis
Germain alerts
I_C_P_
the
of
the i_S_ or by me ma]-on-ty
for a
the I.C.P., declaring that "Pablo has been waiting
long time to destroy the Freneh seeiiomw
I.C.P. from its
In order to divert the majority of the(January
1951)
Orientation’ Germain advises Bleibtreu

formally pr0mof his projected ten theses on Stalinism,
by
ising to submit them to a Vote by the sections and
the world congress. With this formal promise, the majority
a separate
of the I.C.P., when advised, agree not to wage
Theses,
Ten
the
ght and to wait for the publication of
considering that these theses constitute a very clear refutation of the pro-Stalinist revisionist elements in the theses
of the Ninth Plenum and a noteworthy contribution to
the Trotskyist analysis of Stalinism. Most of the Parisian
partimembers of the C.C. fall into line for these reasons,
cularly since the I. S. is asking for a discussion with the
C., on
P.B., enlarged by the Parisian members of the C.
the subject of the "addenda" adopted in January.

P.B. meeting,
On the eve of this common I.S.-enlarged
receive a letter
the members of the French leadership
their
from the l.S. placing them under discipline to cancel
them along
vote adopting the "addenda" and to rewrite
Plenum. This letter
the lines of the theses of the Ninth
wherein
appears shortly after "Where Are We Going?’
gives some
Pablo develops his most revisionist ideas and
of them the most provoking tone ("We must unequivocally
. . .) At the
line up with the anti-imperialist forces," etc.
P.B., Pablo
common meeting of the I.S. and enlarged
the I.S.
is again absent; it is Germain who represents
his style
(Livingstone has so angered the French C.C. by
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C.C. reassembles in

April 1951. For

the first time,
_

__

Pablo comes theta parsonattyaot to aataaa hta paataaaa
aacasaa of
ma-iottty’ whtch _hasuccumbing
but to attack the French according
is
to him,
conservatism and which,
Yugo'
of the POUM’ of the weekly
to the Pressure of shachttnan’(grouped
the
around
slavs and of the neutralists
to point'out that those
"The Observer"; it is necessary
support the Pablists
will
neutralists are pro-Stalinists; they
to their Putin‘
at the time °t the split’ will give Publicity
the acknowof
one
cations and their meetings; Germain is
ieoged and assidriolls editors of this Paper)the P-B- and
The c-C- adopts the theses, PrePareo hY
postpone the
Parisian members of the C.C., decides to
Party: against the
date oi the Seventh Congress oi the
oi eiarity and are
Wishes of the Pablists Who are afraid
a eritieisin
rising the arg11rnentotanthoritY- Frank drafts
the earmarks of
of the majority theses which bears all
politiol ¢apih1l=1tion- Frank covers up the revisionism
positions
With Whih he does not really agree and attacks
into them
Whieh are really his 0Wn by trying to read
what isn't there. The majority, after having outlined its
international political position, develops all aspects and
all practical consequences of its policy in the daily work
of
of rooting the French section in the masses. A series
reports (trade union, youth, organizational) is drawn
up. The Pablist faction presents an opposition document
abanon each of them: on trade union work, it proposes
donment of the orientation toward rallying a class strugoff from
gle tendency (which, according to them, cuts us
about
the Stalinist workers, who are increasingly rallying
and
their leadership in anticipation of imminent war),
proclaims that we must enter the C.G.T. (90% of the
wage-earning members of the party really are in the
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C.G.T.), in order to do faction work within a Stalinist
organization and to "get closer to the communist workers," a task which they believe can be fulfilled by getting
closer to the policy of their (the communist workers‘)
leadership. Similarly, the Pablist document on youth work
in e'ect advocates giving up building the Revolutionary
Youth Movement, propgsing instead wQ1'k in the Stalinist
youth Qfganizagn, the Union of Repubiiean Youth of
France; the majority supports the document on building
the party which had been prepared by Privas in September.
The minority, to whieh Pi-iyas belongs, opposes it and
advocates integration of the party into the "Fighters for
Peace."
But the conclusions of the minority on these problems
have as yet none of the clarity in orientation that they
.

will assume after the Third World Congress. Nevertheless, their direction recalls the positions developed by
the right-wing tendency in our party in 1945-46 according
to which we had to get closer to the politics of the Stalinist workers if we wished to get closer to the Stalinist workeis themselves“
Let us recall that in the summer of 1951, after having
reached the Yalu and provoked Chinese intervention in
Korea, MacArthur is dismissed. The Pablists then publish
a Pamphlet» °Ve1' the heads °i the Fleheh leade1'shiP» ex"
Plalhihg that "We have lust missed having We-1'1" thus
unveiling the imP1'essi°hisih °i the I-S-3 the latte!‘ does
not on that account alter its perspective of "war-revolution"
in a Year 01‘ at most tW0, Qt eve!‘ lllereasihg 1'a'1liealiZa'
tloh °i Stalinist Poliey and °i seizure
P°We1‘ by the
Vafieils C-P-'s slleh as t00l< Plaee in ChiI1a- These "0Pmisc" perspectives for tomorrow—their optimism is reIative to the future of the Kremlin bureaucracy not to that
of the Fourth International—serves in reality to conceal
the most profound scepticism as regards the working
e1ass's own resoni-eee, to whom they deny the possibility
of entering any large scale struggle and of raising its
level of consciousness prior to the war.
However, some extreme manifestations of pro-Stalinism,
which should have served as a warning signal, showed
up in weak sectors of the party. A young provincial militallt, Maurice Burguiere, went over to the Stalinists, and
was only won back by the arguments of the January
"addenda"; at Lyon on the other hand, another young
militant, LeFort, drew up theses which he considered,
and not without reason, as the logical conclusions of
the Tenth Plenum theses and which declare that the Stalinist bureaucracy will stop playing a counter-revolutionary
role as soon as war breaks out. Burguiere will completely go over to Stalinism after the split, denouncing

°i

Trotskyism

as an imperialist agency.
The theses of Germain ("Ten Theses on Stalinism") which
Fiahk had P1'0elai-med as the doetlment Which sh0\11d
straighten Pablo Out, are Published ill the II10I1th Oi May,
hilt as a diseussien deellment and With 6 Pfefee Whieh

places them under the aegis of the Ninth Plenum. This
obviously does not prevent Pablo from calling this document "untimely." The Political Bureau of the French section
adopts them as a resolution for the Third World C0n—
gress (without the preface). The seventh congress of the
party will likewise adopt them, to the unusual and comic

indignation of their author.
As a supplement to the theses of the C.C. majority,

,

Bleibtreu publishes "Where Is Comrade Pablo Going?",
an article critically analyzing "Where Are We Going?'.
This text, published by "La Verite" after the split under
the title "Defense of Trotskyism," but submitted as far
batik as this time t0 the I-S- as 3 (1061-lmellt f0I the Pfeparstory discussion for the Third World Congress, is
l'lOt dlStIlbI.1t€d by ll18 LS. in H16 International; tllé 0llI1€I
French documents, notably the theses on international
Orientation, are else 110tdistIih11te¢lFrom the still eehhlsetl and timid eharaetef Oi the Te"
visionism, certain majority comrades are inclined to conclude that what is involved is not a revisionist coursePablism —but certain revisionist errors, and that although
an energetic Struggle against them is of course necessary,
they can be corrected without serious losses at the Third
World Congress. This is the reason for a certain weakness
in the struggle by the majority at the Seventh Congress
of the party, which takes place in July 1951, and at the
Third World Congress. Despite that, the Seventh Congress
of the party conrms the decisive weight of the majority
which counts 2/3 of the militant forces on its side (it
will be over 3/4 at the time of the split). The struggle
there was a violent one, The minority tried to use the
argument of authority, in antieipotion of the decisions
of the world congress. Naturally, the liquidationist revisionists circulate the rumor that the majority wants a
split. The congress reaffirms the principle of discipline
toward the decisions of the world eongi-ess_ The 1_$_ declares that it is impossible to postpone the date of the
world congress as requested by the I.C.P. so that discussion on the new positions of the I.S. can take place. Although the main French texts have been published within
the discussion period, they will not be distributed in the
Intemational. This prepares the maneuvers of the world
congressThe Third World Congress takes place in France. The
delegates from distant countries are called a month before its sessions and are "insulated" by the I.S. They are
prepared by a campaign of slander against the French
majority, which is pictured to them as splitters (it is even
insinuated that some are "captives of the Yugoslavs").
The three days of general discussion in the congress boil
down to a series of violent attacks against the French
section, contradictory attacks, the Pablist delegates attacking it one after another on the basis of imaginery positions. The Pablists are not afraid, in the course of their
criticisms of the I. C.P. positions, to attack the theses of
Germain on Stalinism, characterized by a Dutch leader
as a reflection of imperialist pressure!
The I.C.P. presented three documents to the congress:
its theses on international policy adopted by its Seventh
congress, the "Ten Theses on Stalinism," then, during the
course of the congress, numerous amendments to the theses of the Ninth Plenum correcting all the revisionist declarations in that document. The vote of the congress, without precedent in our movement, motivates the refusal
to declare itself on the French theses (after a night of
reection) by the feet that the delegates were not informed
on them (although they were able to polemicize against
them during two out of three days); and the refusal to
take a position on the "Ten Theses" on the score that
Germain, their author, "did not write them with the object
of having them voted on."
i
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Pablo wants to get rid of the majority by means of a
French Commission set up as a tribunal. Some delegates
are opposed to this procedure. The report made by Frank
to this commission is a slanderous attack against the
majority without counterposing program and conception
of building the party, His sole aim is to have the congress
hand over the real leadership of the I.C.P. to its Pablist
minority. The majority does not accede to this and Pablo
cannot carry out his operation successfully, failing in an
attempt to split the majority by the offer of a dubious
compromise. . . . The last session of the French commission and of the congress saw a relaxation of the hostile
atmosphere organized by Pablo against the French de1egates. Pablo has to yield and accept the fact that there
is no precedent for the violation of democratic centalism
in the designation of leadership of national sections; the
I.C.P. retains the leadership which its own congress has
established.
For the I. S. the international discussion has definitely
ended with the congress. This includes the discussion on
the Chinese revolution ("the most important event which
has occurred since October 1917") which did not take
place at the world congress and which the I.S. will open
only after it will place the French majority outside the
possibility of participating in it. By making a forbidden
ground of every problem which poses thequestion of Sta_linism anew, Pablo leaves the field free for the development
of his pro-Stalinist revisionism.
An I.S.-I.C.P. commission had been formed for drafting
a program applying the line of the Third World Congress
to France. Germain represents the LS. there. The world
congress confirmed for France the line of building an
independent party. The resolution drawn up by the commission scarcely goes beyond this decision and proclaims
the maintenance of what has been achieved. Pablo, in the
course of a visit to the P.B. of the I.C.P. states: "it was not
Pablism which the Third World Congress adopted!" Nevertheless, hardly have the delegates left France when the Pablist offensive is renewed; each sphere of activity of the
party supplies an occasion for defining the tum toward
the line of the 3rd World Congress. The special point of
this offensive will first be trade union work. The Pablist
minority is connected with all sectors of party work. By
virtue of this, the proposed document of orientation in
trade union work presented to the P.B. had been drawn up
with the participation and agreement of Pierre Frank. Nevertheless we see the latter supporting an amendmentby Privas
at the P.B. which, by its tendency toward total alignment
on Stalinism, by that very fact alone, brings into question
(by extension) the necessity for an independent party in
France. The P.B. asks the I.S. for its opinion on the
Privas amendment. The "enlarged I.S." at which this question is placed on the agenda is a star-chamber affair at
which Frank makes a fraudulent report on the activity
of the party in the trade union group of "Unity." By means
of this report Pablo succeeds in obtaining full power to
settle this question. In this manner he is able to make
up for all the time lost attheworld congress. The document
on trade union orientation which he draws up concretizes
"Where Are We Going" in the direction of pro-Stalinist
and liquidationist revisionism. He writes: "Stalinist policy
surely becomes in practice a policy of militant mobilization of the working class masses against the war preparations of imperialism. . . . It constitutes . . . not an epi-

sodic or transitory turn, but rather the expression of a
forced march which the evolution of imperialism toward the
counter-revolutionary war imposes on the Stalinist leaders."
The Pablist offensive continues on the level of youth
policy and that of the PPe1‘- The leadership (majority),
in various documents on these questions, denounces the
transition from the Positions Oi the Third World ¢°I1g1‘9$$
(and of the resolution of the French commission appointed
by the congress) to liquidationist Pablist positions. This
entire battle, however, takes place in the P.B. It is closed
to the party which the P.B. does not have the right to
keep informed. An extraordinary congress is consequently
the only way out. Pablo cannot again run the risk of nullifying his bureaucratic successes before a representative
assembly. That is why, on the eve of the Central Committee called for January 20, 1952, an ultimatist document
(dated January 15) unveils his hatteI‘ie$- This is the "elltry
sui generis turn." This text will be minutely analyzed
by the French majority. It is the program of liquidation.
The P.B. must accept it or resign. The C.C. denounces
it, driving Pablo to decisive admissions: "We cannot today
discuss what the Stalinists are doing . . . nor with those
who cling to the formulas of the transition program. . . .
We will discuss with those who agree . . . etc. . . ." As
a matter of discipline, the leadership agrees to begin carrying out entrism into the CP but demands an extraordinary
congress in order that the party can be clarified on this
"unprecedented turn." In order to avoid the destruction
of the party, the leadership refuses to agree to the principal point of the Pablist ultimatum: surrender of the
leadership to the minority.
Pablo thereupon declares the majority of the C.C. suspended, without the I.S. having met during the course
of the C.C. sessions.
The Pablists had prepared an act of violence against
the party along the lines of taking over locals, files, etc. . .
but they fail. The majority refuses to submit to the illegal
suspension, to the sole leadership of Pierre Frank, appointed
gauleiter for the I.S.
Emergency measures assure the security of the party.
The majority publishes all the documents of the discussion
and prepares the 8th Congress.
In these difficult circumstances the party shows its political maturity and its clear attachment to the principles
of Trotskyism. All the living elements condemn the Pablist act of violence. The meetings called by Pierre Frank
only manage to gather a new Pablists.
The extraordinary congress is prepared. The Pablists
have to resign themselves to coming to meetings called
by the majority. The gener-al discussion confounds and
discredits them. Their sole strength lies in using the threat
of expulsion and in using the bond of international organization to play upon the sentiments of militants bred
in the most profound internationalism. The period of suspension (January 20-beginning of March) witnesses an
intensive political life. Numerous writings unveil the real
pro-Stalinist liquidationist face of Pablism.
Nevertheless, at the 10th Plenum of the I. E.C., the majority of the I.C.P. accepts the distorted proposals made
by Pablo (the extraordinary congress will take place, but
the leadership is changed: it is to be dominated by Germain, who is to have a major vote. The majority accepts
this formulation, because it hopes that in the light of the
new developments of Pablism, French isolation will cease
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and that sections will join it in order to put a brake on
revisionism. It agrees to a heavy sacrifice in the interests
Qt intefnatidnal Tfetskyism» t° which it sends Out an

main attached to its program and completely understand
the p1‘()-Stalinist liquidagnist character of Pablism; but
the split isolates us physically from the International for a
period, because of the tactic of isolation which Pablo had
employed concerning us, in ordertorstgetrid of the main
obstacle which the French section represented. This isolation initially discourages some militants. However, the
majority does not lose its hope in the strength which lies
in the attachment to principles.
Historical dialectic serves the Marxists and events come
to our aid. The brief course of Stalinist adventurism in
France has brought the Pablists to madness. After the
disastrous demonstration of May 28, 1952, they proclaim:
"The Ffeneh 1‘eV0lnti0n has begun llndel‘ the leade1‘shiP
Of the men ff0II1 the Kremlin" and they demand Oi the
Eleventh Plenum that it expel the majority which "is deserng the FeV0lntIl0n-""‘*
While the split is taking place, the last Stalin course of
United National Front comes as a brutal contradiction
of all the prophecies of Pablism.
The first C.C. after the congress (September 1952),
reaffirming its unalterable attachment to the Fourth International, drafts its plan of struggle for its reintegration
in conjunction with a struggle against liquidation within
the whole International.
Just as the party was able, upon being freed from the
debilitating iaetlenal struggle, t° turn eutward and during
the eeiltse et the Year 19524953 t° aellieve a series °t
ilnP°l'taht sneeesses (thanks t° Whieh We Will Win back
many militants lest during the struggle against Pablism
and before), so on the international level, our new situation allows us to establish direct contact with many Trot‘skyists in the International, as a starting point for the
realignment of the InternationalDisappointed in its hope to destroy Trotskyism in France
by the split, Pablism resorts to the most odious means
for accomplishing its work of destruction: police actions,
slanders, collaboration with the Stalinists. These operations
dealt serious blows to our cause but are finally turning
against their authors, who are discredited from now on.
Wlth the stnfggle agalest Pab_hsm’ the French secufm
of the International experienced its longest and most painful crisis in (party)building. Heavily proletarianized during
the last few years,‘ tempered in the class struggle, it has
magnificently survived this trial and demonstrated both
its political maturity and its capacity for action. In this
three-year struggle the incomparable value of our program
has °n°e agam been Vened'

aPPeal~

The pe1‘i0d lasting frem the 10th t0 the 11th Plenum,
under the leadership of this new two-headed political bureau (Germain constantly acts along Pablist lines, but
the majority keeps the levers of command in its hands)
is a dark period. *
Except for the "Unity" conference which takes place at
the same time as the Tenth Plenum, it is a period of party
atophy and decline,
In the "Unity" conference, the majority won a striking
success, dealing a crushing defeat to the Yugoslav agents,
readily isolating and scattering them, whereas the Pablist
tactic sought to isolate us, in order, in the final analysis,
to destroy two years of work, much to the advantage of
the Yugoslav agents.
But seeing the leadership of the Fourth International

abandon Trotskyism, many militants abandon their militant work. The party is paralyzed. The I.S. refuses the
majority elected by the 7th Congress the right to present
its political report to the 8th Congress which is in preparation. On the eve of the Eleventh Plenum of the I.E.C.,
Germain presents a new Pablist ultimatum: complete capitulation (not to defend our positions at the congress,
the latter being transformed into a conference for carrying
out entry sui generis) or outright removal from the leadership. There is no further choice. Pablo, through Germainis
mouth, is demanding our self-destruction. The Eleventh
P1enum gives him a free hand_ The majority then decides
to can the Cong;-es5_ The pahhsts know that the QC"
wtth the support of the entire party, W111 1-eject the u1h_
matum. Consequently, a few days before the meeting of
the C_C_’ they rahsack the technical apparatus of the natty,
and issue a pamphlet’ which they distribute to the con_
gress of the Indcnchinese B_L_ (a group which will he
criminally hut needlessly snht on this account on the very
eve of of its return to viet_Narn)’ accusing the majority
of nrenaring a snhh Secretly, two months previously, they
had led a statement with the police department estabhshing an I_C_P_ with a completely Pahhst leadershin
By this snhthng tactic they think they have nut an end
to the party. At the C. C. they refuse to retract their splitting ach0ns_ The central committee suspends them_ They
organize a minority congress.
The Eighth congress of the party nds that the snhh
so far as numerical forces are concerned, is of slight importance. All the working class elements of the party re-

October

* A period marked specially by the publication in "Quatrieme Internationale" of the report by Pablo on "entry
Sui yenes-W Pablo thereby Pl1bllelY °ftei's his e°llab°1‘a'
tion with the Kremlin.

,
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These Same people say of the sh-the wave of August
1953 that it was not the revolution nor even a general

strike!
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SECTION

III:

THE COCHRAN FIGHT
IN
STALINISM
ON
POSITION
MAJORITY
THE SWP
be the "real" supClarke, and their supporters claimed to
"real" interpreters of
porters of Pablo in the SWP and the
the line of the Third World Congress.
and a
[Hansen's document is a critique of Stalinism
to be the clear
presentation of what most SWP leaders took
The reply
meaning of the Third World Congress documents.

Revealed," by
["What the New York Discussion Has
Bulletin VolJoseph Hansen appeared in SWP Discussion
It was the result
ume XV, number 4 (February 1953).
of the Socialist
of a sharp debate in the New York Local
Bartell (Milton
Workers Party over the attempt by Mike
the work of the
Zaslow), the local organizer, to reorient
debate marked
local towards the Stalinist milieu. This
the Cochran-Clarkethe full-scale outbreak of a ght with
ever since
Bartell faction, a fight that had been brewing
Bartell,
Clarke's return from the Third World Congress.

the Cochby Harry Frankel (Harry Braverman) presented
is included in
ranite stand on Stalinism. His contribution
Part4 of this collection.]

Joseph
"What the New York Discussion Has Revealed/by
Hansen
the New York
The discussion that has developed in
by Comrade
Local over the "Report and Tasks" submitted
good many
Bartell is as heated as our party has seen in a
relations—
years. Invective, areups, strained personal
of a bitter factional
these appeared, not at the conclusion
on perstruggle, but during the first weeks of discussion
York Local. The
spectives and orientation of the New
is in
tone, set by Comrade Bartell and his supporters,
that govcomplete contrast to the calmness and objectivity
of the East
erned our discussion over the class character
current disEuropean countries. The subjectivity of the
length of that
cussion appears still stranger in view of the
we to acearlier discussion and its profundity. How are
count for this difference?
Ring and
An easy answer, of course, is to hold Comrade
the orienComrade Stevens responsible. They questioned
Instead
tation outlined by the New York Local Organizer.
only
of orientation they should have concerned themselves
with immediate, "concrete"questionsbecause orientationconhe resolved by
Corns the Party as a Whole and cannot
ill-advised temerity
a part. Therefore, indignation over their
for
is Completely in °Fde1'- This is 3 certain lusncanon
Ba1‘ie11'$
this feeling, no doubt The question of Comrade
On the local
proposed O1'l8l'1tOI1 has p1‘OV€I1 11I‘l1‘6SOlV able
COUICI C0!I11‘8.d6
l€V8l, just 3.5 l1€ maintained. But then hOW
How
Ring and Comrade Stevens know this in advance?
discussion?
could the Local itself know it in advance of
Would reognize
W85 it exchlded that Comrde Bartell
his mind?
the inoorreoiness Of his Orientation and Change
on
This favorable Va1'isnt-1‘oso1unon of the question
discredit
local level—was not realized; but that does not
Comrade Stevens.
the position taken by Comrade Ring and
is a naIn fact the insistence of Comrade Bartell that this
on Stalin"
nonal issue involving the entire Party's Position
questioning
ism demonstrates how correct they were in
even though
the orientation of the New York Organizer
it now means that the dispute transcends the local level.
clear that we
Thus, if we approach things objectively, it is
Comrade
cannot put the blame on Comrade Ring and
their views
Stevens for the heat in the discussion. Whether
the party
on Stalinism turn out to be right or wrong,
1'1

really owes these comrades avote of thanks.
thinking
Our attempt to save ourselves the trouble of
a supergot us nowhere, as was to be expected from such
such heat
ficial approach. We have to dig deeper. Where
York Local,
is generated in a dispute as we see in the New
form taken
a Marxist must ask himself, "Is this perhaps the
fully
by a political difference not yet brought clearly,
political
or consistently into the open? If so, what is the
only a surdifference?" From this viewpoint, the heat is
interest.
face manifestation of no more than symptomatic
Once
Our task is to try to determine its political content.
clear, we must
this is done and the real difference becomes
decide what
then account for its origin. Finally, we must
to do about it.
Manifestations ofa Tendency

First of all, let's attempt to get at the gist of the posisupporters,
tton represented by Comrade Bartell and his
from the OrI propose to do this by making abstractions
further
ganizer's report and remarks To this 1 W111 add
and from
abstractions from speeches of his supporters
leave aside
arguments they advance in the corridors. I will
assergns that certain remarks were not made,

subsequent
or if made were Qnly "half-baked," ag well as contentions
Pothat no departures from the traditional fundamental synis to
sition of our movement are invo1ved_ My aim
by its internal
thesize a structure that will stand or fall
whole is likely
consistency. I recognize that the result as a
his supporters
to be challenged by Comrade Bartell and
worse, Sorne
as unfair and unwarranted and perhaps
views but
may agree that parts truthfully reflect their
that they canthat other parts do not They may contend
them out of
not he held accountable for them and reject
to win
hand. However, this procedure is not intended
The
friends and inuence people by diplomatic means.
and where
purpose is to show the logic of the tendency
fit in.
the various arguments that have been advanced
reaction in America
1. It is contended that the deepening

opportunities
has so profoundly affected the workers that
mass orfor fruitful work in the trade unions and other
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ganizations at present are extremely limited if not nil.
Consequently we must adjust our tactics accordingly.
2. It is argues that "The American population in general is neither able to understand nor is interested in
studying the conceptions of the Third World Congress.
But since we are only able to recruit or expand our circle
of sympathizers today on the basis of our world program,
we are of necessity very isolated."
3. We must break out of this isolation. Otherwise we face
the danger of degeneration. We cannot adjustour press and
other mediums to the new level of thinking of the American
workers. On the contrary, we must make our press, especially the paper, more theoretical; because—
4_ Fortunately a milieu is presented to us for Possible
rec1.uwnem_1e "politically conscious-v circles If this does
not hold true for the country as a whole it is at least
true of New York which in this respect "resembles more a
European city than any other in America_"
5. The politically conscious circles consist primarily of
the stahmsts alld the“ penphel-y‘ They are eqmpped to
our 1deas.
understand
6. Even more, they are willing to listen to our ideas.
In fact Trotskyism can be said to have become "legitimatized" among many Stalinist members and sympathizers.
"Indeed, their movement could be said to be rife with

'Trotskyist conciliationism.'"
7. In the view of some, this manifestation is due to fresh
ellffehts appearing 31110113 the Stalinist Tanks in 0pP0sition to their counter-revolutionary leadership. But others
tie it in with the dual character df Stalihisld They say
that besides being counter-revolutionary, as we have long
recognized, Stalinism is 8.180 1‘eV01uti0ha1'y8. Under present conditions—the lack of basis for a
deal with imperialism—the revolutionary side of Stalinism tends to edme id the f°1'e- Thus, regardless Of theiI
subjective attitude, the Stalinists Can g0 objectively only
to the left. They can no longer betray. In fact, the Stalinists are eventually capable of projecting a revolutionary
line in the United States.
9. In proof of this, it is contended, apart from ourselves Stalinism remains the only current of conscious
opposition to imperialist war and the witch-hunt. Thus in
America they are on the side of the revolutionary forces.
They haven't buckled under the war pressure.
10. And abroad, the Stalinists have led or are leading
successful revolutions in Eastern Europe, Y11g0s1aVia,
China and KOIGK, 3.S well 8.S defending the SOVIEI Union.
11. In addition to this, at least two practical c0nsidera—
tions demand that we place major emphasis on work in
this field. (a) As the witch hunt deepens we are going to be
persecuted more and more; therefore, we must seek allies
who will help defend our rights. These, of course, they
say, are the Stalinists who are similarly hounded. (b)
An internal crisis, especially in the periphery of the Stalinist circles, offers us a golden opportunity to win recruits.
These eleven points represent, in my opinion, areasonable
facsimile in essence of the position that is erupting in the
New York Local and around which the discussion is now
revolving in the corridors, in comrades‘ homes and partially on the branch floor. True enough, it is not pressed
with the crassness and consistency this bare outline suggests, but as I said before I am not concerned here with
filling in the diplomatic niceties that are used to make it

more presentable. It is more important to state the issues
in skeleton form as we see them. To get any clarification
at all, we must first say what is.
Before characterizing this position, it might be well perhaps to look at its symmetrical complement, the explanation Offered f0!‘ the Iesisthee displayed t0 going 310118
with it.

Their View on What's Wrong with the Party
1-

Stevens and Comrade Ring have a h°PPed'\1P View dn
what can be accomplished at present in the trade unions
and other mass organizations, either seeing ferment where

none is present or unrealistically visualizing an early upsurge which will open up big Opportunities for us‘
2. Tl11S out-of-the-world view leads suchcomradesto cater
to certain prejudices of the politically backward sections

ofghgillgilgcigezgoitlfgz :_:1os:;1ry opposition

Stalinism

Concessions to this take the form of Stalinophobia in our

ranks.

4. This is only one manifestation of a sectarian attitude
long evident in the leadership of the party, a consequence

of prolonged isolation and the concomitant growth of
habits, moods and methods characteristic of an ingrown
sect. This explains the unreasoning resistance to taking
advantage of the opportunities presented by major concentration on politically conscious circles. In fact the comrades really oppose even a secondary tactic in this direction for fear of being tarred with the Stalinist brush.
6, Despite the subjective revolutionary views of such
comrades, their fear of Stalinism and resistance to work
in that field represents objectively buckling to the war
pressure of American imperialism.
7. Among the evidences of this unhealthy sectarian and
Stalinophobic tendency can be cited; (a) The fantastic
line on trade union and other mass work presented by
Comrade stevens, Comrade Ring and others, (b) The
insistence on largely meaningless and costly election activity in the style of the Socialist Labor Party. (c) The
resemblance of our paper to the DeLeonite Weekly People, a typical instance being our failure to get in on the
ground floor on the Rosenberg case. (d) The monotonous
insistence on the "independent role of the party" and the
resistance to a new, fresh approach in propaganda work.
(e) The presentation of Stalinism as counter-revolutionary
The stgrity displayed by 3
"through and {hr-Qughf‘
section of the leadership over a period of years in analyzing the great new events of our time.
Now that we have been wised up on what's wrong with
the party, we may feel prepared to go still further along
this unaccustomed line of thinking,
‘

Far-reaching Generalizations
Certain comrades are already making far-reaching generalizations by combining their views about the revolutionary role of Stalinism with their conclusions about the
sectarian impasse they think our party faces:
1. Three revolutions have taken place in the post-war
period—Eastern Europe, Yugoslavia, and China. But
the Trotskyists did not lead them.
2. World Trotskyism made a historical contribution by
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keeping alive the body of Marxist thought. But if
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3. The victory of socialism is not only inevitable;
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now automatically assured. Capitalism has become
today. Even under
decrepit it faces . a hopeless situation
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a
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me Real Trouble

What it points to is graphically illustrated in the case of
one comrade of a serious and logical turn of mind. Not
having lived through any mass upsurge such as the rise
of the CIO, he does not know from personal experience
what power resides in the workers as a class. He doubts
anything will come from them, at least in America in the
coming period. He is wholly disillusioned and thus agrees
completely with the bleak perspective painted by Comrade
Bartell. On the other hand he agrees with the emphasis
on the "revolutionary" character of Stalinism and does not
differentiate the Kremlin clique and caste from defense of
the Soviet Union. As a matter of facthe has "no differences"
with Stalinism and is "prepared to entier the CP." That
he has not done so indicates thathe has some doubts in the
back of his mind and that whathe is really doing is simply
presenting what he considers to be conclusions consistent
with the position now being pushed by Comrade Bartell
and others. I am sure that Comrade Bartell does not
agree with this comrade and in explaining the"dual" nature
of Stalinism to him will lay heavy stress on its counterrevolutionary side. For my part, I hope the comrade will
closely follow the development of the discussion now unfolding and try to gain a better grasp of Marxist method.
This should help him, we may hope, to reconsider his
present extreme position on the character of Stalinism.
Aside from such an embarrassingly consistent view, however, which may, moreover, turn out to be an isolated
case, it seems clear to me that the tendency which has
appeared in New York and which may have adherents
elsewhere must be characterized politically as conciliation
to Stalinism. This holds whether you regard Stalinism as
more revolutionary than counter-revolutionary or vice
versa. This political difference is what is at the bottom
of the heat in the New York Local.
The question of tactics toward Stalinism or a maneuver
in that direction does not enter in. I, for example, am in
complete disagreement with the political appreciation Comrade Bartell has of Stalinism and yet wholeheartedly favor
work in this eld. Iwill say more about this later.
The Origin of the Differences

At this point let me make a concession to Comrade Bar-

in
tell. I agree with him that the history of the difference
orientation and the difference in political positions behind
the
it does not begin with his report as Organizer to
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My answer was that
not require us to revise the concept of Stalinism developed
by Trotsky. Stalinism still remained counter-revolutionary

to the core,
It was precisely this question that caused me to hesitate
Eulong before reaching a definitive position on Eastern
was
It
rope. I felt I had to absolutely sure of my ground.
again
necessary to think things through over and over
opinion,
and test the conclusions from every side. In my
thoroughly
a cautious attitude was not only justified but
a keen
called for, especially on the part of those with
and continuity
sense of responsibility for the integrity
point, let
of our theoretical heritage. While I am on the the
party
me add parenthetically that I was condent
was aswould eventually reach a correct decision. This possible
sured by the full and thoroughgoing discussion interest
under the regime in our party, by the traditional and by
of the party membership in theoretical questions a model
the general recognition that we consciously sought
no
discussion with no factional alignments, no needling, dispressure other than continued friendly and democratic
my reaching
cussion. The comradely atmosphere facilitated
in Eastern
a deeper understanding of the role of Stalinism
Europe as I am sure it did everyone else.
from
I was able to foresee the danger that might arise from
drawing illicit political conclusions about Stalinism
Europe
the sociological changes taking place in Eastern
who was
under Stalinist auspices. When Comrade Clarke,
that
then the most outspoken defender of the position that
nothing basic had happened in Eastern Europe andtaxed
these countries were still capitalist in character,
meant asme in debate with the charge that my position
in quessigning a progressive role to Stalinism and called difficulty
tion the whole role of Trotskyism, I had no taken a
answering him. It was clear to me that he had
through to
supercial view and had not thought things theory,
the
the end. From the viewpoint of Trotskyist
had
overturns in Eastern Europe did not mean Stalinism
desethat the
become revolutionary. They simply indicated
Lenin and
of
crated and strangled October Revolution
of
Trotsky was still alive. It was not that the character
social
Stalinism had changed. It was simply that the forced
foundations laid down by the October Revolution
the bureaucracy to make these changes.
adopted
As Pierre Frank later formulated it in his report
at the Third World Congress of the Fourth International,
"It goes without saying that in recognizing the character
not
of the bureaucratic action in thebuffer zone countriesto we
it, not
only do not attribute any progressive character
only do we continue to consider it counter-revolutionary
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keeping alive the body of Marxist thought. But if every
Trotskyist were to drop dead tomorrow, the revolution
would continua
3. The victory of socialism is not only inevitable; it is
now automatically assured. Capitalism has become so
decrepit it faces a hopeless situation today. Even under
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5. We can still play a role however by fructifying the politically conscious currents with our ideas. To do this we
must end our isolation and put ourselves in contact with
the cilcles where advanced thought is going on and we have
a receptive audiencd our problem is to develop (a) skiii_
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tell. I agree with him that the history of the difference in
orientation and the difference in political positions behind
it does not begin with his report as Organizer to the
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W1'th ou t p revious intim a ti ons . E very comrade trained in
the Marxist method and familiar with the history of our
movement is aware of this. When a dispute breaks out, one
of our rst concerns is to link it with the past. Often this
will at once cast a revealing light on the issues and in
any case help t them properly into the ideological developmom of out movement,
I trace the current differences back to the discussion on
Eastern E11r0Pe- It Was there they made their rst appearanoe although in a form quite different from their emergence
today. First of all, in taking the position that Stalinism
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affected our estimate of the political character of Stalinism.
My answer was that the power to make such changes did
not require us to revise the concept of Stalinism developed

eenseleue peep e‘
Wu no mee
Does all this sound far-fetched? I assure you I did not
_

it out of the ail" It represents the "thinking" new
8°in8 On in 9- seetinn Qt the New Y01'k L0¢a1- I have
only boiled it down and put it together in a certain order.
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by Trotsky. Stalinism still remained counter-revolutionary
to the core.
It was precisely this question that caused me to hesitate
long before reaching a definitive position on Eastern Europe. I felt I had to absolutely sure of my ground. It was
necessary to think things through over and over again
and test the conclusions from every side. In my opinion,
a cautious attitude was not only justified but thoroughly
called for, especially on the part of those with a keen
sense of responsibility for the integrity and continuity
of our theoretical heritage. While I am on the point, let
me add parenthetically that I was condent the party
would eventually reach a correct decision. This was assured by the full and thoroughgoing discussion possible
under the regime in our party, by the traditional interest
of the party membership in theoretical questions and by
the general recognition that we consciously sought a model
discussion with no factional alignments, no needling, no
pressure other than continued friendly and democratic discussion. The comradely atmosphere facilitated my reaching
a deeper understanding of the role of Stalinism in Eastern
Europe as I am sure it did everyone else.
I was able to foresee the danger that might arise from
drawing illicit political conclusions about Stalinism from
the sociological changes taking place in Eastern Europe
under Stalinist auspices. When Comrade Clarke, who was
then the most outspoken defender of the position that
nothing basic had happened in Eastern Europe and that
these countries were still capitalist in character, taxed
me in debate with the charge that my position meant assigning a progressive role to Stalinism and called in question the whole role of Trotskyism, I had no difficulty
answering him. It was clear to me that he had taken a
supercial view and had not thought things through to
the end. From the viewpoint of Trotskyist theory, the
overturns in Eastern Europe did not mean Stalinism had
become revolutionary. They simply indicated that the desecrated and strangled October Revolution of Lenin and
Trotsky was still alive. It was not that the character of
Stalinism had changed. It was simply that the social
foundations laid down by the October Revolution forced
the bureaucracy to make these changes.
As Pierre Frank later formulated it in his report adopted
at the Third World Congress of the Fourth International,
"It goes without saying that in recognizing the character
of the bureaucratic action in thebuffer zone countries we not
only do not attribute any progressive character to it, not
only ~do we continue to consider it counter-revolutionary

The Real Trouble
What it points to is graphically illustrated in the case of
one comrade of a serious and logical turn of mind. Not
having lived through any mass upsurge such as the rise
of the CIO, he does not know from personal experience
what power resides in the workers as a class. He doubts
anything will come from them, at least in America in the
coming period. He is wholly disillusioned and thus agrees
completely with the bleak perspective painted by Comrade
Bartell. On the other hand he agrees with the emphasis
on the "revolutionary" character of Stalinism and does not
differentiate the Kremlin clique and caste from defense of
the Soviet Union. As a matter of facthe has "no differences"
with Stalinism and is "prepared to entier the CP." That
he has not done so indicates thathehas some doubts in the
back of his mind and thatwhathe is really doing is simply
presenting what he considers to be conclusions consistent
with the position now being pushed by Comrade Bartell
and others. I am sure that Comrade Bartell does not
agree with this comrade and in explaining the"dual“ nature
of Stalinism to him will lay heavy stress on its c0unterrevolutionary side. For my part, I hope the comrade will
closely follow the development of the discussion now unfolding and try to gain a better grasp of Marxist method.
This should help him, we may hope, to reconsider his
present extreme position on the character of Stalinism.
Aside from such an embarrassingly consistent view, however, which may, moreover, turn out to be an isolated
case, it seems clear to me that the tendency which has
appeared in New York and which may have adherents
elsewhere must be characterized politically as conciliation
to Stalinism. This holds whether you regard Stalinism as

more revolutionary than counter-revolutionary or vice
versa. This political difference is what is at the bottom
of the heat in the New York Local.
The question of tactics toward Stalinism or a maneuver
in that direction does not enter in. I, for example, am in
complete disagreement with the political appreciation Comrade Bartell has of Stalinism and yet wholeheartedly favor
work in this eld. I will say more about this later.
The Origin
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of the Differences

At this point let me make a concession to Comrade Bar32

as a whole, but we underscore the limits

of bureaucratic

possibilities. They were brought to bear on bourgeois
countries in full decomposition where social relations had
already been very unstable before the war and where the
boilr"geoisie had been considerably undermined during the
a .
of
that the ar mem about the dan
W It now
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characterizing the Eastern European countries as "workers
states" because this would mean assigning a progressive
role to Stalinism and call in question the whole role of
Trotskyism has been brought up to date in a bold new
WeY- You change the minus Sign to 3- Plus like this! "Yes,
the role of Trotskyism is somewhat obscure, butfortunately
at the very moment this became clear, Stalinism showed
that it could play a progressive role, thus cancelling out
part of its counter-revolutionary character. So all is well,
even though it's not the way we would have liked it. Old,
outmoded formulas prevented us from seeing what hap—
pened in Eastern Europe while it was going on, but at
least we are in the lead today in drawing all the necessary
political conclusions: Now let's have no more sectarian
f‘tt_aggt,ng of feet tn httmg up on thts new estimate of stat"

the discussion on Eastern Europe has become actual.

The pessimism one, the Ame,-t-eon Worke,-8

In tracing the origin of the present, differences’ it would
.
.
.
be quite one-sided to confine our attention to the develop. .
. .
.
ment of atntude toward stahmsm' Even more declslve
in my °Pt11t°n te the attitude t°WeTd Pe1‘$PeettVes and
Present Possibilities t°d8ed in the etaee Struggle in Ame1'i'
ca. The pessimism over the so-called "backward" antiStalinist worker observable in the position of Comrade
Bnrtell and his ennnorters is intimately related to the
optimism they express over the Sdcatled "politically com
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The mere P1'°t°‘-Ind the leek °t faith in the One, the greater
the hope and confidence in the other.
I am not against turning a dark cloud inside out in
order to find a silver lining, but this ls not always realistic in politics. Comrade Bartel1's effort to rationalize

mgglmrade Cannon especially was concerned about the
danger of this type of thinking appearing in our movement. In his opinion this danger far outweighed any progressive element in the overturns in Eastern Europe in
and of themselves. And in this he was dead right, in my
opinion.
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the Soviet Union, but that Stalinism could convert them
into independent workers states—isn't that a concession
to Stalinism? The reaction was varied among the comrades who held that the buffer ronecountrieswere deformed
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my position questioned as a concession to Stalinism but
it occurred to me that aside from the degree of "independence“ of these states, and aside from whether it was
personal or not personal, Comrade Cannon was asking
t1 political question. He knew where we stood subjectively;
he wanted to know if we had thought this through poltdcnlly and had fully appreciated the danger and if so
what was our answen At the Plenum my response was
along these lines; wyee’ lt yon follow formal logic and
telenn-fy Stnllnletn with the Soviet Union, then yon enn
make the error of conceding it can play a progressive
nolttlenl l.ole_ Bnt if yon nnnronell it dtnleetlenlly and
differentiate Stalinism from the property forms it rests
on, then you can account for the overturns without gt-ant.
ing Stalinism one ounce of credit. In fact you can put a
fresh edge on our attack because the conclusion is that
the counter-revolutionary political consequences of the overturns far outweigh the progressive sociological aspect."
This should be sufficient to indicate that the main issue
in the current‘ dispute in the New York Local is not exactly new. The pattern now being "thought out" by a section of the New York Local, offers few considerations
that have not already been brought forward in essence
either in the form of prognosis, query or warning. What
has happened is.that the potential danger foreseen during
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character of Stahmsm'
Thmughuand Through
When Comrade Stevens in his debate with Comrade Bartell mentioned that Stalinism is counter-revolutionary
through and through, it was like tapping a hornets’ nest.
The response was immediate. What! Counter-revolutionary
"tht'°“gh and thteughnt why’ that e°neePt has been nettt‘
lawed" in the world Trotskyist movement! This, the first
reaction, is by itself sufficient to indicate thehypersensitivity
of these comrades and their resistance tocalling Stalinism
by its Tight I15me- $0011 a danger signal should serve to
alert the entire party to the political softness that has appeared in our ranks toward the gravedigger of the world

socialist revolution.
Comrade Bartel], thinking it over, put down the following reply: "Why is it that Stevens and Ring who see two
sides to every question, see only one side when they look
at Stalinism? How do parties (Note the slipshod identication of Stalinist parties with Stalinism in genera1.—J.H.)
which are counter-revolutionary ‘through and through’
become transformed into parties which lead revolutions?
33

Is it not the logical conclusion of this conception that all

revolutions or transformations carried through by Stalinist
parties or by the Kremlin, or by a combination of both’
are in reaiiiy c0unter_,.evOluu-Ons(China Yugoslavia Ko_
rea, Eastern Europe)? What has such a view in common
.

.

.

.

.

wlth baslc Tmtskylst concephons’ or wlth the real facts
of the class struggle?"
These cautious questions do not help the discussion very
lhheh; least of all do they help Comrade Bartelh Let the
comrades who believe that Stalinism is subjectively counterrevolutionary but objectively revolutionary turn back and
read those questions again Don-t they imply ihaia force
which can "lead revolutions" is not counter-revolutionary?
.
.
.
.
.
Isnt, the leadership
the SU.b_]8CV€ factor in a revolution?
.
.
Isnt. Stalinism therefore subjectively
revolutionary?
Isnt.
this confirmed in America by the» opposition of Stalinism
to the war and the witch hunt and their refusal to buckle
under the war pressure? And if Stalinist is both objectively
and subjectively revolutionary isn't it 7-evolutionary
"thi-ougi-i and iiii-ough"? Comrade Barieii, of course’ does
not hold this view; he holds only the premises for it But
h t d
h
.
h
.
.
T
w a
0 suc premises ave in common W1.th b asic
rot.
.
.
skyist
conceptions, or with the real facts of the class strug-

..

.

gle?
We had better tum back to our basic Tmtskyisl e°h'
ceptions in order to gain the theoretical clarity needed to
find our way in the real facts of the class struggle. Before
referring to the views developed pi-imai-iiy by Trotsky, how_
ever, let us consider briefl the osition of our co-thinkers
abroad on this important qyuesgn
'

f17ze

Inside Dope on the Third World Congress

The documents of the Third World Congress were published in a special 64-page issue of Fourth International
(November-December 1951). They have been read, studied, digested and assimilated by the American Trotskyist
movement. Yet certain comrades, including Comrade Bartell I believe, hold that our party as a whole has not
really grasped the full meaning of the positions reached
by the Third World Congress and that one of the evidences of this is our alleged reluctance to engage in any
tactical maneuvers whatsoever with the Stalinists in America. And even if we agree to work among the Stalinists,
the way we drag our feet indicates that we have not understood the new world view of Trotskyism on the character
of Stalinism as propounded by the Third World Congress
—that‘s the claim. According to these interpreters of the
texts, the Third World Congress went beyond Trotsky's
basic analysis of Stalinism, bringing Trotsky's teachings
on Stalinism "up to date" and working out a new program in relation‘ to it from which a new estimate of the
role of our movement and tactics toward Stalinism flow

on a world scale.
How these interpreters of the texts of the Third World
Congress hope to convince anyone with an open mind,
I do not venture to guess, although I will admit that some
people are strangely impressed with information that is
labelled "the inside dope" and can be lined up on that
basis. Abern proved that some years ago and it appears
that the disease has reappeared in our ranks.
What was new in the documents of the Third World
Congress? First of all, it brought up to date, as do all
such gatherings, the Trotskyist analysis of world events.
It recognized the vast acceleration of the tempo toward
another imperialist war under the leadership of American
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imperialism. It analyzed the tremendous mass upsurge,
especially in the colonial countries, and the consequent
pressures that tend to pass beyond the control even of
the Kremlin: It declared that the new imperialist attack
on
M96 .and colomal countnes wollld te.m.i
fromtheth e Sovlet
very be ginnin g to become transformed into ClV1l
wars in which the proletariat would prove victorious over
both imperialism and Stalinism. In the words of Michel
pabio, "in general, we Say in the Theses and in the Po1i_
tical Resolution, our movement will have to struggle from
now on against the war of imperialism and attempt whereve!‘ P0$$ih1e te itself Organize and lead this Struggle, F0
act as the revolutionary leadership of the proletariat in
'
"
these c°_untnes' The Congress wanted to em: our Tove
ment with a longer revolutionary perspective that combats the
ecies of defeatism which takes the form of
P
tnow or never. attitude... And corresponding to this, it
outlined in a broad way the present tasks of the Trotsky15¢ movement in a series of (';()1_1nt1'jes_
Secondly, it took the position that the buffer zone could
now be characterized as "deformed workers states," thus
summarizing the discussion that had been going on in
the Trotskyist movement. It accounted for errors in our
previous theoretical estimate of the sociological character
.
.
of these countries
and explained
how the overturns flowed
from the dual character of the Soviet caste_
Thirdly, while recognizing that "the fundamental policy
of the Soviet bureaucracy at the present time is determined
by its fear of the revolutionary consequences which would
arise from a world war with imperialism" and that therefore the Soviet bureaucracy has "abstained from exploiting
the
unfavorable relationship of forces for imperialism"
,
’
still this is not the whole picture. The Soviet bureaucracy,
"faced with the obvious and accelerated preparations of
imperialism for war and with the revolutionary reactions
of the masses, is obliged to carry on a real struggle against these preparations through the medium of the
CPs and to a certain extent to take into account the reactions of the masses.“ Thus we can expect that the Soviet
bureaucracy, despite the dangers that it runs in its relations with imperialism and by the extension of the revolution in the world, is obliged not to purely and simply
sabotage these struggles but rather to try to use them to
its best advantage."
Finally, it visualized the possibility "under certain exceptional c0nditions"—~ and this limitation is underlined in
the original--of Stalinist parties under the impact of mass
upsurges "projecting a revolutionary orientation, i.e., of
seeing themselves obliged to undertake a struggle for
power."
This variant, which some comrades have taken as the
occasion for a ight into the wild blue yonder, is a development foreseen by Trotsky himself. Commenting in the
Transitional Program on our demand that all the traditional mass parties "break politically from the bourgeoisie
and enter upon the road of struggle for the workers and
farmers government," Trotsky says:
"Is the creation of such a government by the traditional
workers organizations possible? Past experience shows,
as has already been stated, that this is to say the least
highly improbable. However, one cannot categorically
deny in advance the theoretical possibility that, under the
influence of completely exceptional circumstances (war,
defeat, nancial crash, mass revolutionary pressure, etc.)
the petty-bourgeois parties, including the Stalinists, may
go further than they themselves wish along the road to
a break with the bourgeoisie. In any case one thing is
not to be doubted: even if this highly improbable variant
somewhere at some time becomes a reality and the ‘Workers and Farmers Government,‘ in the above mentioned
VI

_

_

_

sense, is established in fact, it would represent merely a
short episode on the road to the actual dictatorship of
the Prcietariat-ll
So far as the political tasks in the buffer zone are con-

Tlllrd World Executive
o°“e‘esS made ll° changes‘ Hole
International
Committee summarized
it: "The report defended the designation of the ‘People's
Democracies‘ as having acquired, beginning with 1949,
a definitive character as deformed Workersv Slates; and
envisaged the defense of these countries against imperialism, as well as a program of political revolution against
the b111‘6a11<11‘aCy Similar t0 the Trotskyist program f0I‘
.°e"le‘l’ the
is how the

the USSR The sicgans ct indePeI1deI1t $0eia1i$t Repubiics
fol Poland’ Czechoslovakia» Romania’ Hungalyi ete-> and
their voluntary federation were to remain as previously

not even in the most favorable cases known thus far
(Yugoslavia, China) Qn the cQnt1'a]_'y_
"These instances, Yugoslavia in particular, demonstrate
that while those parties can as a result of exceptional
conditions (and in the absence of any other revolutiona
,
ry
olgalllzaaolll’ be oollgoa lo open llp a struggle for power
and evell to allalll lllls elld desplle lllell oppoltlllllslm
when conditions change and become difficult they prove
incapable of pursuing a consistent, revolutionary policy
to consolidate and extend this power. They remain centrist
_

_

parties subject to new retrogressions. However, the fact
that under exceptional conditions these parties can project
a revolutionary orientation retains all its importance and
should act as a guide in our lino toward ihsrrr"

Congress stressed
the importance of the workers in the ranks of the Communist parties and called attention to the need, bearing in
mind the relation of forces, for the Trotskyist parties to
follow their development and intervene actively in the
process wherever possible. Here too, the Congress essentially followed a line developed by Trotsky himself.
All these decisions of the Congress were impcrtent and
far-reaching, but abstracting them from the concrete world
events under analysis, and looking at the decisions in the
light of our theoretical heritage, not a single change was
made in the fundamental position laid down by Trotsky,
particularly Trotsky's theoretical appraisal of the character of gtalinist pO[m'¢_g_
lo foot’ the Third World Congress stressed that no fun_

Wwhile we are checking the position takeaby the Third
o_lla oollgless_olo loal posllloll down lll olaolf allll
Wlllte and not the Version belng Peddled as tile lllelde
d°Pe"—iet me can attention to the remarks °t Pierre Frank
W110 reported 011 the "Class Nature of Eastern Europe-"
"Ascertaining the existence of such transitional regimes
does not at all upset our evaluation of the counter-revolutionary role of Stalinism nor our evaluation of Stalinism
as a disinisgradng force in the USSR and as a force
izin d feat fthe World roietariat

damental change was involved. Pablo, the main reporter
declared: "On the character of the USSR and of the Soviet
bureaucracy, we do not add anything new to what has
already been said in the post We do not alter any of
our fundamental orogrammao denitions of the past
But we stress the defense of the USSR as well as of the
tpeoolevs DemooraoleS- and China against the War of lm_
perialism. This defense is to be understood as in the past
not as o slogan as such but as a strategic lino of our

even today’ lolll yoals alter the olld of lllo Wal’ and when
we consider the concrete situation of 1943-45, there can
be no doubt that Stalinism, on a world scale, appeared
as the decisive factor in preventing a sudden and simultaneous collapse of the capitalist order as a whole in
Europe and in Asia. In this sense, the 'successes‘ achieved
by ie bureaucracy in the buffer zone constitute, at most,

International whose practical application remains subordinate as in the past to the general interests of the world
socialist revoluonslt
Thai is clear enough but Pablo emphasized and undsr_
lined this point: "So far as the andbursauoraiio moaning
of this defense is concerned this is clearly explained in
the Theses as well as in the Political Resolution and in
the amendment we propose to include in the laiisr with
the aim of removing all ambiguity on this oussiiorr We
want to remove all grounds of criticism from those who
are afraid we are lightmindedly abandoning even a pardole of the attitude which Trotskyism has had in dis past
ioward the Soviet bursauorao
Pablo
spelled it out gor those capable of reading

called

thlgfielllirealtasettaiiiilllssiliaeil, tl1lil§e'Iall)ilildtIl)liaorld

be made oll

the basis of loeallzed leslllts ol lie Polley out must Plo‘
ceed from the entirety of its action on a world scale. When
we consider the state of decay which capitalism presents

llle Pllee wlllell llllpellallsm Paid for Selvlees lelldelled
on the world arena—a price which is moreover constantly

llllo qlloslloll at oaoll llow stage‘
"(bi From ale world pollll of VloW’ole reforms roallzoll

by the Soviet bureaucracy in the sense of an assimilation
of the buffer rone to the USSR weigh incomparably less
in the balance than the blows dealt by the Soviet bureauolaoy’ ospoolally llllollgll lls aooolls lll lllo ollflol Zone’
against the consciousness of the world proletariat, which
it demoralizes, disorients and paralyzes by its whole policy and thus renders it susceptible to some extent to the
llllpellallsl eampalgll of war Plepalatlona Even from
the pollll of Vlew of the USSR llsell’ the defeats and the
demoralization of the world proletariat caused by Stalinism constitute an incomparably greater danger than the
consolidation of the buffer zone constitutes a reinforcement."

.1

.

ll g e so
,p_
'
ta) A_ll svalllalloll of olalllllslll oallllol

rug

.

I
itself obliged to undertake a struggle for power, he said:
"How should it be understood? can the Communist

that llollllllg lll lllo posltlolls taken by ale Tllllo Wolla
Congress would contradict the following summary state-

parties transform themselves into revolutionary parties?
The experience with the CPS does not permit such rash
and dangerous assorooiions Those parties can in ox_

moot abolll slalllllsllll
The ferocious desire of the bureaucracy to preserve its
privileges and its power against imperialism, that is, of
delelldlllg the Sovlet Ullloll lll its owll lnallllelli may lead
lt to actions the-t seek to give an llnPet‘ls to the class
struggle The mounting war danger tends tc Produce dill‘
ierentiaticns within the Communist Parties and Within
the caste itself. It is not excluded that a part of the Stalin-

ceptional circumstances (advanced decay of the bourgeois
regime, a very powerful revolutionary movement) project
a revolutionary orientation, but the question of their transformation into revolutionary parties, especially into Bolshevik parties, has not been answered in the affirmative,

,
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ist structure will split and take the road toward a revolutionary orientation. Stalinism can no longer betray
With the Same faeility as When it Ceuld maneuver betWeen
opposing imperialist powers and make perfidious deals
with one camp or another. But the same general conditions that narrow the possibility of a long-term deal
also foster revolutionary movements which the Stalinist
caste fears. Hence the betrayals of Stalinism tend to take
other forms besides open deals with imperialism at the
expense of the proletariat, It is evident that in the period
now facing us of settlement of final accounts, the Soviet
bureaucracy will provide us with some demonstrations
of the most abominable betrayals ever perpetrated by
it against the world socialist revolution.
In the light of this brief review, the talk about a basic
revision in our views taking place at the Third World
Congress is clearly nothing but fantastic nonsense.

geois restoration in the degenerated workers state.
The caste has all the vices of a ruling class and none
of its virtues. It clings to its social position, its material
privileges with a desperation and fury exceeding that of
any ruling class yet known. Viewed politically it is counterrevolutionary to the core, its methods paralleling most
closely those of the Nazi regime. It is no exaggeration
to say that the oligarchy headed by Stalin as semi-crowned
emperor is the scourge of the Soviet Union. Only capitalist
counter-revolution based on the destruction of the present
property forms could prove worse. (Trotsky excluded
the possibility offeudal counter-revolution.)
The objective frame of Stalin's politics is determined
by the interests of the caste. The limits are set by the
new social relations in the Soviet Union. It is extremely

important to note this well.
Having arisen in struggle against revolutionary socialism, in fact having usurped power by smashing the
Bolshevik party of Lenin and Trotsky, Stalinism is in
mortal opposition to world-revolution. A river of blood
marks the boundary it has drawn against the movement
t°unded by Leon Tr°tskYit is true that representing Only the rst stage Of the
heurgeeis restoration, the h°rde Oi raPaei0ns, gangster‘
minded bureaucrats constituting the caste is still forced
to °Perate threugh Pr°PertY terms that are socialist in
PrineiPle- This is its hasie e0ntradieti°n- it has Pr°g1'essive-

fI71eReal Objective Frame

The Third World Congress, l repeat, did not depart
from Trotsky's basic views on the character of Stalinism.
In fact, it utilized them in considering the new world
situation that faces us. We can check this for ourselves
by once again reviewing our basic concepts
What is Stalinism? This could be answered easily enough
with a definition. However, let us take the more difficult
course of determining what it is through objective analysis,
To discover what ii is from the qiiaiiiaiivs side, We must
find out what its social bass is, for ii is Classes that set

iy undermined

these Pr°PertY terms inherited trerh the

October Revolution until today they are extremely weakened and from the viewpoint of socialist content scarcely
recognizable. Nevertheless, it has not destroyed these forms
up to now’ and’ in Pushing beyond the frontier oi the
Soviet Union nnder the iihnnci oi Worid War ii’ has even
exporieo inern' in roiniion io the Property iorinsi the
caste thus plays a dual role—it will fight for its power

the characteristics of the political superstructure. The base
of Stalinism consists of a peasant and labor aristocracy
on which rests an enormous state bureaucratic apparatus.
This is topped by the Bonapartist oligarchy. The social
base of Stalinism is the petty bourgeois formation which
has arisen in the soviet Union_
Trotsky continually stressed the colossal size of ihis
formation. In 1936 he estimated the top ruling circle
at a half million, the bureaucratic apparatus at fivc or
six million, the labor and peasant aristocracy at another

and Priviieges against both the Workers and imperialismIn the Soviet Union the growth of the working class,
fostered both qualitatively and quantitatively by the suceesses of Planned eeeneiny en Whieh the Privileged hureaucracy rests give this contradiction an explosive charaeter» inducing the inest savage Political measures by the

five or six million; all these, together with their families,
amounting to 20 to 25 million, sonic 12% to 15% of
the Soviet population. Following World War II it has
swollen even more in the Soviet Union and expanded
into the buffer zone.
Trotsky also continually stressed the enormous privileges Qt this f0rmati0n Whieh measure the deepening differentiation in Soviet society. In 1936 he estimated that
this 12% to 15% of the population enjoyed as much of
the Wealth Of the country as the remaining 80% to 85%,
The Soviet bureaucracy is composed of rst and second
generation White Guards, Mensheviks, former capitalists,
degenerated Bolsheviks and fascist types, together with
a small passive minority that reects the social interests
of the workers. This counter-revolutionary grouping governs through the Bonapartist dictatorship of Stalin. By
Bonapartism in this case we mean a counter-revolutionary
regime resting on property forms that are the product
of revolutionary conquest. While defending these, it does
so through political forms that are the antithesis of those
seen during the rise of the revolution. The usurpation of
power by this caste represents the rst stage of the b0ur-

easte-

Viewed from the interests of the Soviet Union as a whole,
the Pelities Qt the Kremlin aPPea1' irrati°nal> even "tantastier" as i heard One eeinrade say on seeing the headlines about anti-Semitism in the Soviet Union. From the
VieWP°int °i the Privileged Caste, h°WeVer, Stalin's Pelitical course is self-consistent, even shrewd and brilliantly
calculated. For instance, unable to get a deal with AngloAmerican imperialism at the close of World War II and
unable to share power with the native bourgeoisie of Eastefn E-nl‘0Pe, the easte f0und it in line With their OWH ravenous appetites to climax plundering the regions by toppling the regimes they had propped up in the occupied
zones. This also coincided with their idea of the right
way to defend the USSR. The frameups and blood purges,
aimed at smashing potential centers of resistance in the
working class and periodically undertaken as preventive
civil war measures, are a logical continuation of the same
policy in the eyes of the caste as a whole. They really
see Stalin as their own benevolent despot.
Self-destructive? Yes. That is one of the characteristics
of parasitism—it devours the base that sustains it. Like
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ruling classes whose vices it shares, this petty bourgeois caste refuses either to dissolve itself or to defend
the Soviet Union in a way corresponding to the interests
of the country That is Why we can for a political 1.evo_
t Union and i E tern Euro e_ The
th S
ti
p
n as
e
owe
u on In
overthrow of the Kremlin oligarchy by the Sovlet masses’
coupled with the program of world revolution, is the axis
of our defense of the social conquests of the October Revthe

.

1

.

_

_

_

olution.
Using the concepts derived from this analysis it is not
too difficult to understand the pathological hatred of the
Kremlin for Trotskyism (revolution) and such Countet,
.

.

.

.

.

revolutionary pohcles of the Kreinlm
use of an'semiSm'

as the dehberate
We can even_ mesa? wors? _t° come‘

The increased danger t° the Sovlet Umon ansmg from
the War P1'ePa1‘an0n$ of World imPe1'ia1i$1'I1 is transmitted
through the oligarchy and bureaucratic caste against the
Soviet workers. Far from a revolutionary course, the
tendency under the pressure of mounting war danger is
to Step up the purges and ten_o1._ The aim is to counteract
t Homes tendin to disturb the status
th th
d
d
g
an re uce e tea 0

q“°'

Let me summarize—the Kremlin‘s politics derive from
the enormous caste of millions upon millions of privileged bureaucrats on which it rests and are in strict accord
with the interests of that caste as a social formation. It
is the parasitic caste that determines the objective course
of Stalinism in relation to both world capitalism and
the international working class. Marxist method, analyzing
the social base of Stalinism, yields this as its rst and
main result. Further differentiation can reveal some modications such as restraint by Stalin of the most unbridled
bourgeois wing of the caste but nothing in the main "law"
will be changed essentially.

What About Foreign Policy?

.1

Foreign policy is simply the extension and development
of domestic politics. This holds true for all states including
the Soviet Union. In the early days of Lenin and Trotsky
this meant above all a policy projected through the international working class to which diplomacy was strictly
subordinate. With the smashing of the revolutionary socialist party under the blows of the counter-revolution
led by Stalin, this was reversed. Narrow diplomatic considerations came rst, the world working class second.
Since the interests of the privileged caste now dominated
the government, foreign policy reected this change. The
aim became maintenance of the status quo. The Communist parties abroad were converted into border patrols. It would be a mistake to consider that the Stalinist
machine was not motivated at rst by subjective revolutionary aims. But limited by the caste, these were converted so that objectively they had counter-revolutionary
results. And the Kremlin gang of usurpers eventually
became consciously counter-revolutionary. This shift in
outlook reached its culmination in the planned sabotage
of the Spanish revolution and the deliberate butchery of
the ower of the Spanish working class, one of the crimes
of Stalinism that paved the way for World War II.
The contradiction in the Kremlin's foreign policy resides
in the antagonistic need of the caste to maintain the status
quo while still appearing as the banner bearer of socialist
revolution in order to attract the necessary following of
masses desirous of changing the status quo by ending
capitalism. As a consequence Stalinism has played an
especially odious and perfidious role in the working class

.

outside the Soviet Union. Trotsky characterized it as the
"5YPhth$" of the Workers movement and this was no epithet
hut an analogy that aPPhe5 I‘igo1'ou$1Y- HOW many rev‘
olutionary workers have ‘we seen infected by Stalinism
who ended up with general political ptaresist as the
final outcome of this foul disease? In my Op1I11OI‘1 it would
be correct to say that no one, not excluding Hitler, has
dealt socialism such deadly blows as Stalin
Because a Stalinist party requires a mass following
which can be bargained off or manipulated to serve the
interests of the Soviet caste, all of these parties tend to
suffer from a fundamental contradiction—the antagonism
between the servile leadership controlled by Stalin's GPU
agents an d the ran k s, attracte d b y the communist or
socialist slogans, who feel the pressure of working class
opinion and desires. It is this contradiction which opens
up the possibility for our active intervention as well as
such developments under strictly limited conditions as
we have witnessed in Yugoslavia and China. In face of
the Current illusions in a section of our ranks in New
York about grandiose possibilities among. workers deluded by Stalinism it might be well to remind ourselves
of the other side of the picture that not once but hundreds
and even thousands of times the subjective revolutionary
aspirations of such workers have borne objectively counterrevolutionary consequences under the guidance of the
agents of the Kremlin. That happens to be the lesson
of history. An example that should be fresh in everyone's mind is the counter-revolutionary course played by
Stalinism in America during World War II. Will anyone in our ranks venture to deny the frightful cost of
that course to the American working class as well as
workers elsewhere, including the Soviet Union?
The Test

of Recent Events

While not overlooking the progressive side of the overturns in Eastern Europe and the fact that the Kremlin,
faced with grave dangers, can give an impulse to the
class struggle and some CPs in circumscribed conditions
can project a revolutionary orientation, let us review some
other facts of far-reaching import. What have been the
consequences since the end of World War II of the repeated purges inside the Soviet Union and the GPU's
encirclement of the Soviet workers against the workers
abroad? The renewed credit won by the victory of the
Soviet Union in the struggle against German imperialism
was dissipated in a few short years. For millions of workers the Soviet Union does not represent an attractive
beacon—35 years after October!—but a land of police
rule,
concentration camps, blood purges and now officially instigated anti-Semitism. This sentiment cannot
be brushed aside as simply "reactionary—it must be taken
into account as an objective fact that is not without a
healthy meaning. (Yes, I know that the imperialist warmongers try to capitalize, and not without success, on
this sentiment for their own utterly reactionary ends.)
In Eastern Europe the political consequences of the
overturns are not less dismal. Within these countries the
first bright hopes of the workers and peasants have been
smashed to powder. In other countries delusions were
first created about the possibility of revolution by bureaucratic means from the top with possibly the help of
the Soviet Army. These delusions played a role in helping
Stalinism to sabotage socialist revolution in Europe. Later,
Eastern Europe became a new horrible example to workers in other lauds demonstrating what to expect when
"socialism" comes to power. This, in political language,
is known as muddying up the consciousness of the workers.
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The fact that the majority of workers and peasants in
Eastern Europe think the sociological changes were progressive and are prepared I0 defend them against any
attempt of imperialism to restore the hated former regime
does not alter our estimate. These same workers are,
by and large, opposed to Stalinism, for they can appreciate at rst hand its counter-revolutionary politicalcharacter. Our estimate is not even altered by the fact that many
workers in other lands, especially the colonial areas, regard the changes as Progressive Any Conclusions they
may draw from ibis about a revolution being Possible
in their countries under Stalinist leadership shows how
the changes muddied up their consciousness and is thus
evidence of the unfavorable Political consequences of the
0vert11rns-

And while the bourgeoisie which the Kremlin rst p1'Op~
ped up in Eastern Europe had the crutches kicked from
under them, what did Stalinism do in Italy and France?
In both countries, the workers surged forward in a series
of mighty nationwide strikes into the very seats of power
—and Stalinism stood in their road like a boulder in
front of an express train. Due to this policy, demoralization set in, especially among the vanguard, a demoralization that has not been overcome to this day, as we can
see from the skepticism with which the French workers
viewed Stalinist appeals for action during the past year
in relation to the diplomatic needs of the Kremlin's foreign
policy. Substituting leftist adventures for the free development of the class struggle does not mean initiation of a
revolutionary course. Like countless previous similar adventures it can mean further dampening of the class struggle. This is the objective result despite any subjective
revolutionary desires suddenly felt by some Stalinist bureaucrats.
If Stalinism had not prevented Italy and France from
going socialist as the workers desired, what changes it
would have made on the face of the world political map!
By now all of Europe would be working out the problem
of constituting a Socialist United States in collaboration
with the Soviet Union and China. Against that colossal
power American imperialism would never have dared
raise the threat of another war. It would have been too
occupied at home with the repercussions in the American

working class.

The counter-revolutionary role of Stalinism in world
politics has played a tremendous role in paving the way
for World War III. By restraining the workers, sabotaging
their drive toward power, by taking posts in capitalist
governments and helping to bolster European capitalism,
by limiting the Chinese and Korean revolutions in the
international political ar-ena, by the false, delusory slogans
of disarmament, peaceful co-existence, maintenance of the
status quo—by these policies and much more, Stalinism
freed the hands of world capitalism and permitted it to
openly prepare for atomic slaughter. The crimes of Stalinism in this respect become all the more enormous in light
of the weakness and decay of capitalism and the m0unting power and dynamism of the movements of the workers and oppressed peoples.
Let us add the Yugoslav revolution to the picture. What
did the Kremlin do there but deliberately attempt to drive
this new workers state into the arms of American imperialism? Thereby they tried to discredit it and prevent it
from extending, especially into the buffer zone. This undermined not only the defense of Yugoslavia against imperialism but also the defense of the Soviet Union. Could
Wall Street's hired State Department brains have devised
a foreign policy better tted to serve the interests of American imperialism and the preparations for war in the
given circumstances?

As for the Tito regime, it has revealed that an education
in the school of Stalinism does not exactly constitute a
guarantee that the graduates will follow a revolutionary
course even if, under mass pressure, they take the road
of independence from the Kremlin and come to power.
Our co-thinkers now call for a political revolution in
Yugoslavia such as we advocate against the Kremlin.
This means that the Tito regime is judged to be politically

counter-revolutionary,
The unfavorable turn in Yugoslavia after the promising
beginnings—a Stalinist-trained leadership that headed a
1-evolution and actually broke from the K1-em1jn!_sh0u1d
serve to remind us to be doubly cautious about China.
There the relations between Peking and Moscow remain
enigmatic and the leadership of the Chinese revolution
up to the present stage has far from made clear what
its ultimate program will turn out to be. I for one am
not yet prepared to give them a vote of political condence—and that does not alter my recognition of the
colossal significance of the Chinese revolution and its
world-shaking potential.
While we are ranging about the world, we might as
well check up on one more revolution that is missing
from the references that have thus far appeared in the
speeches and arguments of Comrade Bartell and his supporters. I refer of course to Bolivia.
You might think that of all places the Kremlin Would
be especially concerned here to give an active revolution
a push-—at least a bit of nominal aid. After all Bolivia
can prove to be the Achilles heel of U.S. imperialismit is only necessary to visualize the consequences of that
revolution catching on in other Latin American provinces
of Wall Street's empire. Yet the Bolivian Stalinists are
in the camp of President Paz who is now receiving aid
from the State Department which obviously hopes to utilize
him to contain the revolution and later liberate the tin
Inines- Here, the Stalinist ranks, S0 far as I am able t0
determine from following the press of our Bolivian cothinkers, are not exactly rife with Trotskyist conciliationism, although the Trotskyists are a power in the working
class and clearly playing both a subjectively and objectively revolutionary role.
The case of Bolivia demonstrates how far the Kremlin
is prepared to go to block proletarian revolution, even
in the very foundations of American imperialism, even
in a land distant from the Soviet bloc area, and even
while the danger of another imperialist assault on the
Soviet Union grows in acuteness.
The main lesson to be learned from our brief analysis
of Stalinism is that it is counter-revolutionary in essence,
deriving this character from its social base, the parasitic
caste that is devouring the remaining conquests of the
October Revolution. Despite its desperate efforts to maintain the status quo, in accordance with the interests of
the caste, Stalinism must be viewed dynamically as a
process. It fosters the tendencies within the Soviet Union
toward bourgeois relations. It is in violent contradiction
to the planned economy, to the needs of the Soviet masses,
and to the interests of the international working class.
Insofar as it defends the remains of the October Revoluti0I1 against imperialism its actions have a progressive
content but we do not place this aspect on an equal plane
with its counter-revolutionary role. The caste has a dual
character but the duality is not of two characteristics
about the same size and weight which alternately come
to the fore like the interconnected and interrelated little
figures in the Swiss clock that foretell the weather. It would
be more accurate to say it is a fusion of opposites but
of opposites of disproportionate size, degree and dynamics. The counter-revolutionary pole is the active and pre38

dominant one. Even this does not quite give the full picture, for counter-revolution permeates Stalinism, so that
everything it touches becomes contaminated. Even such
actions as can be considered progressive in and of themselves are infected by counter-revolution and in relation
to otherfactors are not progressive. Hence the paradoxical
in our theorencal ap_
chalaifiteri gi ti1?e.s:atigi;g1ii: Isuired
'
a ml m
pl-als O
The Source of Our Appraisal

goal and in no case can be in contradiction to the latter."
(In Defense ofMarxism, pp. 16, 17-18.)
Just what did Trotsky mean by this? was ho_simp1y
taking a noble stand, Qounterposing good proletarian
policy against the bad policy of Staiiiiism? Did Trotsky
have in mind that the methods he advocated would shorten
the pain and travail—cut down the overhead cost—in
contrast to Stalinist methods which mean a more difficult
and costly route but which get us there inevitably just the
same? Was it a question of a short cut versus the long

Stalinophobia is a blind, unreasoning rejection of Stalunscientific refusal to
inism, the chief taait of which is
put on rubber gloves and go to work on the foul and
.
it out. our
dangerous disease with the aim of t amping

Way arounfi? or was, Trotsky referring _h?1:e H.) a hf? and
death question on which the very fate of civilization hinges?
meant, we must turn
To understand fully what Trotsky
,
to thetlevetl where the antagonism bet-ween Trotskyism and

approach has nothing in common with this emotional
attitude. Our approach is based on programmatic norms
which are in turn grounded in the development as a whole
.
i.
.
.
.
.
.
.
puaiavlorld capitalism and its antithesis, the socialist revo

Stahmsm ls most fundamental‘

Let's refresh our memory. As against imperialism we
have defended from the very beginning the new property
forms that came into being following the advance of the
Soviet Army in
Eastern Europe on the heels of the defasted armies of German p iiai.ism O urs t an d.is b ase d on
the fact that these property forms are superior to capitalist forms and in rinci is constitute an ssssntiai sta
P
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on the economic and social side of the socialist rsvoi
iution_ But we never advocated oat the Krsniiin nndsn
.
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t
t is th
a e
e over urns we opposed the extension of Kremlin
inuence and, consistent with this position, we advocate
.
.
the inde P endence of these countries from Moscow.
There-s no deep mystery about our reasons for this.
on the oh-ti-cal iane the sis s taken b the Kremlin
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dealt a rst-rate injury to the defense of the Soviet Union
and did incalculable harm to the development of the world
socialist revolution. In exchange for territories, Stalin
gave world capitalism time to recover from the devastating
olitical effects of World War II and time to reorganize
llself for a combined assault on the Soviet Union. Without a tonnai pact as in 1939, staiin repeated with Ti_n_
man What he did with Hide oni on a bi or scaia
I‘,
Y
gg
Staiin.s actions were in accordance with the interests of
the Soviet rniin casts In contrast our stand_dsfend the
,
8
extension oi
new forms’ oppose Staiinisin__Was
principled defense of the Soviet Union and accorded with
the interests of the world working class
our defense of Eastern Euro a is subordinate to our

regimes they erecf even u_nder tile best 0% leafifrzhl? Tie
mam struggle sun remams be Ore us t W11 e oug t
Quito In th:hYer3; hiart Qgtheilffoiild fiapltahst Strugmre‘
d Iiaomh ls ac ’ fwltn W lc a our comm es_ are no
Du t t oroughly am lar’ ows our programmatic norm
_the main Weapon of the Proletariat is P0lil‘l'C8, i.e., consciousness combined with the will ‘to change thtetcapitalist
status quo. Thus Trotskyist politics, the .politics of the
.
.
.
.
.
.
world socialist
revolution,
is the expression of the interests
of the international working class. That is the objective
.
.
frame controlling our methods of struggle. All our tactics
aria subordinated to achieving the tina victory. Put in anot elr way, all our tactics are designed to smash the obstac es in the way of that victory. That is what we mean

of the Soviet Union. But even our defense of the
Soviet Union is relative. Here is how Trotsky put it in
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of cahpitalism.
In t is way ta inism is an instrumen o wor imperialism—and a most effective one, it should be added.
our _W°r1d Strajtegy cfms fO_r sweelfmg out the parasmc
caste in the Soviet Union with an iron broom. The political reasons for that from the viewpoint of the revolution in the main centers of capitalism are obvious. If we
could hold up the Soviet Union once more as an example
of what we mean by a Workers state, ii would give in_
comparable force to our propaganda and agitation Look
at the sgviet demogragyi we Qould say; the high cultural
level, the rights that children enjoy, the provisions for
women workers, the freedom from national and racial

"Mistakes on the question of defense of the USSR most
fre Q uentlY flow from an incorrect understandin 8 of the
methods of ,defense_. Defense of the USSR does not at
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oppression, the great achievements in art, in literature,
in scientic thought, in new contributions to Marxism.
And if that can be accomplished in a backward country,
think what can be done in America and a whole world
with the workers in power. As the miserable reality of the
Soviet Union stands before us, we have to start by explaining, no, that's not what we mean by socialism—
we don't mean concentration camps, purges, anti-Semitism,
the stifling of all creative thought. We're against all that.
Yet despite this degeneration, look at the amazing accomplishments of planned economy even under police rule—
see what power it displayed in war and vitality in restoring
the eountry after_and try to visualize what eoulu he done
in a free America with planned economy. We do the best
we can, naturally, but the sample of our Wares is not
exactly something to stir an Americanworker'senthusiasm.
Even it hels ted up with the Pressures and tensions of lite
under capitalism and worries about the threat ofdepression
and War, the thought of the slave labor and Police rule
in the USSR causes hirh to hesitate Thatls why ills nee‘
essary that our defense or the Soviet Union be geared in
direct opposition to Stalinisrn. The immediate interests
of the Soviet workers demand it. The interests of the soc1alist revolution in America demand itevenmoreimperatively.
Let's consider one more fact. Unless the international
working class drives forward in the main capitalist centers
under the Program of revolutionary soeialism, then not
only Will China, Eastern Europe and the SovietUnion go
down’ but all or Civilization may he levelled under the
impaet ot atomic war- That is a Possible outcome or
the unity—or dual danger it you preter—oi Stalinism and
imperialism against revolutionary socialism» a unity tie‘
riving from their common opposition to proletarian revo'
lution and the threat it holds tor hoth eapitalist eXploita'
tion and hureaueratie parasitism- l do not think this is
probable, for the eoming struggle is bound to unleash
political forces beyond the control of either of the antagonists in which Trotskyisrn will inevitably eome into
its own as the subjective factor. And in that case, even
though the opening oi the War may in the Worst event
destroy the work of centuries and exterminate mankind
by the tens of millions, socialism will make it possible
to reeover Within decades and then to open up the dazzling
possibilities foreseen by Marx and Engels a hundred years
ago- But this probability hinges not only on the new
opportunities but upon us—our capacity to maintain our
theoretical conquests and to advance them in the class

struggle
As Yet our generation has not experienced Personally
the tull power oi proletarian polities—We have not lived
through a revolution. We could catch the feeling of the
Power ot it through the Personality of sueh figures as
Trotsky who was saturated to the bones in it and Per‘
sonally participated in the leadership of the October Revolutloh' But onlY when it breaks in America will We he able
to really appreciate what explosive potential resided in the
molecular forces surrounding us in 1953. Meanwhile we
must argue With some eomrades Who have grown pes‘
simistic about the American workers and come to think
t-hat_ perhaps there might he something revolutionary in

loriial world during the past decade. It is not difficult
for anyone acquainted with the program and deeds of the
Bolsheviks under Lenin and Trotsky to visualize what

world-shaking consequences this upsurge would have had
under their guidance.
The evidence shows, however, that Stalin tried to contain
this revolution. We do not know the facts as yet about the
exact relations between the North Korean leaders, the Mao
regime and the Kremlin, but there were indications at the
very beginning of dissatisfaction with Moscow and particularly with the limited military aid that was forthcoming—even when paid for. It was lack of such aid that
barred an early and decisive victory of the North Koreans
in the eivil war with the gyngman Rhee regime
Since then, it appears that the Kremlin has been interested in maintaining a strietly limited War_ The Third
World Congress of the Fourth International observed in
its resolution on the international situation;
"The Korean war itself reveals how mightily the colonial
revolution comes into conict today directly with the armed
forces of imperialism. The Soviet bureaucracy has been unable to openly betray a movement of sneh seope Without
plaeing its own existence at stake, and it has taken eare
to intervene as little as possible in the eonfliet While favoring the exhaustion of both the imperialist and revoin_
tionary foreesj
Furthermore, "the assistance of the Soviet bureaucracy
has been dispensed only in doses, deliberately calculated
to pennit the war to continue but insufficientfor victory."
The reactionary role of the Kremlin in the Korean conflict is even clearer on the political plane. The contrast
between the line of Lenin and Trotsky in the face of the
invading armies of imperialism and the line of the Stalinists could not be sharper. The Bolsheviks explained their
revolution besides defending it militarily. They explained
it to the workers of the entire world, above all the troops
in the invading armies_ They pointed to the model legis_
lation of the Bolshevik government as an example of what
they were fighting tor_ They invited workers in to take a
look for themselves. They asked them to help in every way
possible and espeeially by advancing the elass struggle
at home and in the armed forees_ And they got help, including arms and contingents from the invading forces.
The imperialist powers eventually were compelled to withdraw because on the political plane the Bolsheviks were
more powerful than they were
ln Korea’ however, the emphasis is on the alleged bestial
nature of the American soldier, his similarity to the Nazi
storm troopers, his lust for rape and cold-blooded murder.
It is true that American prisoners of war are treated well

and some attempts have been made to ntilize them to
demonstrate that the North Korean and Chinese governments are not barbarous as the American brass tries
to make ont, but the propaganda is not designed to explain to the American soldiers what is involved fundamentally and it thereby plays into the hands of the imperialist
poWers_ lnstead of fostering the iegitimate desire of the
American soldiers to find a great cause, it muddies their
eonseionsness and even stands in the Way of the logieal
development of their urge to get out of Korea and return
home. Still more, the absence of revolutionary socialist
propaganda along these general lines facilitates the foreign
policy of American imperialism now being advanced under
the slogan of "Let Asians ght Asians" which is aimed
at consolidation of Japan as a spearhead in the projected
new assault on the Soviet Union and China. Only revolutionary socialist politics can effectively counter this imperialist course.
It is ABC politics for a revolutionary socialist in these
countries to point these things out according to time and

Stot””smApplied in Practice
Let's get down to cases now and atthe same time answer
an argument advanced by a comrade in the New York
Local: What are you going to tell the North Korean
worker —that his leadership is counter-revolutionary?
The North Korean upsurge is a good example of the
explosive potential that has been building up in the co-
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place and with due regard for his own safety and the sensibilities of those he hopes to win to his views.
The plain fact is that the socialist revolution can be won
in these lands and on a world scale only by consistent
development on the political plane. Episodic gyrations taken by the Kremlin cannot be substituted for this. At best,
some of these gyrations can only provide an opportunity
for hardened revolutionary socialists to build their own
party. To overturn world capitalism and lay the basis
for a new order requires a steady course, a Marxist program, complete theoretical clarity, the physical presence

of a revolutionary leadership—in brief construction of a
revolutionary socialist party. Hard as it may seem to accomplish this task, no one has yet devised a substitute.

Trotsky's Concepts Conrmed
The validity of Trotsky's basic concepts, it appearsto me,
has received fresh confirmation in the explosive new
developments that are heaving the foundations of world
capitalism. The role of Stalinism in particular confirms
Trotsky's teachings. Using Trotsky's concepts it is not
too difficult to follow the course of events no matter what
secondary errors we may make in determining the qualitative point of change in some of the more complex hap-

not referring here to impulses given the class struggle
under certain conditions which lead to actions that pass
beyond the control of the Kremlin.)
Thus we are able to account for the role of Stalinism
in the world of today without violating any of the fundamental concepts of Trotskyism. In fact it is only through
these concepts that we can reach a clear understanding
of that role.
One more possibility remains open—that the Bonapartist
oligarchy has turned against its own social base and is
now developing politics in opposition to the interests of
the privileged caste and in favor of socialist revolution.
I suggest the possibility of this alternative to Comrade
Bartell for theoretical consideration, but warn him thatsuch
a concept is anti-Marxist to the marrow. It would not be
far different from imagining that Eisenhower wouldbecome
a peace-lover and turn away from the war danger because
of the catastrophic consequences it can have for American capitalism. Just as Eisenhower's politics is bound by
the frame of the narrow interests of the American capitalist class, so Stalin's politics cannot pass beyond the
frame of the narrow interests of the Soviet parasitic caste.
The Quest,-on Ofa Maneuver

like an anti-climax, now to turn to the question of tactics toward the Stalinists, particularly the con.
.
,,
Crete Work of the New Yolk Local lh lhls held‘ so lohg
as We do not have an agreement en °n1' Pehtieet attitude
toward Stalinism there is not much point in discussing
fifth-1-ate tactical matters, Howcvcr, the discussion in New
York started on this level and now we can return to it
with abetter understanding of What is involved
To tr to work out tactics from blue rims can lead not
P
Y
only to tactical errors but to strategic ones. Tactics must
.
,
.. . .
be related to real, specific situations—thats why tactics
tewerd the Stalinists differ 5° Pfetnnndly tel’ the TT°t'
Skyist movement from country to country.
In the USSR and buffer zones, the fountainhead of Stalinism, our co-thinkers seek to overthrow the bureaucracy;
the pressure of the masses finds its political medium in
underground Trotskyism and takes its clearest form in
the revolutionary struggle for power. In China, where the

penings" For exfample’ although W? were slow ll} reaching
a correct appraisal of the sociological changes in Eastern
Europe; nevertheless’ the SWP took a correct Oh-tical

,
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position in the main toward these countries as well as
toward China, Korea, the Soviet Union, the colonial lands.
We have consistently defended them against imperialism
without losing the capacity to differentiate both Stalinism
t1'0m th_e PI‘°Pe1‘tY tonne and the colonial hentgenieie from
the nations temporarily dominated by them. Above all,
in the erupting revolutionary situations abroad, Trotsky‘s
_
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We have seen how the Kremlin in accordance with the
interests of the parasitic caste attempts to contain and
behead the masses in order to eliminate and forestall
the danger to its own rule. Where this was not possible
end it has been toreed to 8° along, it has sought to keep
them within bounds, mindful at the same time of the posslhhhy of lhrowlhg them oh the halgalhlhg table lh deals
wlgllhlhe
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revo u on continued to wel up despite everything, then Trotsk-y's concepts enable us to understandwhy,
under the impact of forces beyond the immediate control
of either the Kremlin or Washington, Stalin's native agents
can come into collision with the home office, if they show
enough intelligence to see it is a question of their own
necks. Under such special conditions, Stalinist parties
can go mneh further than they Wished 01‘ eXPeeted, as
Trotsky hhhself fgresaw lhlghl he the case (the opposlle
of some Stalinists in the
phenomenon
to the bourgeoisie).
main centers toto t e inclination
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these steps
Trotskys concepts enable
tial’ contradictory Ones that by no means signify a his_
torical mission for Stalinism. Stalinism is congenitally
unable to lead the workers in the industrially advanced
countries to victory because this transcends the interests

Commumst Party was earned to power on the crest of
a r_eYolllhoh and lh the Process llhdelwehl a change lh
Pehtlea-1 physiognomy under pressure of the masses, the
Trotskyists give efitieel $nPP°1‘t end seek to eelteherate
with the Mao government. In such countries as France
and Italy, where the Stalinist organizations dominate the
labor movement and our forces are relatively weak, the
Trotskyists follow an entrist tactic of special type aimed
.
.
.
.
. .
at capitalizing on the contradiction inherent between the
working
Stalinist burea-uc_rats_and their mass base in
class. Contrariwise, in England—which has cities resembltng "more 3 E111'°Pee-n city" the-n any in AmericaI10 Slleh tti
is Called £01‘ in I‘61ti0I1 t0 the Stalinists,
who constitute a miserable, discredited minority outside

of the parasitic Soviet caste.
Flhallyi under the terrlble exigencies of the mollhllhg
threat posed by the world coalition of capitalism, even
the Bonapartist oligarchy dreams of raising the specter
of revolution behind the imperialist lines, we can understand why the Kremlin's previous course militates against
the realization of such a turn and how in fact adventuristic impulses can lead to still further defeats and setbacks,
playing an objectively counter-revolutionary role. (I am
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Kremlllh and Where Tlolskylsm over a quarter Of a cell‘
tnry has built "P Pteeions Pelitieal eaPite-1 among ad"
vanced workers, our major tactic is open struggle for political leadership of the working class. This_still leaves
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the Labcr Pat-ty_
In the USA where the Stalinists are likewise a miserable,
'_
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open the possibility in America of subordinate maneuvers
in their direction, but the condition is ideological clarity
ahcrlt Stalinism! Otherwlse We can tllsslPate 0111' hard'W0n

Pclltlcal caPltal Over nlghtFor example, we are not attracted to the Stalinists because
of the tact that they lnscrlhe the Ward "Peace" cn their ban"
ners- This ls shnply the Russian Word tar "status qllc"
rendered ln English To Put our c°ncePt of the Word
"peace" into this treacherous form of the Kremlin slogan
would be to delude ourselves and fall into a deadly trap.
Peace cannot he Wen nntll eapltallsrn ln lts main strong‘
holds is replaced by socialism. The Stalinists are incapable
°l acc°1nPllshlng that tasl<—ln tact as l have already
stressed, aside from the trade union bureaucracy, they
constitute the principal obstacle to it in the Working class
movement. The same goes for Stalz'nz'st "opposition" to
War"

To seriously think that they can projecta revolutionary
orientation in America reveals a lack of understanding
of what a revolutionary orientation really means in this
stronghold of world capitalism and a lack ofunderstanding
of the relation of class forces in America and the composition, size and reputation of Stalinism. This fatuous belief
prepares nothing but the loss of a number of comrades
to Stalinism. If it were accepted by the party as a whole
it would mean cutting the throat of American Trotskyism.
To include the Stalinists among the "revolutionary" forces
in America is not qualitatively different. Even to believe
that they will really come to the defense of our civil liberties displays ignorance of the character of Stalinism,
and considerable po1itica1naivety_
Don't get me wi-ong_ Pin not against the cherished
New England custom of bundling up on a sleigh ride
when the roads are frozen over; but with characters contaminated with Stalinism, I believe in rst taking a few
precautionary measures. The whole success of a maneuver
in the direction of Staiinisi-n__and that's ah it can he in
America is a maneuver of secondary importance—depends
on the thoroughness of our understanding of its 1imita,tions plus granite hardness about the strategic objective of
the maneuver: to help the American workers in the necessary task of eliminating Stalinism as a political force in
this country.
I readily admit that some comrades who support C0mrade Bartell visualized the tactic as such an operation.
But I think they tend to overlook a slight contradiction.
The very arguments used to try to facilitate the maneuver,
like the undue emphasis and painting up of the possibilities
of the maneuver, stand in the way of its success. They reveal a grave theoretical and political weakness on the
part of those comrades most enamored with carrying it
through. This signies that the overhead costs of the
maneuver can exceed anything to be gained from it. That
is why it is necessary to pause for station identication
so to speak, announce once more just who we are and
where we can be found on the political dial.
These conclusions are not simply theoretical. They also
represent hard historical experience—our own experience
in maneuvers with the Socialist Party in the Thirties and
the experience of our world movement during left turns
executed by Stalinism. To argue that our party is weak
and small and we can gain new recruits in a hurry by
such a get-rich-quick maneuver is not an argument in

favor but one against. A maneuver is most dangerous
of all for a weak and small party, particularly if it reveals ideological weakness. This arises from the fact that
a maneuver to be successful requires formal concessions,
even fort-nai adaptation (hut no concessions or adapts,
tions in essence). These, understood wrongly by those who
lack hardness, can pave the way to capitulation to the
enemy. And so your scouts and foragers are absorbed
and you end up in disastei-_
Thus from the viewpoint of the work of the New York
Local itself in this field I come to the conclusion that
the discussion is not at all "mystical and confusing" as
Comrade Bartell seems to think. Comrade Bartell is simply
pioieeting the inystieisin and contusion in his own inind
about the character of Stalinism and some other matters.
Perhaps the development of the diseussion will help
dissipate these mists. In this respect the discussion represents hart of the essential preparation for any serious
work among the Stalinist groups and especially among
Stalinist Workers on theioh and in the unions

In Defense of Trot?/cytsm
ls 0l>Vl011s that our Party new laces an lnternal dls‘
cnsslen Of the most serious klnd~ The Party as a Whale
and every comrade in it will receive one more test, determining how well he has assimilated the lessons of the
past, how well he or she has withstood the erce pressures
of our terrible epoch, what qualities of leadership they
have. Each one will establish criteria by which to judge
the arguments, the speeches, the documents, the positions
taken. It is best to state these openly and before the whole
Party- Mlne are as fellows:
1- Stallnlstn» viewed hlsterlcally» ls a temporary reaetlcn
that sot in after the high point of the October RevolutionIt Wlll tall at cne Pclnt Or another Wlth the revlval 0t the
political upsurge of the masses. It has no historic mission

It
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2. The current world struggle catches Stalinism between
the millstones of imperialism and the world revolution.
It Will be Crushed between them in the relatively near

future.
3.

In its desperate efforts to survive, the privileged

So-

viet caste will use any means that do not conict with
its own interests. It thus fights against both imperialism
and the proletarian revolution, but if the danger from imperialism becomes especially great it is capable of trying
to give an impulse to the class struggle. However, its
counter-revolutionary political character puts strict limits
to the extent of the impulse it can give. Above all, it fears
doing anything which would enable the Soviet workers to
settle accounts with it.
4. We are prepared to take full advantage of the difculties faced by Stalinism. This requires (a) opposition
to Stalinophobia and (b) opposition to conciliation toward
Stalinism. A repetition of Stalinophobia would mean the
reappearance of a form of Oehlerism in our ranks, which
rejected a maneuver in thedirection ofthe Social Democracy
simply because it was headed by Social Democrats. Fullblown conciliation toward Stalinism would mean the reappearance in our ranks of a tendency not seen since the
days of the Left Opposition, when many revolutionaries
were taken in by Stalinism simply because it made a left
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turn. In both cases—Stalinophobia and conciliation t0wards Stalinism—the basic error is id€1lhfiC(101l of the
bureaucratic leadership with the revolutionary-minded
I118-SSeS it temporarily hedS5- The S9-me basic e1'I‘01' is apparent in the 1-l1'1f01-lllded
pessimism (even cynicism) over the character of the mass
movement in America. The defeatist mood, sluggish mentality, concern for privileges and reactionary politics of
the trade union bureaucracy are identied with the ranks
it heads. The American workers, in fact, preserve their
full revolutionary potential and are even now gathering
their forces in molecular fashion for great new steps forward that can place the whole question of the socialist
1'eV°h1°n °11 the agenda in the n0t t00 distant fl1t\11'e6. Besides pessimism about the American workers, the
danger at present in our ranks is conciliation towards
Stalinism. Turning away from the workers, a section
Of the Pa1'tY is indined '10 see h°Pefl11 Signs ill Sta1iI1i$lT1The adaptation of either the Kremlin or the Stalinist bureaucracies of certain Communist parties to conjunctural
phases of the new war danger or to mass movements that
seek the abolition of capitalism is misinterpreted as a basic
change in the political character of Stalinism. This danger
in our movement must be squarely faced and defeated.

SECTION IV: PABLO’S ROLE

In the coming showdown on the world arena our task
is (a) to oppose the imperialist war preparations with all
our strength, (b) to do this by sinking our roots further
in the mass movement, attentively following the course
of the class struggle, and extending and deepening it
in every way possible.
8. This means giving political expression to the genuine
7.

grievances of the workers through every possible avenue,

particularly Q111‘ press,
9, In line with this perspective, our paper should turn
more consciously toward the masses.
10. Our major orientation must continue to be toward
the unions and mass organizations of the American working class and oppressed minorities, with any tactics toward
the Stalinists strictly subordinated to this perspective. This
means constant close attention to our work in the unions
and in mass organizations of Negroes, Puerto Ricans,
and other minorities. And it means maximum utilization
of the election arena, participation in struggles for civil
libel-es and civil rights, campaigns to widen the cir¢u1a_
11011 of our press, and in general the conscious development of the independent role of our party in- America.

February 23, 1953

IN THE COCHRAN FIGHT

[As the insistence of the Cochran faction that they were

documents.

[Among the first allies to rally to the defense of orthodox
Trotskyism at that time was Gerry Healy, the leader of
the British section. Although Healy had, until then, been
an admirer of Pablo, the discovery that Pablo was aiding
a revisionist tendency in the United States convinced him
of the necessity to change his estimate.
[Another indication to the SWP majority that forces
outside the SWP were secretly taking a hand in the internal
struggle was the sudden breakdown of a truce agreement
with the Cochran faction reached at the May plenum of
the SWP National Committee. Shortly after the plenum,
the Cochran faction began to sharpen its struggle against
the majority and to act as if itwere preparing for a split.
[For further material about this period, see Speeches
to the Party by James P. Cannon (Pathfinder Press, New
York, 1973).]

correctly interpreting Pablo's views became more strident,
the SWP began to receive reports from abroad conrming
those claims. In May 1953 James P. Cannon wrote to
Pablo seeking clarication on this. In reply, Pablo declined
to say whether he shared the Cochranite positions, refused
to elaborate on his relationship with them, and, in passing,
indicated his support for Frankel's document on Stalinism
as opposed to that of Hansen.
[This led the SWP Majority leaders to conclude that
Pablo shared the views of the Cochran-Clarke-Bartell faction, and that he had been giving them secret encouragement. As a result, Cannon and other SWP leaders began
to prepare fer a fight against Pabl0's views, should that
prove necessary. This was the purpose of Cannon's correspondence with Sam Gordon, a Trotskyist living in
London, who had expressed differences with Pablo and
criticisms of the ambiguities of the Third World Congress

Letter from Farrell Dobbs, Morris Stein, and Joseph
Hansen to George Novack
1.

reasonably soon. You will understand, of course, that
our letter is not intended to solicit intervention but to
convey our point of view with the hope that we will be
able to find agreement.

New York, N-YJanuary 30, 1953

Dear Manuel:
Please show this letter to Tom, Jerry, Gabe and Ernest.
We hope to receive a report of their and your comments

I

F-
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New Yhrk, N.Y.
January 30, 1953
.

Deer Manuel;
The minutes of the last few meetings of our Political
Committee will give you a rough idea of the acuteness
of the internal situation which is moving rapidly toward
a showdown fight You will note that at the meeting of
January 13 we submitted a statement dening what we
consider the basic reason for the present intolerable reladons and proposing a plenum to grapple with the dif_
fe!.enceS_

You can rest assured that we have done everything we
could to avoid an unnecessary or premature internal strugg1e_ we had hoped that the maturity of the cadre’ armed
as it is with the experiences of previous internal struggles,
would enable
to conduct a discussion of political dif_
ferences in a comradely atmosphere, free from personal

recrumnations and unwarranted factional maneuvers. In
word,
had hoped to avoid faction ght which is
costly in
in
and which
often
than not
lead to lit
P

Our efforts to maintain an obiective atmosphere enabled
.

.

.

the party to conduct the 1952 elecuon campaien m an
eective manner, but soon thereafter the Cochranites sharpened internal relations to the point of creating an intob

etabie situation‘
It is now imperative that the political differences engendeiing the inteiiiei iiieti°ii_be tienitiy P°sed' in out state‘
iiieiit we summarized the differences as toiiewsi
"Ate we justified in eontiiming to eonsitiei Qiirseives
an intiepentient Patty and eonsetliientiy in engaging with‘
in our means in the rounded activity demanded of a
Party» or should We elose the balarlee sheet on Our eXPeri'
enees as an independent Party and eonelnde that We have
tailed» that We ean oPerate only as a ProPaganda group»
that We rnnst abandon the etrort oi aeting as a Party and
instead devote our time, energy and nances predominant-

ly to propaganda?‘
The fact is that except in private conversations, nobody
has as yet openly made the proposal that we abandon
our orientation toward the building of a party and transforrn ourselves instead into n propaganda gr-onp_ It is
likely that the exigencies of the internal struggle will compel the Cochranites to deny that they entertain such an
idea. But when we examine all the points of friction within
the committee for a period of over a year and a half,
these can be traced to two different concepts of our tasks
here in this country. We believe we can demonstrate this
in the eonrse of the discussion
You will reeall that in the struggle of 1939-40 the basis
issues were posed sharply, not by the peity-born-geois
dppdsition but by the Old Man and ourselves The opposition shied away from posing the basic issues because
they were not aware at the outset what forces were driving
them and where they were heading They were in rebellion
against our entire political line and our concepts of the
party. Yet they merely quarreled over incidents Had
they grappled with the basic questions at the outset, this
unprincipled combination of Burnham, Shachtman, Abern
and Johnson would have fallen apart before instead of
after the split with ns_
Qnr present opposition finds itself sirnilarly unable to

challenge our political line and concepts of the party,
except through incidents. They, too, lack basic agreement
on fundamentals. They, too, represent an unprincipled
combination. They don't advance any serious political
line, because they can only agree on incidental questions.
Clarke started out, as you will recall, with a critique
of our defense work= Playing down the irnportanee of
our independent intervention in the struggle against the
Witch hnnt and Pressing for a Penetration of the CP de'
tense rnoVeInent- Yet it is precisely our impressive independent work in the Minneapolis case, Kutcher case,
Trucks Law fight, etc., that compelled the Stalinist ranks
and Periphery t° Pay attention to “st gave substance to
eiii iiiiiteti tieiit Piepesais to the GP’ made it impessibie
for the Stalinist officials to dispose of us by their slanders,
and new appears to be eompeiiing them to modify their
public attitude toward us in the field of civil liberties.
Thieb lsde tttipieag exapie of Ciaiikellgeneiai iendncy
0 Su or ma e in epen em party wot in aver 0 an
orientation of penetration into the Stalinist movement.
Bartell and Frankel manifest a similar tendency. These
comrades seek to apply mechanically in this country a
.
.
.

tatlcalllmesthiii touid isle Pijopfr in F1;raiies’ for examp 1:’
w ere
e
amiss pre ominae mt e a or movemen,
but which does not conform to America where the Stalin.
.
.
.
ists are lsolated from the labor movement. Tl‘l1S
lme
has
pushed them toward a pre-occupation with Stalinist groups
and Stalinoid discussion circles as the main line of activity_
As far as the policy of our press is concerned, they have
sought to soften and minimize all criticism of the Stalinists
and have tended to react sharply when Stalinism is forthrightly attacked in our press. They were especially displeased with Cannonvs pamphlet’ "The Road to Peace’and have been reluctant to push its sale. In general they
tend to be sharply critical of every article in which we
differentiate ourselves from the Stalinists.
Cochran, on the other hand, has shown no interest in
the possibilities of infiltrating the Stalinist groups. As a
matter of fact, he went to the extreme of denying at a
PC meeting last spring that there is sneh a thing as a
Stalinist milieuYet C0ehraI1, Clarke, Bartell end Frankel are functioning as a common faction under Cochran's leadership.
UP to this Point there is only one Proposition to which
they have agreed arnong thernselVes- This is the ProP°sal
that the Party's aetivities and resonreee be ehannelilerl
into ProPa-ganda Work- TheY want a eoininittee set nP to
deV0le full time t0 applying MerXiSm t0 the American
-

Seer1e-

What keeps them together is a common sentiment rather
than a common line. This is a sentiment of frustration
and defeatism in relation to the American working class.
One incident is especially illuminating in this respect. About
a year ago’ the steel Workers held a speeial eonverltion
to consider the crisis in the contractural relations with
the corporations. The convention was full of fight against
the steel rnagnates- when Stein reported to the PC 011 the
convention and indicated that a strike might be in the
Qttingt Clarke ridlellled this HOW eonld there be a strike,
he asked, so long as the eonntri’ is heading toward War
and the union hnreaneraey is eornrnitted to snPPort of
this war policy? This readiness to write off the American
class struggle can be traced through the incidents over
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which we clashed.
Losing faith in the fighting abilities of the working
class at the present stage, they can have no faith in the
capacity of our party to play an independent role in
the mass movement. This is why they have behaved like
nihilists rather than constructive critics. They seek to turn
the party away from its present course but have no new
course to offer. Even their petty gimmick of a committee
Of thinkers and Writers W65 not put forward as a Supple
mentary Proleet- it Was ooiiiiterposeti to electoral aetivity
and the Trotsky sehooiWhy did they fight so bitterly against our P1'oPosai for
an early Plenum of the National Committee? After all
it is more than six months since we had any national
gathering and we would normally be about due to have
sueh e‘ meeting in arty ease‘ Their answer was that they
needed four months tn which to write down their views.
we grented them this tune‘ But why do they need Se
fnuehf timte? Is It beefhuste itthey slave Se much te eiy? It
is Se er O assmjne
a
ls _ecause they denit new
what to say. It is safe to predict that when their docu.
.
ments are presented, they will
consist
of attacks on our
positions, real or alleged, rather than a presentation of
.
.
.
a clear line of their own. It is to be expected, for example,
that hwy will write
long document charging
with
.
Stalmophobia,
adaptation to imperialism, sectarianism,
etc. em

At this stage there is
mehh The struggle is upon

deplorihg the
and

deVe1op_

must have the

maximum mobilization to wage it effectively and to see
to it that we obtain positive results from it. We must above
all utilize this struggle to rearm the party for the difficult

not in underestimating the importance of these groups,
but in neglect of the living labor movement where the
masses of the workers are to be found. The real danger
of sectarianism is in turning our back on the labor movement and becoming excessively preoccupied with pettybourgeois discussion groups.
We propose to bring this real danger sharply to the
attention of the party. We propose furthermore to review
our conduct of the press and correct a mistake which
has crept in of tending to write for a highly political
audience and one, moreover, under heavy Stalinist in'uence. We must devote more attention to the issues which
preoeeupy the workers in the present state of their eonecioushess’ that is, the speedup’ high prices, high taxes’
housing, Korean war, ete_ There is e let of ght in the
American working class which can be seen from the strike
statistics for 1952 The working class has been ghting
in defense of its living standards. We must be fully alive
to these struggles, help the workers with our press and
through our intervention to raise their consciousness to

hhi 8'her level

We used to get

out

Concretely this means to reinspire the party once again
with a proletarian orientation. This may sound like a
platitude, but it is far from it on two grounds, first because it is precisely our proletarian orientation which
.
is being challenged and secondly because under the presof the opposition and due to
neglect,

socialist

for workers.

.
.
.
But we now tend to raise
our propaganda and agitation
,
too far above the present level of the workers conscious.
O r ta k ' to f‘ d 0
a ain that
cessar ti
Hess
u
S
‘ls
_m
nee ,e
,
ne
y, e
with the workers thinking that will permit
us to establish
contact at their present level of consciousness and then
help them. generalize their grievances and demands at a
higher pe1mce1leVel'
If we permit the elmeeon to dn any longer’ we W111
tend to get more and more on the Wrong track under
the pressure of the opposition. We propose instead that
our eeuree be eerreeted’ not by any new glmmlek’ not
by peeing the American proletariat on iee fer the present’
but by getting deeper into the union movement‘ only if
we pereelpete In the partial struggles of today can we
'
'
f
play e role m
the bigger struggles 0 tomorrow‘
The New York pre-convention discussion now in prog_

_

_

hau1ahead_

ne

_

_

_

ld

h
th t th d
f d ifti
f
fess as .revea e
a
.e
anger
0
r
. ng. away
rom
the working class and its mass organizations is real.
It is one of the consequences of the line emanating from

have permitted a situation to develop whereby trade union
kh b

d
d
h
d
wig has ecome mothaIh1_morebf_emlihas£z_e '
ish
oc ran aggravae
is pro em
y is p sim c
report on the trade union question at the last convention.
His report was not challenged at the convention because
_

_

Barteh and his h_iends_
In his
to the New York Local Barteh said: "The
changes in
general approach here’ in New York

of the truce based on the unanimous May 1952 Plenum
resoluon and the accidental arrangement of radio time
which cut off discussion. This report has since been inter? 0];11:y' T3115
or com
g
York member

be summed up as foll0ws' we shifted the axis of our activities from the general mass of politically uninitiated work.
.
ers to a narrower but more selective audience of left-win8
groups, politically-minded workers and intellectuals, and
.
.
.
student youth; from expansion
of our organization
and
activities to retrenchment and more modest tasks."

semi-political elements "who are equipped to understand"
our ideas’ that is’ to the Compass Clubs, the Huhet-manSweezy group, ete_ He Sees a sectarian danger if we
fail to turn with sufcient energy toward these discussion
circles. To him it is sectarian not to consider this milieu
as a center of concentration for os_ He also holds it seetat-ion to insist on programmatic elal-ity in app1'Q8,ching these groups.
The real sectarian danger to our party, however, is

The general thought of this quotation is stated much
more crudely in the discussions in the branches where
it all 8-dds 11P to one thing? a retreat from oi" main Ob‘
leet-iVe beeatlse the going is tough and a search for a
new milieu. In the concrete relationship of forces in ‘the
United States today, this means a retreat into a sectarian
P1'oPaga-ntia eireie eXisteneeTo liistity this orientation these eomiades have intro‘
duced into the New York discussion some of the crassest
revisions of our concept of Stalinism. They are unable
to sustain their orientation merely on the practical grounds
of working where you can get the best results. The fact

.

.

.

Preted by the Cochramtes SS ofclaldparhtf
err
o
as m '
t ecorr
'
one_us su Peon mus
ecte m
_

elzegselzg

_

.

e

,

N
mr e a
s rep
e
ship for pre-convention discussion states that because of
the relative quiescence in the trade union movement, the
party should turn its main attention to the political and

0
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is we have no results as yet from the Local's preoccupation with Stalinist circles. We are therefore given a political
reason. We must be with the Stalinists because we are
part of the same anti-war camp, and as Bartell put it in
his t-epott’ the Stalinist movement "remains the oniy enr-_
rent of conscious Opposition to the war and reae-

tion (apart from ourselves)."
We thus see the peculiar phenomenon of a group of
Trotskyists, educated for many years in the struggle
against Stalinism, seeking to slur over the sharp differences
between the Stalinist peace line and our class anti-war
line. That has never been our method. Moreover, even
from a practical point of view, one would have to c0n_
clude that the Stalinist peace front or anti-war front doesn't
amount to a pinch of snuff in this country and our place
to carry anti-war agitation is not to them so much as to
the workers organized in powerful unions. We have always
envisa ed the struggle against war as the extension of
the clafs struggle onto a higher political p1ane_
The Cochranite opposition is tr y ing to find J'ustification
for its line in the basic documents of the Third Congress.
B t
d
t d
th
t
t
u in er er_ e 0 Se’ ey mus perver an d d is t er t W h at
has been written. For example, at one membership meeting Lou Scott, a Bartell supporter, challenged a comrade
who ietetreti to the Staiihist ieatiership and Piegiam as
eehhtehieveihtiehaiy through ahti through ahti tieeiaieti
this eoheept has been oiitiaweti by the Third Werid C°h'
gress. Others have since devised a formula in support
of his contention. They say Stalinism may be subjectively
counter-revolutionary but objectively it has ceased to be
so heeaiise it can ho ioiigei Pisy a counter-revolutionary
Toie for the siihPie reason that it ee-iiiiot get a deai with
American imperialism.
What the eoihfaties of the oliipositioh Wiii say oh this
siihleet ih the doeiiiheht they how Promise to Plihiish We
do hot khoW- But it Wiii Piiohahiy he some soft of ah
attempt to substantiate these eoheelits heesiise We have
seen that tried already in the discussions in the Political
Committee and in the staff of the press. Some of the worst
clashes we have had were over such questions as the
meaning Of Stalin's diplomatic m0VeS, f0I eXe-mple, in
Germany. Clarke and Frankel in the Staff and in the PC
played with the idea of giving critical support to Stalin's
(iipl0In3.'tiC ITIOVES. Clarke said he was Within an inch Of
proposing critical support to Stalin's diplomatic offensive
On the German question.
This incident is only one of many of a similar nature
which spell out their contention that Stalinism has changed
its fundamental nature because Of the change in the 0hjective situation. We cannot go for this line. We say it is
isise to the core and siiyhody iiidiiigihg in siieh illusions
_

_

is headed for disaster.
We agree entirely with the Thesis adopted by the Third
World Congress when it says that by its very nature the
Soviet bureaucracy Will 0pp0Se the deVel0Pment Of the
revolutionary forces in the world even in the case of a
general War against the USSR What the change in the
objective situation really means is that in a generalized
revolutionary situation the chances Of the Kremlin success-

fully hetiayihg revolutionary Strugglesbeccmes tiiliiihisheti

But this Ci08S I1Ot in the least imply that we Will l'1Ot see
in the p€1‘iOd ahead Of 11$ SOl'I1€ Of the II1OSt ViCi011S acts
of betrayal yet perpetrated by the Stalinist bureaucracy.
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The closer its doom, the harder the bureaucracy will fight
for its survival and the more monstrous will be its crimes.‘
There must be I10 ill11$i0l'is Oh this seore iii our move‘
Inent and We for oiii' Part Will hot toieiate anyThese are in general outline the issues around which
the internal struggle has already started in our party.
We have absolutely no doubt as to the outcome of this
fight. The developments in the New York pre-convention
discussion new ih Progress are a Preview hot ehiy of
the issues but aise of the sehtiihehts
the comrades‘
For some tiihe we feared that a tiiaiotity of New York
Leeai might have already been sucked into the eppeeii
tion and you will notice in our Statement that Cochran,

when he threatened to byepass the PC with his Own pet
pr0ieetS’dment1lei€ed_;tEle New aloe}; Loedai as teeiltreg piae:
he Weill _ee:h 1% 1 ;en1Ee'L el gate wethnglidmneiiira
iiiinelellty an nei E: e h eledas aleelagsias been used to
ion as ee n
re S, e
carry on undercover factional organization for a long
.
.
.
.
h
time new,’ whee we did eeseiutely “°ti_‘iiis along i hese
lines’ trying instead to ihitigiite the t‘f‘°ti°“ei atmosp ere
created by the Cochranites. They, in turn, have been
.
.
.
taking
it. for granted that the Local was in
their pocket.
But when Bartelps report was challenged, we learned
that a majority of the City Committee, that is Six out
of eleven comrades, were opposed to his orientation. Even
without our active participation in the New York struggle, more and more comrades are turning against the
tine of the Cochranites Om. tendency in New York an_
nears to have a narrow Inajol.ity_ This majority should
continue to grow as we take the struggle Ont of the net-_
row confines of a Local dispute over the Organizer's report and project it into the party nationally around the
1-eat haste iSsnes_
To us this very encouraging support in the New York
Local indicates that the party is fundamentally healthy,
that the membership will not go for any nostrums or
quack remedies in the present situation, that it will-be
possible to orient the party toward a deeper penetration
of the workers’ movement,
The orientation arbund which we are mobilizing for
a show-down fight with the Cochranites is in our opinion
fully in accord with the basic line of the Third Congress
and the Tenth Plenum, The Cochranites, however, are
telling the membership that the Twelfth Plenum has reversed the Tenth, They mean to imply that the documents
of the Twelfth Plenum justify their position as against
_

_

our-5,

This situation is not helped by the way these documents
paint an unrelieved picture of black reaction in this country, nor is it aided by the broad assertion that "some of
our members still have the tendency to reason along the
lines of old, out-dated schemas" with regard to tactical
line in relation to the Stalinists. These two examples illustrate how the Cochranites are using against us various
formulations and omissions in the documents which they
bail as a general oonfirmation of their line,
Please convey this general evaluation of our internal
situation to our friends and assure them that we are embarking on this struggle‘ only because the unbridled attacks on fundamental party line leave us no other course.
We have been as careful as we cguld to approach this
p1‘Qb]_eIn ()bjecve1y_ We have been very patient with 0111'
opposition. Our patience has been misinterpreted by them

as uncertainty or weakness on

FD
MS
JH
months
for
several
P.S. Jim has been on the West Coast
but we have been in consultation with him on the internal
situation since the explosion in the PC over the Los Angeles election campaign.

our part. They have re-

warded us with extreme pi-ovocations.~
We can no longer live with this intolerable situation in
the Political Committee. The issues must now be taken
openly to the membership for a discussion and political
decision. This is the best way to proceed and We d0n‘t
intend to be diverted from this course.

Letter from James

2.

P.

-

Cannon to Farrell Dobbs
ance of the IEC, finally develop a national leadership
in each case.
I agree still less with those who regard the direct leadership of the IEC over all the European parties as a model
system and want to extend it across the oceans. Insofar
as I was able to make any sense out of Clarke's attitude
after he rehlrhed from E\11'°Pe» he eaught a had ease
°f "C°mintemism" in much the Same way that one can
catch the measles or the seven-year itch by unguarded
exposure, and transmitted the infection in turn to such
people as Bartell and Frankel who are very susceptible
and very apt to catch anything that is going around.

L95 Ange1e527, Calif,
March 9, 1953

Dear Fan-ell,

l

i-eeeived the eopy of the letter you sent to our friends
and also e copy of their answer and Jerry-S eornrnent_

I wrote

briey on this general subject a couple of
weeks ago. I laid aside the material you sent with the
idea of writing rnore fully on the enhjeet when I got my
hands free frorn the cursed task of working up the lest
two leetnree into printable for-rn_ Then I got bogged down
in two Soiid weeks of reeding_seat.ehtng through the
classics for all possible references to the problems of the
transitional period and the references to the future socialist society and some of the works of the Utopians, etc.
We have been quite disturbed here, both by your joint
letter. and the reply to it as wen as Jerryte remarke We
teel that there is e danger, that without any sneh intention
on either side, you both may be stumbling into an unJoe

They would 1ike_again as far as I've been able to make
head Or tail of their eympt°ms_t° transfer the leader‘
ship °f the American party to Paris and cancel Out’ in
Passing’ everything that has been accomplished by the
homegrown American leadership, including its programmatic documents, its organizational tradition, and its aulh°1'itY he-eed °h these eehieVemeht5A tYPiee~1 eXP1‘e$5i°h °f this tehdehey is Be1'teh'5 "ReP°1”i
and Tasks-W He eaY5 eh Page 4 that "the Third World
Cehgress armed us - - with clear answers to an the
big qlleshohe °f 0"!‘ thhevn and leavee uhmehhehed the
Theses on the American Revolution which deals with one
fairly "big question of our time," which the Third World
COI1g1'€SS didn’t deal With. (It had previously €I1d0I‘S€d
the Ame1‘i¢aT1 Theses and aPPe-1‘ehY ¢°h$ide1‘ed this eh"
dorsement Sl1ffiClBI'1t, Whlth fl'OI1'1 my p0lI1i Of view, it
was.) The answer to the "big question" given by the American Theses happens to be the one which has to govern
our work and our perspectives in this country unless we
are to condemn ourselves to the role of analytic bystanders
"cheering for revolutions in other lands," as Dan Roberts
aptly put it in a letter. This is a sure prescription to kill
the party; not merely to weaken and disorient it, but to
kill it, for a revolutionary party cannot live without per-

necessary, or at any rate premature, conflict. This could
cut across the task of settling accounts with the distinctively American revisionism which is urgent and unpostponable; and which, moreover, must be done and can
only he done here in the United states by the leaders
of the swp_
You know I am super-Sgnsivg abgut any manife5ta_
tion of "Cominternism." I have had experience with this
business in my life-me and the burnt ghild fears the
fire. Any one can be as "internationalist” as he wants
to be, but he can't make the different national parties
uniform and subject to handling by a uniform method.
The weakness and inexperience of the different European
parties and of all of them together, due to the failures
of past leading cadres in each of the parties, imposed
upon the IEC the task of virtually leading each one of the
national parties directly. The IEC is in effect the leading
body of a European Trotskyist party, and this has been
the case ever since the rst European conference which
was held toward the end of the war.
In my opinion, this is not the best system. No national
party will amount to much till it throws up a qualified,
indigenous leadership of its own selection. The more or
less direct leadership of the IEC in the meantime was
the best that‘ could be done in the circumstances. I think
We have all recognized this and made due allowances
for the exceptional circumstances. But I have never agreed
with those who saw in this set-up the model for all time.
The IEC, in my view, will not accomplish its real work
until the various national parties, with the help and guidv

-

spectives.
I am not in the least worried about the possibility of
the International leadership giving any support to this
fantastic "internationalism." But I am worried about the
possibility that they may consider it their duty to "interV8118" and try to compromise the struggle now unfolding.
That W0111d 110$ Work; I10 ¢°mP1‘°mi5e can he aeeePtedIn view of the fact that not only the policy and the perspective but also the leadership has been challenged, this
fight cannot be settled in any other way than by a show-

down.
I suppose

I

am just about as "internationalist" a person
as there is, and have been since 1928, at least; and when
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up without any unncessary complications.
What made us uneasy about your letter to Manuel was
that it might be taken as an invitation for the IS to intervene, even though the letter specifically stated that you
were not asking that. Our apprehension was increased
somewhat by the reply sent to you, which seemed to indicate an intention on their part to "do something" about
the American situation, and the implication that it is up
to them to straighten it out. In any case we would be
very sorry to see the emphasis of the struggle shifted

the chips are down, just about as loyal partisan of the
Fourth International as you could nd on a world tour.
But I try to see the Fourth International as it is, in the
given stage of its development; with all the limitations
imposed upon it by historical circumstances; with the
great disparity in the experience, tradition, development
of cadres, etc., between the Trotskyist movement in the
United States and that of Europe. I think I am stating
a fact and not expressing a baseless national conceit
when I say that we know more about this problem pressing for solution in the SWP, and know better what to

h1ihi$dh‘e¢lIi°11The hne Of eeheh Whieh you hve already m9—PPed
out—to confront the opposition with an open political
discussion of all the questions, stated or implicit, in their
position, and your decision to permit no infringement on
the authority of the leading body or any paralysis of
its functions in the meantime, seems to us to be the right
way to proceed from now on. We are very pleased with
Joe's opening barrage in the Internal Bulletin; and the
reports of the active intervention by Tom and other leading people in Local New York; and the fi.rm positions
taken by Arne, Ted, Larry, Vincent, and the leading
people in San Francisco-Oakland and Seattle, to say nothing of Los Angeles—which include the points we have
heard from up to date.

do about it, than our friends abroad. And Isincerely
believe that the best thing they can do is to watch the
development of the struggle attentively, expressing their
opinions on the political issues when they finally become
clear to them, and—for the rest—to let the American
party deal with it in its own way.
This course appears to me to be so obviously indicated
that I would not think it worth mentioning if it were not
for the unfortunate experiences of past "interventions,"
which are still fresh in our recollection. Agreeing with
us on our political position in the Morrow affair, and
also in the Shachtman affair, they nevertheless stepped
in and tried to "do things differently" over our heads.
They were totally wrong in each case. And by the same
token our own procedure was 100 percent correct and
gOt the maximum results f0!‘ the benefit Of O11!‘ party
Out Of eaeh

I do not share Jerry's apprehensions that a real thorpoon clearly
Qugh-gging Struggle in the
litical issues, will have a disrupting efect on the inter-

Sihlatiell

As it was, the unfortunate intervention from Paris didn't
do much harm because neither Morrow nor Shachtman
knew h°W t° 9XP1°it it, and heeallse We didn't Pay much
attention to it. We were lucky enough to get out of the
unfortunate situations precipitated by unwise and untimely
intervention on their part, but we can't hope to be lucky
every time. For that reason I would much rather take
chances with our own handling of the affair now coming

3.

national movement The international movement has pl-of.
ited and learned from every struggle we have eondueted
in the SWP in the past. And if we conduct this one along
the lines already indicated, there is no reason why it
should not have the same general international result
as the ethe1-5,

Jim

Letterfrom Morris Stein to Michel Pablo
views to the leadership. I had several letters from him
of a personal character. In none did he indicate a difference with the Third Congress. In his last letter some
two months ago he indicated that according to his view
the 19th‘Congress of the CPSU indicated a shift to the
right. This is of course a debatable question which need
not can into question the line on Stalinism arrived at
at the Third Congress. I too have a criticism of your
report to the 12th Plenum on this score. I think it was
wrong to make the entire axis of your report the questions of whether the 19th Congress represented a right
or left turn. This is especially true in the light of the editorial in the latest Quatrieme where the question of "Right"
or "Left" turn in relation to Stalinism is correctly qualified
as of limited significance and where you say that their
present line is left only in relation to their line of 19411947- on this qualied basis 11° °he W°111d q\1e9°h that
the "left" line remains in f°!'¢e- Then Why the 10118 3-1811‘
ment to prove this small point?
We'll see Manuel in a few days and get a complete re-

New York, N_Y_
February 20, 1953

Paris
Dear Gabe:
Received today your three letters. One of February 13
signed by the three of you, the February 14 about Stuart
and Fehnlary 17 ah°11the1P f°1' Greece
We'll do the best we can to send some bundles to Greece.
Our past effort has been only partially successful. Many
of the bundles were returned to the senders who then
had to pay the cost of the postage for sending it back.
It appears that the Greek authorities do not deliver more
than one bundle to a person within one year.
Your letter on G01-den shoeked me very much, The whele

thing sounds unbelievable.
unquestionable loyalty over
imagine him undertaking a
line of the Third Congress

I have known him for his
many many years. I cannot
sudden struggle against the
without rst submitting his
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port from him. If your information is correct. I can assure
you we'll intervene. We are not at all diplomatising when
we say we are in complete agreement with the line of
the Third Congress. In the unfolding struggle we'll defend this line. Our problem is that some people are trying to read into this line something that isn't there—
conciliation to Stalinism. This is what we propose to
combat and I am condent we'll do it in agreement with
you.
Our problem here is the opposite of what you faced in
France. There you faced an exaggerated anti-Stalinism

which was a convenient cover for a do-nothing policy in
relation to the living movement in France. Its opposite
here, Stalinist conciliationism, represents a cover for a
do-nothing policy toward the living movement in the U.S.
Supercial people might see in our struggle here a source
of encouragement for Bleibtreu and Co. Anyone who
thinks so will be quickly set straight on that score.
You'll hear from us as soon as we have had a chance
to discuss with Manuel.

warmest gregngs,
M.

4. Letter from Sam Gordon to James P. Cannon

May 13 1953
,

Deer Bob.

I

feel

I cannot delay forwarding

the

meon to you at once
Bums returned yesterday from an

following infob

I_E_C_

and called

me up to have ata1k_

The main topic of the discussion wee e statement on
the recent developments in Russia’ e draft of which you
have ‘probably seem There was general agreement on

this, but Burns (after a previous consultation with me)
raised two points: 1)On the question whether restorationist tendencies within the bureaucracy had been superseded
by economic progreee (He put forward the View that

before this is put forward as an official view,'a great
deal more discussion was necessary) 2) on the practical
k
2
f th d ft H
f
d
:28 8 .p°set: tmthqomt C 01
e
(me
fuwiati
e
iew
a
LS was unc ear an
cou
e
isorien
V ,
a number of'plac.es insofar as it puts an °ver'
work
emPha's1s' based on a slmauon whlch had far fr°m mamr’
ed. 011 aen
to Stalinist m°Veme11t$- He P1'°P°$ed that
this point be simply dropped.)
According to him, this brought about a sharp clash
of views with Jerome and such of his supporters as Frank,
Dumee’ ete_ The were nan he ed up» over the new pep
y
pp
.
. .
.
spectives, saw visions of rapid denouements, etc. He stood

I:

,

,

,

.

_

ground’ recewed a certam amount of concesslons to
his Views from Ernest in 9' summary’ and '°m_°ne or
two others, but was "lectured" by Jerome and his other
f1'ieI1d$- Finally. th draft Was turned Over t0 8- ¢0mmi$sion for editing after being agreed to "in principle" and
Burns thinks, or "hopes" that his objective will be met.
There was also, he went on, a restricted I.S. in which
the S.W.P. question was raised. According to him, Frank
hm

5.

and Dumas as well as Theo are already lined up with
the minority. Jerome, he revealed to me for the rst time,
had been behind Campbell "from the beginning," and
now said that on Russia "we must choose between Wright
and Frankel,"‘J_. being for Frankel. In Burns opinion,
Ernest and Livio are not very firm on this hne. Burns
himself is "politically" with the S.W.P. majority, but feels
that the sharpness and tension has obscured issues and
desires very much a more objective discussion. He was
cag.ey at the I.S. and exerted his efforts only to postpone
takmg a Stfmd llntll an end 0f June meeting. :I'hlS much
he has ach1eved' ‘i~°°_°rdm_g to hlm’ hls ob-lficflv‘? now ls
t° get an Ls‘ malonty wlth Ernest and LN“) m order
to prevent a pro-minority stand for which Jerome and
Frank (the two Others) are going to push‘
Burns is very much worried about the whole situation
and feels his own responsibility rather strongly. Organizationally he has always gotten along well with Jerome,
likes him a good deal; now he feels that J. does not know
what he is letting himself in for, that he is up in the
clouds, suffering terribly from isolation. He wants to save
Jerome, he says, from "cutting his own throat." He therefore intends to pursue a very cautious course.
He has indicated that he will write to you himself, at
least in Part, about these mattersIt goes _without. saying that I sympathized with him
h lzrm , iii; llh oaugdh frzresgfica
I
d th oggtogf
Eatih elposl
ignbee
wou
v y
m n
p
y
all and fit in the organizational problem within this framework. He replied that he has his own method of handling
such a Situation, and we legit at that
I will leave further comment for some other time, as
I think you should have this information without delay.
12

'

Yours»

Tom

Letter from James R Cannon to Michel Pablo

Copy for Jerry

faction last February when it started open recruitment
in New York. He has just broken with them and come
over to the majority. Enclosed is his announcement of
the action. This will be followed by an article in preparation, analyzing his experiences with the Cochran group-

May 22, 1953

Dear Comrades:

Comrade Ben Stone, who has belonged to Local New
York for eight years, joined the caucus of the Cochran

'
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ing and its real views and character. In discussion with

be on their side.
5. Comrade Stone says that what sustained him in his
association with the minority against the majority de-

Comrades Warde and Hansen, Comrade Stone made the
following observations:
1. He and others were first drawn into the Cochran
combination on the basis of New York Local issues alone,
and then maneuvered step by step into opposition on
national and world questions.
2. The Cochranite leaders assure their followers that
Pablo's views are the same as theirs. They have not,
however, given any specic evidence to substantiate this
claim.
3. To back this up, the Cochranite leaders declare that
Clarke has been Pablo's "right-hand man"; is today his
closest associate and co-thinker in the U. S., and is best
qualified to know his real views.
4. The Cochranite leaders contend that they are the
authentic representatives of the Third World Congress
line as presented by Pablo; that Cannon formally acabout it; and
cepts, but actually has mental reservations
.
.
,
. .
.
.
that when Pablo s anticipated intervention occurs, it Wlll

6.

veloped into something much more fundamental. He came
to believe that the Trotskyist movement had been bypassed by the historic process; that the Stalinist parties
will most likely head the coming revolutionary upsurges
of the masses throughout the world, including the United
States; that it is political realism to recognize this predominant trend, and adjust to it now.
6. He expressed the opinion that the Cochranite ranks
had been largely recruited and remains bound together
under the impression that they support Pablo's real views
and Pablo supports them.
We are sure you will be interested in this information.

Fraternany yours,
James

P_

Cannon

National Secretar Y
socialist Workers Party

Letter from Michel Pablo to George Novack

May 28, 1953
Dear Friend,
You have not written for a long time, nor have I received any news on the trip to . . . despite my insistence
concerning this matter.
A letter arrived yesterday signed by Jim commenting
on conversations by Stone. To whom was this letter addressed: to me, or to others beside myself—I do not know.
Ido not yet wish to reply to Jim for this reason.
The meaning of this letter could be that we ought to
intervene now in the discussion and to clarify our viewpoints on the disputed questions, at least myself person-

ally.
In any event it becomes evident that we cannot delay
in intervening in one way or another. The discussion has
actually been open in the movement if only by the fact
that your bulletins have been somewhat circulated everywhere, have been read and discussed. At the 13th Plenum,
numerous delegates, surprised, some even disturbed, posed
the question to me and wanted to know what the position
of the IS was on it.
So far as the observations by Stone contained in Jim's
letter are concerned: naturally it is impossible to prevent
this one or that one from claiming themselves to agree
with my personal opinions. I want only to remark on
this point that personally I have no other views and
opinions than those of the official line of the movement,
as well as my written texts, which are sufficiently explicit
to permit no equivocal interpretation.
On the other hand, it is absolutely correct, and I have
said so very loudly both to you and to everyone else,
that George, during his stay here, very considerably contributed to the elaboration and success of the Third World
Congress. Here he showed an entirely different political
countenance than the one currently attributed to him.
I do not deny the possibility that he could have changed
since his return to your country and undertaken a wrong
line in flagrant contradiction with his entire conduct here,
more especially on the question of Stalinism and our
perspectives in the United States.
But I confess that no text appearing up to now from
the minority establishes this in a clear and convincing
manner.

Naturally it may also be that orally amongst themselves the leaders and members of the minority discuss
in quite a different manner than in their writing and that
their real views are actually expressed orally amongst
themselves. But you will have to admit that could not
be a basis for us to make a serious and responsible judgment.

What I see up to now in the writings of the minority
is above all tactical divergences—moreover of secondary
imp0rtance—so far as the wholly immediate present stage
in the United States is concerned.
On the other hand I do not at all share the manner
of wishing to extract from these divergences, as well as
from the criticism of the past line of the leadership on
this or that point, a founded condemnation of the leadership for sectarianism or incapacity.
So far as the discussion on the special question of Stalinism is concerned up to now it has produced two important documents, Hansen's and Frankel's. I regret that
Jim rushed to congratulate Hansen so warmly for his
work. It does not contain errors as such, but simplies
too much, erases nuances and can give rise to summary
and mechanical interpretation.
Frankel's work is considerably more developed and
on the whole remarkable.
If it is false to accuse any tendency whatsoever in the
party for "sectarian-Stalinophobia," it is rash to accuse
another tendency as "pro-Stalinist" for having produced
a document like Frankel's.
I don't know what you will do at the Plenum. But I
have already written you and I now repeat it: In my
opinion the real discussion ought to revolve around the
prevailing concrete situation in the United States, of the
situation of the workers‘ movement, the tasks and perspectives of the revolutionary party.
This ought to be the axis of the discussion, without
sacrificing the context to it, the latter naturally being
nothing else but the world situation in its entirety.
Perhaps this discussion is now necessary but could be
useful both for yourselves and for the entire movement
only if it unfolds in a less heated atmosphere and without
any obligatory perspective of an almost inevitable split
at the end.
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If during

the developments of this discussion any people
challenge by writing, in documents, or texts, the political
or organizational principles of our movement, they will
receive the reply and treatment that they will then deserve.
Finally, a last remark: The present struggle amongst
yourselves is the result of a difficult situation of the organization, being subjected to the enormous pressure of
the atmosphere now characteristic of the country and
reecting its consequences. This situation is in contrast
with that of the whole of the rest of our movement, which
in a general manner nds itself on an ascending curve
realizing the greatest progress since its birth. Our achievements and even more our possibilities everywhere in addition are really remarkable and are even becoming ex-

7.

Letter from Gerry Healy to James

P.

cellent to the extent that the crisis of capitalism is amplitied and the disorientation of the Stalinists increases.
The necessary conditionlfor maintaining this ascending
rhythm in the whole of the movement, and fully realizing
the new possibilities, is the homogeneity, the solidity, the
capacity likewise for constant political elaboration of its
leadership.
In the entire struggle you are now conducting, it would
be well if you do not lose sight of the global interests
of the movement in its present stage.
It is absolutely necessary that I be able to see you
this summer. Do not forget that.

Very fraternally,
Gabe

Cannon

May 27, 1953
Dear Jim,
I have received the Stone information and felt it necessary to write you at once on this matter. What I have
to say is for you and your closest associates. It should
not be divulged in written form for obvious reasons.
There is an element of truth in what Stone says about
your minority and Pablo. This is what we have to face up
to at once. The situation has been for some time extremely
complicated here, because I personally have gathered this
in the course of private and personal conversations with
Pablo. Several weeks ago when he was present at our Congress I had cause to warn him in the presence of Cde.
Lawrence about the dangers of correspondence with a
man like Clarke. He hotly defended himself at first but
cooled off when I sharply reminded him that even if every
letter he wrote was correct, nevertheless it could be interpreted in certain circumstances to mean some kind
of support, by an unprincipled tendency, thereby permitting them to feed from it for a time. I told him that as
secretary of the international he should be extremely careful.
The problem of Pablo has for some time been a source
of great anxiety for me. For the past few years I have
been extremely close to him and have grown to like him
considerably. On the present issue I thought and still
think that it would be possible to preventhim from making
serious errors, by endeavouring to hold him back until
the issues in the SWP become sufciently clear. At this
stage, however, we need to get together and exchange
ideas.
Pablo suffers badly from isolation in Paris. That French
movement is a "killer." It really is impossible to hold an
international centre together when you have no national
section to help it. Real international leaders can arise no
other way except through a basic experience and training in building and leading a national section. Pablo
has not yet got this and as a result has grown impatient.
This has reected itself most sharply on organizational
questions. On several occasions wehave clashed very sharply on how to allocate the financial budget. He tries to
cover ground which is absolutely impossible from our
slender material base.
Building a party, as you know, is a very real thing, and

‘
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building an international. There is a limited
amount of human beings and resources at our disposal
and you can only utilize these in a certain way. Some
things you can do; others, no matter how important, you
so also is

cannot. The essence of leadership is to know what you can
and what you cannot. A correct political line forms the
backbone of all of our work, but it is not enough and
sometimes unless one understands its practical application
in the circumstances surrounding the movement at one's
disposal, then it can be a simple matter to abandon it and
slip into the camp of opportunism and adventurism.
Take this talk about Stalinism. Impatient comrades thinking in terms of China, Eastern Europe and now even the
USSR, see the impact of the post-war revolutionary forces
upon these countries, but fail to recognize one vital thing
that, as far as we know, we have not one single organized
cadre group in these areas. In matters of theory they are
carried away into the field of generalizations to the extent
that they generalize themselves out of existence in the countries in which they are operating. They become overseas
"revolutionaries" and then begins the real drift into opportunism on the home front. They ght mythical battles
all over the globe and then look for a "short cut" in the
country where they should be really fighting. It is the
politics of illusions and impressionism.
There is no way around the hard day to day grind in
building a party. Whilst it is true that the revolution has
thrown Stalinism into a crisis, it still remains a powerful
reactionary force. It has huge resources and tremendous
apparatus scope. In the historic sense its “sun has set"
but right now it can deal the most savage blows against
the revolution. Our sections are the vanguard of the revolution because they represent the only conscious force on the
world scale which is organized for the revolution. They are
our most precious capital. No matter to what extent the
crisis upsets Stalinism, unless our people are on the spot
there will never be a proper change in the situation. The
revolution can make big changes—it did in Yugoslavia,
but it cannot by itself transform Stalinists and centrists
into cadres of the F. I. That is the historic mission of our
movement and the sooner we tear aside illusionary, deceptive and opportunist revisionism the better.
The politics of your "realist" minority is in practice the
most unreal thing imaginable. It consists in scouring

this, as I see it. At the last IEC we came into conict
on a number of matters (I will write separately about
these.) There was a new IS elected and it will meet once
a month (next meeting June 20). I ama member of this
body. The fight will open about then on the international.
We should have your plenum material to discuss at that
time. Also you should give me your views to help my

the globe for revolutions—hypnotizing itself with the way
in which the empirical puppets of Stalinism are tossed from
pillar to post in these enormous events; then drunk with
"new thinking" they turn scathingly towards our small
movements and squeal about "sectarianism," whilst at the
same time they throw aside our conscious role and parachute around in space, only to land up eventually in the
age-old camp of the enemy— Stalinism or imperialism.
The trouble with Pablo, Jim, is that he is a little dis-

appointed with our terrible struggle to build an international. It must be said, however, that he has been in
the forefront of the fight. Great progress has been made
over the post-war period in organising a proper functioning international organization. He has done a remarkable
job and right now he needs our help. The disease of impatience and isolationism has gripped him to the point
where he unwittingly (at this stage) provides a little cover
for Cochran and Clarke.
The situation remains serious and that is why we must
now have an overall strategy to deal with it. I have tried
"going alone" a bit with him and pursuing a policy of
gradually breaking him away from these people, but's
not enough.
This man wants to do the right thing—ofthat I am sure,
but right now only a strong political line can make him
see reason. There is nobody in France who can provide

8.

Letterfrom James

P.

work.
I think we must do everything possible to prevent a
head-on collision between Pablo and you. We should begin
the clarication here and it looks as if we shall have the
support of the section. One or two may wobble, although
of course it's a little early to say. Anyhow we are pushing
for clarity here now.
The disease which has gripped the movement is seriousa big ght lies ahead. I think we can transform it into a
victory, but great care is needed with people such as Pablo. You can rest assured that we shall enter the arena of
struggle behind you. At the moment I cannot speak ofcially for the section, but we have blasted conciliation to
Stalinism here for some time now, and there shouldn't
be much trouble. However, in these days you never know.
With best wishes,
J.

Cannon to Sam Gordon

For convenience I will arrange this report under sep-

New York, N_Y_
June 4’ 1953

arate headings.

Dear Tom:
Your two letters of May 13 and May 25 have been
highly appreciated here. In the new shuffle and division
of labor in our leading staff, I have been placed in charge
of "foreign affairs" and will pay the closest attention to
1t_ You will be hearing from me directly on all matters
in this domain and I will undertake to keep you fully
tuformed_
As a beginning, I am enclosing herewith the following

1-

OUT

May Plenum

The Ptennrn ended not with a$Pht> aewae easily Pdssiblet
but With a rmer eonsohdation Qt Party unity based on
the nneondtttdnat aeeePtanee Ot majority rule and theag1'ee'
ment to continue a literary discussion at a slower pace
and in moderated tene» Without a "Power Struggle" tot
leadership.
The "Power Struggle," which has been geing on for the
past year, established a denite relation of forces in the
party which were indisputably reected at the Plenum.
The minority finished with control of the Michigan orgniltiml and fhlke rnaldrtty in the Stnah Seattle Branchwhich will not last long. That's all! Even in New York,
Where they had the advantage Qt eontrothng the aPParatu$
and the tong Period of PreParat°rY nndergrdnnd taettonal
organization, they wound up in a denite minority, although the minority in New York is a strong one (about
40% )At the Plenum, Burch and Breitman and Jean Simon
(Cleveland alternate), who had previously taken an independent position, swung over to the majority and joined
the majority caucus. Marcy, who has his own independent
political position, as you know, stated categorically that

material:
1. My speech to the majority caucus of New York on
"InternatiQna1l5m and the 5Wl>,"
2. Our Plenum resolution on "American Stalinism and
_()ur Attitude Toward It,"
3. Two letters I wrote from California sometime ago
on the question of "Cominternism" (February 3 letter to
Joe and March 9 letter to Farrell)
4, Letter of May 22 to Jerome, with copy to Jerry,
5. Jerome's dissimulating "answer" to this letter addressed
to Manuel under date of May23_
6. Manuel's answer to this "answer" under date of June
2. (This blunt answer will call an abrupt halt to dissimulation, at any rate.)
7. Copy of my final speech to our recently concluded

Buffalo Branch would not follow the minority in a
split. It was this relation offorces, established in the course
of uncompromising struggle, that made a favorable outcome of the Plenum possible and pulled the minority back

Plenum.
8. Plenum resolution on the "Internal Situation."
(If the last two documents, or any others, are not enclosed in this letter, they will follow shortly.)

the
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from the split which they had contemplated.
After three full days of discussion, we demanded that
the minority give the Plenum a clear statement of their
attitude toward the realities in the relation of party forces. We demanded that they acknowledge the authority
of the Plenum, acknowledge the right of the majority to
lead the party and determine its policy, and discontinue
the "power struggle." On that Condition, We offered to give
them fair representation on the party staff and full demos
cratic rights as a minority in the subsequent development
of the literary discussion; and the right to maintain their
faction organization, if they Wished to d° s°A5 an alternative, if they did not agree to that, We 0ffered to call a party convention to decide and settle the
tight The minority then Statedthatthey didnot Want a eonvention and did not want to continue the faction ght
in terms of a "power struggle.“ They Stated that they rssognized the relation of forces and the right of the majority
to run the Party- They favored the Proposaifor a eontin11a'
tion of the discussion in literary form at a slower pace and
in 8 eallner tone; they asked for fair representation On
the staff; and suggested that some of the harsh ehara¢terizations made of them in the draft resolutions of the maiority he moderated, but emphasized that this suggestion
was not put forward as an ultimatum.
We answered with an acceptance of their declaration.
Sub-committees from the two sides then met to work out
concrete details of the settlement. In the negotiations we
agreed upon 8. new Political Committee Of six majority and
tWO minority, the minority being free to select their own
representatives. The minority is to have a member of the
full-time staff as executive editor of the magazine, but the
editorial policy will be controlled by a board of three,
two of Whom being majority. Instead of moderating the
harsh characterizations of the minority in our draft resolutione, -"15 they had Suggested, we went further and agreed
to eliminate all harsh characterizations from the resolutions. altogether pending the further development of the
positions of both sides in the literary discussion.
The negotiating committee Soonllame to agreement on
all these details and on 8. further Proposal that the resolution on the internal situation should be a joint one, and
that it include a declaration that both sides in the future
course of the discussion should refrain from any talk of
split. This resolution was adopted unanimously by the
Plenum with considerable relief and enthusiasm.
It was agreed that I should make the nal remarks
at the close of the Plenum. What I said was apparently
received with satisfaction all the way around. Factional
tension has been almost entirely eliminated, and the social
given by the New York Local last Saturday was a jubilant

unity affair.

~

Two conclusions can be drawn from this experience:
1. The party crisis caused by a factional struggle, which
was rnetiyated in Paris and which brought the Party to
the brink of an unnecessary 5Piit» was resolved by the
inner resotlrees and eapaeities of the SWP it5eif2- A new tiare11P of faetionai Struggle for a long time
to come is‘ impossible after the Plenum, unless it also
is instigated from Paris.

regarded.
We have had the uneasy feeling for a long time that the
unfortunate results in France—the loss of the majority in
two splits since the end of the war--might have been
avoided if the wise men in Paris had been willing to recog-

Aairs”
The entire majority leadership here has nally become
convinced, against their will, that the SWP has been used
2. "Foreign

~

’

for experiments in duplicity and intrigue
which characterized the later years of our experience in
the old Comintern; but which we never expected, and for
a long time could not believe were possible, in the international movement inspired by Trotsky.
My letter to Jerome under date of May 22 could not fail
to be understood as formal notice that we are aware of
the maneuvers against us; that things are goingto be "different in this relationship from now on; and that any kind
of monkey business is out of date as far as we are eon.
eerned_ My sending a copy oi the letter to Burns was
designed to let him also know that we are on guard and
ready to react to the rst openly hostile move against us.
Our people throughout the country havebeenfullyinformed
of what has happened and our evaluation of it, and it is
already too late for anybody to take us by surprise,
Our next step, in the event of any overt act against us,
will be an international roll call to nd out who are our
friends and who are our enemies. This roll call will not
be eonfmed to a few individuals who mistake themselves
for the movement, but will be addressed to the entire world
movement itself. I hope that Burns takes a firm stand
on our side. Collaboration between him and us has been
very benecial to both in the past, and can continue to
be so in the future. But, as you know, all collaboration, as
far as we are concerned, has to have a rm and clearlydefmed principled basis.
If Burns, as we hope, is on our side, this is my first
request to him, which you can transmit, I would like to
have a full and complete report of everything he knows
about the conspiracy against the SWP leadership from the
beginning. Your letter indicates that he has had previous
knowledge of these machinations. We have pieced them
together by deduction, but we would like to have more
detailed factual information.
I smelled something about this business a long time ago,
as did others here, But we did notwant to permit ourselves,
to believe that anyone with whom we had collaborated in
good faith would attempt to play such a double game
with us. The two enclosed letters I wrote from California—the February 3 letter to Joe and the March 9 letter to
Farrell—-seem now to have been written, so to speak, in
anticipation. ,But they also show very plainly that I hoped
for the best and did notwant any rupture of collaboration
to be initiated from our side.
You know that from the beginning of the reestablishment of international collaboration, after the end of the
war, we wanted the organizational procedures to be regulated and moderated by the realities of an association of
still feeble organizations; and feared any methods of supercentralization which, in the circumstances, could only be
a caricature. Our concern was not for ourselves, but to
protect the weak, young groups and parties and give them
a chance to grow and develop their own initiative, and toselect out an indigenous leadership of their own in each
case. You know how often we conveyed, through you and
Bob,_ these suggestions which were the fruit of such long
experience and deliberate thought on these matters. You
know also how our suggestions in this respect were disas a guinea pig
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party, and the selection of an
indigenous leadership capable of leading the party with
the necessary authority, is a long, difficult and complicated
process; and that the experience of others in this eld
might have been worth some consideration.
It is not a question of a "hard" or a "soft" policy in
factional struggles, but knowing how to alternate them
and to use each at the right time. For example, I don't
know how much blood I lost in impotent fuming over
the method of dealing with the Haston gang in England.
That was too soft, for too long a time. I always thought
the Burns group should have been helped to get out of
that (Haston jungle at least a year earlier, to give them
at le'ast one year more of precious time to lay the foundation of a real movement. I felt the same way about the
ultra-soft and diplomatic policy with the Geoffroy group in
nize that the

building of

a

France.
Conversely, we were abbergasted at the tactics used in
the recent French conict and split, and the inconceivable
organizational precedent established there. That is why I
delayed my answer to Renard so long. I wanted to help
the IS politically, but I didn't see how I could conscientiously sanction the organizational steps taken against the
majority of an elected leadership. I finally resolved the
problem by just ignoring that part of Renard's letter.
But I am not very proud of the fact that such an evasive
course seemed to be imposed by the circumstances.
Now we have an experiment with the SWP, with lightminded talk and proposals for "intervention" which, if it
has any effect at all, will only be to sr up another needless factional insurrection against the leadership and again
endanger the party unity. I can tell you plainly that it will
not seriously affect the SWP, because we will simply smash
such an insurrection if it is attempted. But what do these
methods signify for weak and inexperienced parties? And
what does an irresponsible rupture of the collaborationwith
us mean for the whole world movement? These are serious
questions which serious people had better begin thinking
about, and I sincerely hope that Burns and his friends will
be among them.
3.

The question of Stalinism, and our attitude toward it in
the new stage of its development, can become terribly complicated and clouded if the slightest suspicion of hidden
motives and double meanings enters into the consideration
of the question and the interpretation of the documents. We,
for our part, do not want to begin with this attitude. But
we have had to admit that the persistent contentions of
our minority, put forward with such inexplicable assurance,
that we don't "understand" the Third Congress documents;
that the documents don't mean what we think they mean
just from reading what they say in cold print; and now
the new evidence that their self-confidence is not self-generated, but has all along been prompted by assurance of
support from Paris—all that has ceased to be merely
annoying and has become rather alarming.
Our disposition here is not to withdraw our support for
the written documents, but to watch alertly for the next
stage of the evolution of the discussion on this question.
As you know, from the early days of our movement
in this country, I personally haven't had much use for
global politicians who can easily solve all the complicated problems of other countries, but manifest ignorance
and indifference toward the concrete problems of their
own country. That, as you will recall, iswhat our old ght
against Carter-and to alarge extentagainstShachtman—
was mainly about. We have the concrete problem of Stalinism right here in the United States, where we have to do
our work and prove our worth as revolutionists, not as
mere speculators and commentators on all the affairs
of the great globe itself.
We are not going to allow the slightest ground for am-

biguity, or misunderstanding, or misinterpretation of our
analysis of American Stalinism and its prospects, and our
attitude toward it. That is why we have set our opinion
down in-a special resolution on American Stalinism, which
was adopted by the Plenum. In the nal draft we will edit
out some of the sharper expressions, but nothing else will
be changed. The copy of the draft resolution enclosed herewith makes our position clear, I think.
In the subsequent discussion I hope to elaborate on this
question more fully, taking each section of the adopted
resolution as the point of departure for either a series

Third World Congress

I was surprised and disappointed at your impulsive

Of

action in regard to the Third World Congress documents.
We accepted them as they were written. When they try to
tell us now that we don't understand them, we do not
reply by saying that we reject the resolutions. We say,
rather, that we reject any special interpretation of them
that is not ;1carly stated in the written language.
If there is something in fine print that we overlooked;
or if something was written ininvisible ink, to be deciphered
by a special caste of priests who have been secretly tipped
off—we don't accept that part. We don't admit the right of
anybody to read into the documents anything that is not
already there in plain print. We don't believe in priests.
We don't need special agents, who know the secrets or
special interpretations, to explain the resolutions to us the
way the Catholic prelates explain the bible to ignorant
laymen. It only confuses matters to admit, even by implication, that somebody has a special right to "interpret" the documents; and that therefore, since we don't
agree with some of the "interpretation," we reject the documents. We would be greatly pleased if you can see things
this way and coordinate yourself with us accordingly.
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Majority Faction in the SWP
The faction ght in the SWP was settled quite definitely,
and for a long time to come, at the Plenum. Under normal
4. The

conditions, this would lead to an attenuation ofthe factional
organizations and eventually, probably, to their transformation into tendencies, rather than organized groups.
The only thing standing in the way of this normal evolution is the threat of some artificial "intervention" from
Paris, which would feed the ames of factionalism, again
call in question the authority of the majority leadership,
and plunge us headlong into an embittered factional organization struggle, with the implicit threat of split.
We have decided to prepare for this possibility. For that
reason we are maintaining our caucus organization from
top to bottom, on a military basis, and imposing an absolute discipline upon every member of the faction. This
excludes the right of any individual to take any kind of
action outside the faction, which might in any way cut
across or compromise the line of strategy decided upon
by the faction leadership. If you recognize the necessity
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for this strict procedure in this next period, and are willing
to work with us on that basis, we will naturally be glad
to include you in the majority faction and coordinate
all Our W0I‘k with you, furnish you with all information,
and give you precise instructions in regard to any procedure. I personally don't have the slightest doubt that you
will find this agreeable, as well as necessary in the situation, and that you will confirm the agreement in your next

9.

Letter from Sam Gordon to James

P.

letter.

For the moment, at your own discretion, you are free
to show this letter, and all or any part of the enclosed
material, to Burns and his friends so that they can get
an absolutely clear picture of our position.
Fraternally,
Jim

Cannon

Dear Jim_

June 22’ 1953

'

I wee glad to get yont: tenet of June 4 and tne enetoseo
metenat After e tong nnte wttnont more tnan a genenet
nonon of whet was gotng on ‘at Your end’ I nave tn
recent weeks

had a veritable ood of bulletins, resolunone’ minutes’ etc‘ I am only lust emerging from it Mean‘
while I have had to ‘have prolonged conv81'Saii°ns
with
Burns and others’ Stnee my nee tnne is considerably
reetneted and my eyes neve been nonnnng me n on tatety’
I have only been able to work haphazardly on a reply
to your letter’ teeny only on notes’ tnnt I started over
a week ago and am now trying to knock into shape.
As you indicated, there could be no doubt about my
agreeing i0 Your Pr°P°siti°n- I assnrns: ihsrsibre’ that
You were n°i Waiting anXi°nsiY for ¢°r1iirrnati°n fr°rn
H18.
lS I1EC€SS3.I'y, hOW€V€l', to clear up 3. few matters
and to get a good, thorough mutual understanding.
The material you enclosed was very interesting all around
and revealed I0 me m01‘€ than ever that on all kinds Of
subjects our thoughts were running in the same or similar
channels. There are some questions on which I have a
somewhat different opinion from yours, but these are
minor to my mind.
I have also seen the main political resolution of the
Plenum and can vote for it wijh both hands. It was sorely
needed at this stage internationally.
As I proceed, I shall try to make clear my own par(;1_1la_1-views,

Plenum Results
Everybody on this side too heaved a great sigh of
relief at the outcome. I personally think that the pea-ce,
even if it turns out to be only a prolonged armed truce
of the kind which this ihstahle world of today has Qgme
generally to accept as a substitute, is a very good thing.
The swift pace of objective developments nowadays is a
great help in correcting erroneous views, for one thing.
In a calmer atmosphere of discussion this could possibly
serve to mend the fissure which has appeared in our 1-anks_
In any case, there is a considerable time lag in unde1‘standing the issues hetweeh the place where the dispute
arises and other places. A slower tempo will therefore
aid in crystallizin a firm international opinion. Moreover, there are a good many questions which have only
been posed in the discussion (particularly on the recent
developments since Stalin's death) and on which everyone needs self-clarication.

’
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Meanwhile I ought to inform you about the reactions
of others at the rst news of the Plenum settlement.
Here in London, while there was relief and approval,
there was a certain amount of skepticism. The outbreak
of hostilities came suddenly for most people, and just
as they began to Sort out What was what and who was
who, the reestablishment of the peace came just as suddenly. One view expressed is: perhaps the differences were not
so serious as contended. Another view: perhaps the peace
is not as real as it appears. It will take some time before
the proper perspective on the struggle will be in f0cuS_
The resolution on the "Internal Situation" has just come
ln_ N0 doubt ll will help in this respect
Most people are Studying the bulletins very carefully,
nevertheless, although there are very few who have been
able to get beyond those dealing with the New York discussion up to now_
give you an idea Qf the
t1me1ag_)

Burns showed me a letter from Paris in which Jerome
jubilantly expresses the following opinion more or less:
The peace settlement is due to Jim's wisdom, to the great
ideological cohesion of the minority, to the Paris intervention which those at whom it was directed could not
fail to understand, and also to Burns’ group's resoluti0n which acted in the Same Sense (presumably as the
Paris intervention). He writes that it was a great victory
for the SWP and for the international movement, which
it was of course. Since I am not acquainted with the contents of the intervention, however, I cannot presume to
understand this reaction altogether. You will probably bein
a better position to.

Your Conclusionsfrom the Experience
You nnde1‘$¢°1'e that the faciionai struggle was instigated
in Paris and that a new are-up is impossible unless it
sPl‘in8s from the same s°i1r¢s- Elsewhere Yon repsaisdiy

refer i° the "¢°I1sPi1‘a¢y against the SWP leadership-" it
is nssessary i° he VerY clear °n h°W this is insaniif Y°11 ¢°r1¢9iVe Of the Wh0ls thing as a Pioi hatched by
evil people for unclear motives, then I must say you are
putting it on rather thick. Thereis no doubt about what you
refer to as "Cominternism" in organizational procedure,
the long-standing unrealistic concept of super-centralizati011 and all the foibles that have gone with it. But I think
we have always asked ourselves in similar circumstances:
what are the politics behind the organizational procedures?
It is necessary to do so in this case as well.
The factional struggle in the SWP was certainly insti'

gated in Paris

if you

mean by this that the political fountainhed Was there I think this Should be Clear to all by
now. When Frankel says that the "new thinking" is not
going on in New York alone, that is a pretty broad hint.
(By the way, of all that has been written up to now on
the oPPo$ition'$ Side, Frankei'5 eontribution aPPear5 to
have been the most impressive, the only thing effective,
among people here, and should be taken up in the coming
literary discussion.)
In my opinion the "new thinking" is not by any means
finished, but is developing. In the sense that further developments in political line may cause another are-up
of the Struggle, What you Say about the future is quite
trueThe root is Poiitieah and I Shaii try to explain my View
of the politics when I come to the point on the Third Congress documents. Now the question is, how does this
tie up with the organizational procedures? As I see it,
here is the picture.
appene ofzn theans
"new thinking, is that the objective
simafon
hias develo ed alon lines unforeseen b
1
P
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movement, by our theory of Stalinism. It was anticipated
,
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n in
0 ibili
in
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S
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of Trotsky's writings. But Trotsky was a genius, whereas
the cadres he left behind are not. The movement has to
be warmed but the old cadres
putting
a
The

yP°e°ay_°
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_
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.
.
vative,
"sectarian" resistance. Hence arises the need to
reor anize the cadre everywhere to lop off the deadwood
shga
and mold the Cadre anev;
’
Thai) put in the most objective terms (there is
need

I presume that by "action" you mean
my last conversation with Manuel and the message I asked
him to convey. I am sorry to hear that you were disappointed, and puzzled at your surprise. But I assure you
itwas not impulsive, but deliberateI had expressed reservations on these documents from
the rst and this was fairly well known in the leadership.
If I am not mistaken itwas even recorded in the minutes.
Ihad early expressed the opmionto members o f the present
majority that it seemed to me Clarke's interpretation of the
Congress documents.

.

I
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documents was _ihe inierpre a on mean
y e an ors
After the correctives introduced by the XPlenum, I agreed
‘1
1d
t
h at tmlg lt posslb y be mls a enihl oug lthcou no
ur 0 wa‘ an see and meanw ie assume at it was
’
a matter of the line straightening itself out, so to speak.
I acte d ever where on that assum tion.
"
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fairly wideispread among people who had nothing but the
documents to go by' After ihe November plenum I became
convinced that the line in Paris was not only not straight‘t If
b t
th
t1‘
It
h ‘
fat? :12;
:1i;t1’_e Zcczrding ctZnCi11;:ke,S‘zzzcipipgggituii
.
'
dropped Bob a few lines
in that sense It became urgent
in my opinion to counteract this trend and above all td
alert the majority that if they expected political solidarity
from Paris in the ght they were due for great disapp0int_
ment
i
3

latter may have advised caution and probably
explained that in any case,inview ofhis position, he would

J. that. The

have to retain a certain impartiality’ as the Struggle um‘
folded’ Aid from him couid therefore only come in the
fOr,m of deveioping fthe poiitilai iine' ghaiz tog’ may re‘
quire concessions 0 a secon ary na re o
e conservative resistance, as was the case with the main Congress
doc
ts
h
umen _ e in a y h ave con ti mi edt O exp l am_ b iii no‘
thing essential would be "given away." As to direct orgaiiizaiiionai support’ time Woiiiii Show ii and when iiiai
Woiiiii become piaciicai'
You can interpret that as duplicity, as a conspiracy,
or what you will, but it is evidently politically motivated
and that must be borne in inind aii the time, as the key
to an understanding of the struggle. Knowing the men
invoived intimately» and having observed their Way of
thinking and acting» I would Say it is not a matter of
bad faith Producing bad Politics, but of bad Politics rationalizing what appears to be bad faith.
_

The 77”-rd World Congress
you write that you were "surprised and disappointed"
at my "impulsive action" in regard to the Third World

From observation in various places’ in the ensuing
months, it became plain to me that Clarke was not the
only ‘one to have such an interpretation, but that it was

iiiiiiiieiiis' L‘ miisi have made up his mind iiiai he woiiiii
open up a iigiii iii the SWP at that time and perhaps ioid

_

struct incidents in his memory. But he is sure of his overall impression that there was collaboration from the beginning, correspondence and so on.
In any case, he says, Gabe's last letter (among the
material you enclosed) is striking not so much for evasion
or dissimulation as it is in revealing what his position
has been 1 think he has a point -191-9,

y

here to g 0 into the fallacY of all this) i is how the P roblem
very likely appeared in Paris after the Congress. What
followed
retel between
Jerome and Livin ston
°
Y
y
g
e’
was a tacit understanding, a sort of "entente." There was
b
'1
ioa d agieemen t’ b u t no t iiecessany
any Spec it"ic com -

_

first reply; meanwhile he is trying to recon-

sent you a

_

_

Bums’ Opinion
I don‘t know what Burns can tell you specifically about
the facts regarding what you call the "conspiracy."I have
transmitted your request to him and know that he has
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The Barr-Short-Herrick letter arrived Taking that into
consideration as well as Manuel’s views in a number of
conversations, I asked him to convey to you my full
.
.
.
.
opinion,
and told him he could convey it
to Jerome as
.
.
.
.
well. I suppose this last part is what you consider
im.
.
pulsive
That was deliberate
on my part and meant to get
Jerome to Show his hand

I think it served the purpose. His reaction was a letter
to you (in reply to the Barr etc. letter, Ibelieve) which
was a giveaway Burns showed me a copy at the time,
Saying he thought it was a "mistake_" It Started him thinking, however. For all I know, it had the same effect at
your end_
What are you disappointed about? What is the argument?
Was there a question of discipline involved? I am not
aware of any, unless discipline applies retrospectively,
so to speak,
Perhaps there is some further misunderstanding as to
what my action consisted of. In that case Ihad better
clear it up. I did not propose to reject the documents,
or to ask you to reject them. Here is what I had in mind.
There had been a good deal of uncritical "hoopla," to

incidental agreements. (This further feeds the notion that
Stalinism can no longer betray.)
6. The basic counter-revolutionary role of Stalinism is
set forth correctly in the abstract, but in the concrete the
revolutionary qualities of the Stalinist cadre is given undue and altogether incorrect emphasis. (A mountain is
made out of a mole-hill and the illustration of how this
Works out in practice was given by the minority in the

borrow one of Frankel's expressions, about these documents that was part and parcel of the developing "Cominternisnll" in my opinion. I thought it necessary to begin
a reexamination of what was written and to speak up
critically. It was becoming self-evident that you could
not go on very long talking about two different lines and
upholding one and the same text as a basis. A new clarifying statement of position was becoming urgent.
For my part, it was not a matter of reading fine print
or of granting special rights to priest-interpreters, by im_
nlleatlon or otherwise but of faelng reality There were
obviously contradictory elements ln the documents on

SWP-)

result there has beenaseriousmisjudgment of the
trend 1n Stalinist policy, particularly after theXIX Congress
of the Russian CP—the latest aspect being the virtual
ignoring Oi ihe reeehi Peace maneuvers8. This whole line of reasoning also affects the otherwise
quite correct estimate of the effect of Stalin‘s death: Insofar
as it sees the elimination of the restoratiomst danger on
part of the bureaucracy at a tune when’ in my Opinion’ it
arises more concretely than ever before with the weakening
of the bureaucracy on the threshold of the showdown
with imperialism. All past experience has been that an
obsolescent social force, before disappearing from the
historical scene, makes common cause with all that is outlived and reactionary in the final shoWdoWn- if this docs
not hold true of Stalinism, then we are in for a serious
revision of ihcory in one rcspcci or anotherTo sum up: the slani givcn in ihc Third Congrcss docurncnis is loo one-sided, too Pal and formal in its logic,
in reality foo superficial T0 Serve as a Correcf estimate
of the ohlcciivc situation and in outlining Perspectives
with regard to Stalinism (although the document did
introduce imlioriani modifications ihai were Very Valli"
able). In this sense it lends itself to misinterpretation in the
direction of revising our basic theory of Stalinism and
makes for iauliy analysis of new cvcnis Which can dis"
7. As a

~

the basis of a general agreement on the new relat1onehlp of elaee fereee in the world and on the broaden
lene_tet,m eereneetlvee These eentredletery elements were
so wetehted or elented that I could not_and believed that

the SWP could not—continue to support the documents

without fuittiller e1ucidi.1.:lon' Let me point out how I viewed
tins’ as brie y as possl e'
How theD0cument3 are Slanted
1. While stress is correctly laid on the new element in
the relationship of forces, which has become irreversibly
favorable for the working class and socialism, this is
given a slant so as to make it appear that the process
is from now on more or less automatic, will not face any
major obstacles or delays. (It is partly from this conception that the n0ti0n~is fed about Stalinism being no longer
able to betray. I leave aside for the moment the question
as to how this ties up with the idea that we are in
for an epoch of deformed revolutions, with which one
of the authors was preoccupied in previous discussion,
whether this represents a reversal)
2. Due weight is given to the new fact of Stalinist leadership being forced in the post-war period to head revolutionary mass movements which tend to get out of hand (mainly in Asia, that is, by adapting to the colonial rcvolntion). The overwhelmingly counter-revolutionary role of
the Stalinist parties in the capitalist countries (particularly in Western Europe), still quite recent, is barely given
a place in the balance-sheet. (This one-sided presentation
further feeds wrong notions about Stalinisn-l,)
3, Correcting a previous misconception, the drive toward
war (and its character of international civil war, warrevolution) is put forth in fresh and incisive fashion. But
there is a tendency to go overboard here, too, to lay ma_
jor stress on the time-table attributed to imperialism, to
allow for no serious hitches. (This is continued in subsequent writings and is in contradictionto theconcept of huge
masses entering the political arena which in itself couldwith events of recent months, obviously does—put a brake
on the war drive)
4- "Growing homogeneity in each of the two camps"
is set forth as the perspective, although the crisis in both
capitalism and Stalinism is dealt with at length in the
abstract. The unity of the capitalist camp is overstressed
altogstheh The dynamics in the anthcapilalist carnp is
not given much attention. (On this last point, the latest
documents dealing with the USSR are an effort to make
up for this_)
5. From all the foregoing the conclusion is drawn that
a large-scale "deal" (that is, an accommodation of the stalinist bureaucracy to imperialism) is virtually excluded,
although there is mention of possible partial, temporary,
’~’
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the problem in brief. I could go
into great detail, with chapter and verse, but obviously
this is not the Placc- The question is What lo do about
it?
in my opinion ii is not a mailer of Withdrawing suPPori
from a gcncral line, but oi cxplaining What We understand
by it. This has largely been done in the discussion. It
further requires encouraging a critical attitude to the docuSee

mcnis- They arc not afinished analysis, hut an imporiani
contribution Which must be made more Precise Meantime,
if there is to be no open conflict with Paris politically,
ii is necessary to find a formula for an understanding
on current operation of the line.
On this last point, I would be perfectly satisfied with
your Plenum resolution as a basis. Could such agreement
be found? That is really the key question as to whether
a resumption of the factional struggle will be "instigated
by Paris." For the formalism and one~sidedness of their
politics is merely reflected in the super-centralization and
lack of realism of their organizational procedures.
I agree with you that our attitude to Stalinism "can
become terribly complicated and clouded if the slightest
suspicion of hidden motives and double meanings enters
info considerli0I1 of the question and the interpretation
of documents." I am only too well aware of the danger.
At the same time I think that the greatest danger is an
ambiguous political line in this respect. You have your
resolution on "American Stalinism" and that is excellent.
Unfortunately, however, Stalinism is notjust an American
57

problem, if I may permit myself an understatement.
These are my views on this whole question. Id0n't
know if this will please you, but I am sure you should
know them.
For my part, Idon't see any obstacle to coordinating
myself with you.

Majority Faction
In view of the present circumstances, your decision is
fully justified. As far as lam concerned, I am quite willing
to work with you on the basis you propose, but want to
stress to you the need of the fullest possible consultation
before any important move is undertaken.

Burns
Burns has declared his complete political support of
the Majority, and has stated to his committee that he
will act in this sense in Paris. While the committee as a
whole has not yet taken a position, there are a few who
share his stand and most of the others want time to go
over discussion material. For some time to come, therefore, his will be a delicate situation, although there has
not been an opposition to the stand he has taken and
none is expected. I am sure you will take this into consideration in any steps you contemplate,
I have shown him all the material you sent. In this
connection I ought to tell about his reactionto your caucus
speech. He appreciates the SWP cadre as perhaps no one
else on this side does, because he really knows from hard

10.
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experience what building a cadre means. Whatever his
shortcomings, he has done most toward that end here.
It is a group far superior to anything they have had
here in the past. He therefore winced when he came to the
part where you make comparisons and remarks that
in this respect you were thinking in terms of ten to fifteen years ago.
I think there is a good deal in what he says, and it
would be well to bear it in mind. His group has got
to be regarded as a partner, and there will be other partners as well, I am sure. And the problem of relations
with them will have to be given some thought.

Problems Raised
You write that in case of any overt act against you,
you will undertake an international roll call. How do
you envisage that? It is a rather sticky question, as they
say here.
In my opinion Jerome will be very cautious about any
"intervention" now. The danger is that he may just throw
in the towel, as he has threatened to do a number of
times in the past when he was under similar pressure.
That could create all sorts of problems.
The best thing would be to try to find some modus
vivendi with him for the time being, and to work out
a long-term solution carefully and by close consultation.

Fraternally,
Tom

Cannon to Farrell Dobbs

Stalinism is not merely an American phenomenon, but
American Stalinism happens to be that part of it which
we have to understand and deal with. I read this resolution over again yesterday. I think it is 100% correct
and that in the next stage of the discussion in our party
this resolution should be elaborated and expounded at
length.
If we really succeed in clarifying this question of the
nature and perspectives of American Stalinism we will do
a great deal to reinforce party peace and unity. That will
still leave the question of the role and perspectives of the
trade union bureaucracy and the perspectives of our party
in relation to it. When we finally succeed in clarifying
this question we will have eliminated the greatest danger
to the peace and unity of the party and the self-condent
work of its cadres in preparation for their great future.
I was well pleased to see The Militanfs treatment of the
German events again in this current issue. But again I
was disappointed to find no reference to the position of
the American Stalinist press. I haven't been able to get
these papers out here, but I strongly suspect that they
have laid themselves wide open for a devastating attack
in defense of the German workers. By the way, if these
German manifestations signify the beginning of the political revolution against Stalinism, and the Stalinists are
answering with armed force and firing squads, what becomes of the precious theory that these scoundrels can
no longer betray?

Los Angeles, Calif.
July 9, 1953
New York
Dear Farrell:

I enclose herewith a letter to Tom which I wish you
would ask Reba to forward, as I don't have his address.
I think we ought to wait for a report on the IS Plenum
before coming to a definitive conclusion as to just what
its resolution saluting the Plenum's outcome signies. I
have given quite a little thought to the whole matter as no
doubt you have. I am disposed to suspend nal judgment
until we get the missing information, as to what the resolution signifies and just what brought about such an
apparently sharp reversal of the previous trend over there.
There's much food for thought in Tom's observations on
many points. I will write on this at length a little later.
Meantime if any opinions have been formulated in New
York Iwould be glad to hear about them.
I am eagerly awaiting the translation of the draft resolutions for the Fourth Congress. This time, at any rate,
we will go over all such documents with a fine tooth comb
and make sure that our point of view is made clear and
taken into consideration, and eliminate all possibility of
contradictory interpretations of supposedly ofcial documents.

Our resolution on American Stalinism will have to be
considered as a serious contribution to the international
discussion on this question. It is true, as Tom says, that
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Or, are we going to sponsor the possible variant, as
Clarke seems to intimate in the end of his article in the
latest magazine, that the Stalinist bureaucracy will right
itself without a political revolution? Under this head I
would like to know the name and address of any pre-

vious privileged social groupings in history which have
voluntarily overthrown their own privileges.

Fraternally,
J.P. Cannon

11- L@tt9"f7'0m Sam Gordon to James P. Cannon

London, 17 July 1953
Deaf Walter!
Received yours of July 9, post-marked N. Y. July 14,
as well as Barr report of June 22 and Manuel circular
of June 17. While I am at it, I might also acknowledge
a letter from Smith, on other matters, dated June 26,
and on which I have nothing to comment that I have
I10t Said alreadyIt is unfortunate that my letter was lying around so
long, since a good deal of time has been lost I will try,
for my part, to make up for the time lost.
Regarding the IS, I sent no report for the following
reasons: The main business was two big preparatory documents, on "Stalinism" and on "Our Integration into the
Real Mass Movement"—the lines of which and the import
for your struggle is probably as clear to you as to me,
I expect that you received copies, although Iam disturbed
to see no mention of them in your letter. Burns wrote
Barr, I believe, of the importance of urging postponement
of consideration and decision on these, as well as for
your comment. Secondly, on your struggle, there was
officially only the letter welcoming the Plenum settlement
and n0 further attempt at intervention. Thirdly, the rest
was a series of impressions Burns conveyed to me—he
had taken no notes—which it is difcult to relay secondhand. I had hoped he would write himself. He did write,
and his letters should be in your hands by now. But,
just to make sure you get as much information on this
as I have, I will give you everything I have from notes
at hand. This is all the more necessary now because of
the apparent flare-up of your struggle.
I did not want to rush with Burns‘ impressions regarding the attitude displayed to him, and indirectly to you,
because of the unity sentiment prevailing, and on which
you were quite denite. I did not want to be a disturbing
inuence, so to speak. I looked upon your settlement as
really part and parcel of a settlement with Jerome, because
to me Livingstone is closely associated with the latter, as
I explained in my last letter. Here are the impressions:
Burns was received with hostility, put on the carpet for
"Trying to line up" his group behind you. All except Ernest
engaged in this. Frank went so far in attacking your
group that Jerome had to restrain him. Formally,hoWever,
they decided to go no further than the letter they sent you.
In Burns’ opinion, and of course in mine all along, his
open break with them in May stopped them from intervening then; and this, coupled with you rm majority at
the Plenum, accounts for the retreat Jeromeand Livingstone
have beaten.
In this connection, there are indications that Jerome has
shifted his ground and is now interveningin Burns‘ group
2
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in order to remedy his previously weak position on this
side, so to speak. He is attempting to act through J. L.
[John Lawrence]. The latter has raised big objections to
an article on Stalin written by Burton (along the same
lines politically as in page 8 of Barr's June 22 report)
as "against the general line" and proposed to keep it out
of the review, substituting for it the Clarke effort in your
magazine. In Burns‘ opinion this is but part of a campaign that is being attempted here by Jerome. There are
any number of other, minor indications, among them a
headline smuggled into the weekly without consultation.
Needless to say, Burns and his friends are on the alert
and condent that they can handle the situation.
The are-up on your side may quite possibly coincide
with this development over here.
Further on the meeting: There is a first rate crisis in L.
Roy's group [Ceylon], danger of large defection to Stalinism. They propose to send one of the two central people.
Jerome himself proposes to go to handle the major opportunity which has arisen after April 1952 [Bolivian revolution]. Burns and Iboth have our misgivings about such
trips, and in our opinion they indicate a state of mind
which certainly is not very sober, to say the least.
On the two documents mentioned there was no full discussion but a tendency to bring pressure to get them
passed speedily.
That is about all, on impressions. Next time, I hope,
Burns will note things more carefully. The next session
is July 22-23, but may be postponed again.
The important thing, however, are the documents. Each
contains concessions meant for you, that is obvious. In
a certain sense, there is a reversion to the X Plenum here.
But the basic line remains the same one-sided affair, which
sees only favorable developments and no dangers. Our
pre-congress contribution to the discussion, which
Livingstone burned but which has since been published
by him, is taken little notice of. In my opinion, the line
is much closer to the "revelations" of Isaac Deutscher
than to what Clarke fulminates against the "Old Testarnent" of Trotskyism. (This new remark of Clarke's is
not surprising to me-—I remember ghting against a
phrase of his in a draft resolution I fought, to the effect
that "Titoism is the hope of humanity." Both reveal a
trend. I am afraid it is not conned to him alone.)
Naturally, there are a lot of good ideas in both documents that we can agree with. We can even agree
"in general" with the conception of the "Stalinism" draft.
But there are a few specic ideas which I cannot accept.
I call your attention to Par. 15, which notes frankly a
departure from our traditional concept of the struggle to
come in the USSR. This poses the question as to which
of two basic concepts we have to give up: Either that

Stalinism (the bureaucracy) is an obsolescent, reactionary
social force, or that obsolescent forces before they leave
the historical scene make common cause with all that
is reactionary in society? P81 20—Whi¢h reiterates the
impossibility of a compromise with imperialism. Par. 21,
which says "the socialist regeneration of the USSR almost
as much as the socialist revolution in the USA will decide
the world victory of socialism—what does that mean, in
what sense does that hold? Par. 23, which is quite correct,
but looks at the process as automatic. The wave of
pacifism and its relation to the agitation for four-power
talks is simply ignored, etc., etc.
In the other document, aside from ambiguity about
secondary tactics which can at times become primary,
there are the same old attempts at specific directives here,
there and everywhere. Super-centralization shows its head
here unmistakably. Burns has suggested that perhaps
a section on the role and limitations of the leadership
would be more appropriate.
I am writing this hastily and perhaps leaning more in
impressions than I should. But I do not want to delay
sending this off for a more thought-out comment. Ihave
a reply to Frankel, which I have not sent on to you because I wanted to see rst the tone of the literary discussion and adjust that to it. Perhaps I shall try to bring it
"P to date and Send it n°WI had hoped that the development of events would bring
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us closer again. But up to now this is not the case. Neither
the great, stirring rising in East Germany nor the crack
in the bureaucracy revealed by the Beria disgrace has so
far done so. But events show that our traditional concepts
are absolutely correct and indispensible in judging the
new developments—which, of course, we must not fail
to recognize. We have every right to remain rm.
Practically, it is necessary to develop a common line
in closest cooperation, both politically and organizationally. Iam anxious to hear your views on this.
I may be out of town for two weeks after next week, so
write to Burns directly in that time.
Best regards, Tom

RS. You can forget my remark about Burns’ reaction
to your caucus speech. It was merely a matter of looking
for recognition that his group has grown. It may interest
you to know that just the other day he said that he
regards his group as part and parcel of yours, historically
as well as politically. Also, there is no question but that the
attitude to Stalinism is the same for them as for you.
No one has expressed any difference on your resolution
on this here_
P. P. S. There was also some talk at the meeting about the

Bleibtreu group coming back, negotiations,

etc.

Cannon

more desperate for Malenkov & Co. The French and Pablo
attacked me with great heat, even going so far at times
as to interrupt me when I was speaking. Germain the
reporter was much more considerate, and in reply went
out of his way to answer satisfactorily my points. However, I have been long enough around to judge incidents,
and in the course of an I. S. bureau meeting the next day,
whilst informally discussing the dispute in the S. W. P.
Pablo made his statement of support for Frankel and
"against the articles of Wright." Immediately following
the I. E. C. Pablo made his way across the room to J.
Lawrence, my fellow delegate, and took him away for a
two-hour discussion. The contents of this are just beginning
to emerge now.
On returning I reported my contribution to our E. C.
Lawrence gave what he terms a "factual" account.
I reported that following the dissolution of the old I. S.
we were called upon to elect a representative on the new
I. S. In doing this I expressed the opinion that our E. C.
should know that I felt a little unhappy about things,
especially Pablo‘s remark on the Frankel document.
Lawrence got annoyed and heated, claiming that this was
directed against him. His outburst took me aback, and
I replied that I wanted the committee to be aware of my
opinions before voting on my nomination. I explained
that in point of fact, the I. E. C. wanted to elect me at its
session, but I avoided this by requesting time to report
this at its session, but I avoided this by requesting time to
report this back so that the committee could make a choice.
out of courtesy to
necessary
also
was
This

July 21, 1953
Dear Jim:
To provide a report on the last I. S. meeting, it is necessary to retrace in brief some of the events at the meeting
of the I. E. C. which was held just prior to your May
Plenum. After that, I propose to set forth some opinions
on the present situation in the international.
At the I. E. C. a conict developed between myself and
Pablo on the way to approach the new events in Russia.
This was not so much around the contents of the resolution (although some points required more elaboration)
but on the way it was presented by the spokesmen for the
I. S. In my opinion, an all too optimistic coloration was
introduced. No one can doubt, of course, the significance
of the events, but to generalize these into language which
implies a new milennium immediately for our sections
can cause disappointment and disillusionment later. I
said that we should remember the mistakes of the French
section on Yugoslavia (which in my view now had some
roots in the I. S. ) Here everyone was hopped up to the
point where the Party was unprepared for the sharp turn
that became necessary in August 1950 (the Kardelj speech
to the U. N. O.) The subsequent unfortunate events were in
no smallway related to this.
On the new stage of events in the U. S. S. R. I said that
we must avoid this in order to arm our people on a realistic approach, and warn them about the constant changes
of Stalinist treachery in a situation which was getting ever
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Lawrence who was the previous representative. After this,
I was elected unanimously with Emmet abstaining. I cite
these events to give a little background to the last I. S.
My informal reception from Pablo was decidedly cool.
He told me that he had a letter from someone in your
minority who told him that the agreement came about this
way, "At some point in the debate you [Cannon] asked
Clarke if he was an agent of Pablo, when assured that
this was so, you brightened up and after that agreement
was reached." He asked me to explain this, and I declined,
stating that it was not my job to explain such things,
At the meeting we had the two documents now in your
hands before us. Germain and Frank gave me a verbal
ti-anslation before the meetinghutitwas impossible to make
a contribution on this basis. After a little discussion we
agreed to send them out to all members of the I.E. C.
The next item was a report from Pablo on the situation
in Ceylon, where it appears that the Stalinist wing of the
L.S.S.P. were making some progress. The I.S. bureau
recommended that Gel-main should he sent_ l did not
feel happy about this, but as I had no concrete alternative I let the decision go. Pablo reported on Bolivia
and stated that he was going thei.e_ He said that Sal
Santen from Holland (who is in S. America and who was
in Bolivia) was now in Uruguay, in a demorahzed posi_
tion with little money. He was sent there on Pablo‘s in-t ence 1 as t ye a r.
sis

moved that we refuse to publish the article because it was
contrary to the line of the I.S. He did this with great
force, which is not generally a characteristic trait of his. I
replied that such an attitude was absolutely intolerable,
and that we must have a discussion with Tom present
when all the members could read his article. Lawrence then
told me that I supported Tom politically, and should
get down to amendments to the new documents. This was
news to me, but the method quite old, and since l am 1"10t
used to "ho0P'lumPing" l replied that l must read all
Sides ot the case, and make up my mind. I told Lawrence
that we must not poison the international discussion before
We got started, and that any impatient tendency to stampede people was absolutely at variance with our traditional methods» l Cannot honestly say that l agree With
Tom, but it Was not the question ot "agreement" of "disagreement" that Worried me» hut the tyPe oi thing Which
ties uP With a Whole series ot imloatient eXPei'ienees at
the hands Oi Pahlo- He is in touch obviously With PeoPle
here, and the tactic seems to be to settle with Tom and
Push me into some line- These "amateurs" like so many
others before them, think We are a lot oi ignorant Peasants
who do not understand politics from a bull‘s foot, but
We shall seeBefore this we had a letter at our E. C. from Ceylon
askihg us to send one of our boys as a Press reporter
of the "Samasamajist" to Bucharest Youth Peace Con-

We ‘hen came *° W" q“eS*i°“- Frank °P<*“ed “P by em"
phasizing
the political cohesion of the minority, stating his §§§§Ef°'w€hfZ..i‘a§ JZZZZIIFS Zhfléii§i°31.i‘?O’i10ii‘iigsiilI
support for Frankel's document. He said that we must teri
stress with the Americans the need for a very full discussion on the new documents for the Fourth Congress.
Deaf Leslie:
This was necessary because of the “American way of life"
Mlke tuandal received your telegram and lettsr en'
outlook prevalent in the S.W.P. This remark implied some
closing the cablegram about a Press representative at
lack of interest in international matters by the S.W.P.
Bucharest for the Youth Fesuvuh We discussed this at
maioi-ity_ Pablo’ Germain’ and myself opposed him on
our last Executive and I was asked to write you as
this. I made a statement supporting the S.W.P. majority.
followsPablo interrupted me with a violent attack. He said that
1- We Would he in agreement it any delegation We sent
I had maneuvered Lawrence from being our representaWas representative Of a Worker's Organizaon, Whieh
tive on the I.S., that I was maneuvering my section to
would in turn be able to protect the delegation. This
support the S.W.P. majority, etc. etc. He had a factional
would be very useful like your delegation in China.
report of our E. C. from either Lawrence or Hilda Lane
2. A press representative, consisting of one young man
(who is in touch with Pablo's wife). I fancy it was the
alone in an atmosphere of picked Stalinists and their
latter. I let fly at him in reply and told him bluntly that
stooges, is something we could not risk at this time,
this sort of nonsense made no impression, and that it was
even though we agree wholeheartedly with the desii-_
half-truths from beginning to end. I told him that he was
ability of getting eloser to these eountries
not dealing with "little boys" and that in a Bolshevik orln the nresent atmosphere of impending trials, there
ganizauon there were procedures for dealing with this sort
is an element of chance which we could not take. Even
of misunderstanding—all he had to do was write for an
bourgeois correspondents representing nowerful panel-s
explanation’ and not confront me in an atmosphere of
have been picked up from time to time, and Mike is
égtlmldatlon
the .I's' The matter closed Without any'
fairly well known as a Trotskyist. It would be different
lng concreteonemerging
except an agreement on the state.
.
mom now in your hands Germain seemed neutral
the
if. he were part of a representatiye
delegation.
am sure you Wlll appreciate our point of view in
questions. blltsearned friendly. Frank isthe Frank he always
was on such matters. Livio the Italian inclined toward the
this matter‘
Frankel d0¢l1ment. Afterwards, Pablo became more friendFraternal greetings
ly, and we parted in a comradely way, but obviously
Burns
under a ¢l0ud for the future. He is in touch with some
elements here, and from that meeting onwards l have m.o_
We sent a copy of this letter to Pablo, and this is his
ceeded accordingly.
reply:
The next incident was last Wednesday at an editorial
"On the matter of Mike: Tilak has just written us also
of
our
B0aI'd meeting
Review. Tom had written an aron this. Your precautions on the subject of sending Mike
ticle on Stalin's death which up to the time of the meeting
seem to us a little exaggerated. It is scarcely probable
had only been read by Lawre1f1C6, and myself. Lawrence
that the Stalinists could attempt the abduction of people
1
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invited officially by themselves, journalists, and who are
not in any case Trotskyist leaders, who are not known
nationally or internationally, It is scat-eely probable that
they could risk a campaign against their congress (which
they would Wish to be a complete success) by entering into
actions of so little profit for themselves. In any case, we
hope that Mike has already replied by telegram to Tilak,
so that they can consider sending someone e1se there"
More rush, more impatience, apart from the foot that
we have absolutely no news from inside these countries
about the exact position
You will, I know, excuse all these details. In the normal
course of events, this wouid not be necessary, but what
We are grappling with here is two very different methods
in building an international. From experience, we have
learned that the strength of a national section lies in the
maturity of its cadiii Maturity ows from the collective
way in which a cadre works This’ as you know, does

an experienced cadre, and the reason is not hard to find.
If it takes a long time in national sections, with many
experiences and difficulties, then it is considerably more
complicated on the international arena. A national leadership must learn to know its country and itself, an international leadership must know the world, and embody
the collective experience of the national sections.
Pablo does not understand this, and we now begin to see
the trouble more clearly. Here is a man with many great
theoretloal qualications, who ls a Powerful thlhkeh He
gets out in front with the line, but fails to understand the
Strength and eXPe1'leh¢e of our cadre who have to aPPlY
this. Here he gets terrible impatient, and the one-sidedness
of his positive gifts begin to emerge. Not understanding
(because he has llevel expelieileeel ii) ille problem of a
eedle’ lle proceeds like a "ialelli se°lli‘" Tile leeilelslllp Oi
the S.W.P. is sluggish, conservative, etc. so Clarkevs the
boy. Burns is awkward" and follows the S.W.P. I1'1a]Ol‘1ty,

not arise from the brilliance of this or that individual
in a particular field. It arises from the historical selection
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been badly administered for some time hoW~ lshould Pei‘haps take SOIIIB blame» but I did notwaht to go off oh a
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ma5$e- lt'$ the "golden gate" fol‘ a few mohth$- NOW of
¢o11I‘$e We Were all fol’ taklhg the fullest advantage of the
situation, but only if everyone knew the strength and weakness of this problem. Wedidalot of work here, but we kept
our powder very dry. A few days after Kardelj made his
speech, we had a brigade of ours return from Belgrade.
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in national sections are familiar with its intricacies. Because of
its enormous collective power, a cadre is also an intricate
instrument. The wise leader must attune himself to the
need for sharp changes, and what is all important, the way
to prepare the cadre for such changes. He must know his
people, and how sometimes to help the "lame ones" over
the stile. Leadership is not a question of theoretical ability
only, one must know the cadre,
Our present international leadership came together after
the war, but in spite of the important progress in knitting
its work together, it has been impossible as yet to construct
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The Yugoslav ambassador booked a big hall here for
our boys to tell what they saw. It was a "big do" with
the ambassador present, as well as a lot of young Stalinists. Under our instructions, we utilized part of the time
to criticize Kardelj. The Stalinists, who thought they would
have a great time at our expense over Korea, were taken
aback. I well remember the angry way the Yugoslav
contact man assailed "my treachery." All I could say was
"sorry, but there has been a migunder-5ta,nding—We are
not a Stalinist party, and you are not the Cominform."
We were plenty exible on Yugoslavia, but our line was
applied on the basis of traditional Bolshevik experience.
The French were not so fortunate. In a desperate "all or
nothing" impatient way they intervened, and laid the founda-

tion for their crisis afew months later.
I think these events (whilst the lessons are well known
to you) should help in looking at our present problem.
We must save this man Pablo. It is a big responsibility
but it will require some plain speaking. Before anything
is done I would like your views. We should work as
close as we can together. I am attending another I.S.
this Friday and a report will be sent. Your "Peace Agreement" helps, but I fear a stormy time ahead. However,
I am confident that we can turn it, like so many others,
into profit in the long run.
Warmest regards,
Gerry

13. Letter from Gerry Healy to James P. Cannon

July 28, 1953
Dear Jhhi
Your letter and enclosures dated July 15th have been
received. By DOW you ShOLlld have another l€tt€1' f1‘O1Tl II1€,
which was dispatched from here On Jilly 21The €I1ClOS11l'€ fI'OII1 Pab. is typical and bears out 8. pOint
I have dieelleeed here many times With T0m- This man
does not understand the procedure of our movement.
I never for one moment believed that he got together in a
faetielh with Clarke i° Prepare the fight in ihe SWP in a
conscious way. The trouble is that he dabbled in business
at first and then was gradually dragged into the ihing~
such methmie» eonirary i0 What he ele-line» eohld Only
Prepare the Way for the danger of $Plii- on the Other hand,
the SWP majority avoided split precisely because it proceeded firmly politically and organizationally.
F01‘ quite a time here, Whilst l Wee at One With you
politically, I did my best to prevent P. from making serious
e1'1'°1'5 hy avoiding an °Pen clash with him, but I was
not too successful. It was only when I put the cards on the
table that everybody steadied up, because they knewa ght
was coming. The bad thing then and now, is the way P.
f00l< my intervention) and When I S8-W him lest Week
W_a$ deeidedly e°°i- He does n°ih'y i°iea1'h eohectively
With 115- He P_i'°¢eed5 ih a hahShiy> hnPahehi W3-y- I have
niahy memones of this Sort of thing ih the Old fights: and
an of them are unpleasant The intellectual who lumps
a1'°uhd_(n° matter how brhhahi he may be) usually gets
into Senous trouble‘
Beneath the impatience is of course, the politics Psupported the minority on two counts: a) the Frankel
document, b) a more exible attitude towards the U.S.C.P.
He was against turning away from ue main orientation,
but he continually referred to Trotsky's cpnversation (published by the Minority) and used it to suggest that the
SWP majority were conservative on this question. After
the news of the Plenum agreement came through, he wrote
me saying:
"The Plenum has just nished with an understanding and
a reciprocal P1‘°1'ni5e Of prolonged peace. This solution has
intervened after three days of debates which made one fear
the worst. The result is due, in my opinion, to the ¢0mbined effeef of wisdom of Jim and the other cadres of the
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majority, of the importance and ideological cohesion of
the minority, and to the intervention, certainly till now
discreet, but no less clear and firm (for those who understand) which were made from here to both sides_"

I have always

been extremely suspicigug of people whg

approach the serious internal conicts which have engaged
Q111‘ mgvemgnt with suggestigns which tend t0 minimize
the seriousness of these developments. During the height
of the fight with Haston we had many QftheSe'fe1lQW$
he,-e and their "netiti-a1ity"e_iwayS turned out to be Support
of the wrong camps. P. and Lawrence tend to blame the
majority for the had atmosphere and support F1-ankeiis
document. This "impartial" air is a reection of political
instability and it lies at the root of P.'s failure to understand the basis of your plenum agreement. It would be
useless to blind ourselves to the dangers that can arise
as a result Qf this,
Here, I feel sure that we can prevent Lawrence from becoming involved, without any faconal heat. Of course,
it is possible to be mistaken. Atthemoment he is in France
at P.'s request and maybe they will “try something," but
we shall hold it. We will not have our movement pushed
around by experiments.
As I see the situation, we must introduce some sort of
balance into the present international leadership. The
trouble with P. is his impatience and haughtiness. In spite
of great theoretical abilities, these are bad traits and have
to be watched. The problem is to help the man retain
and develop his leadership capabilities whilst at the same
time establishing more collectivity in taking decisions and
responsibilities in relation to the internal affairs of our
sections,

Concretely, I believe our section must work in the closest
collaboration, politically and organizationally with the
SWP. We should discuss the new documents for the Congress between ourselves before making any decisions on
any amendments that might be necessary. Tom and
collaborate most closely here. We shall let you have all
the news in regular letters.
When it is understood in the international that we stand
together as one solid unit, then it should tend to steady
people all around. I await your remarks.
Warmest regards,

I

i

J.

